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Preface 
A dissertation is not only a compilation of scientific work; it is also a tes­
timony of years of apprenticeship. Indeed, more than seven years ago, I began 
this research by considering it mainly an extension of my science study, know­
ing that the way to its ultimate goal would be long, nebulous and insecure. 
I joined the working group 'Geluid en Groen', established by Prof. H.F. Lins-
kens, brought into a modest but steady blossom by dr. Maurice Martens, and 
later, in tures of budget cuts, vigorously defended Dy Prof. Kees Blom. Thanhs 
to these people I have had the opportunity to do my research in great freedom 
and with the best means availaole. 
Nevertneless a half-time job is not much if one wants to conbine computer 
modelling with outdoor experiments. No experiment would even have started 
without the contributions of Jan van Huet, Harry Balster, Harry Verscharen, 
Γοοη van £lJc, and other technical personnel of the Faculty of Sciences. And 
no experiment would have been performed and worked out if there hadn't been 
students enthusiastically working on this subject, taking part in the discus­
sions, writing reports, and generating new ideas. Here I will mention only 
those who have contributed directly to my work: Waling Tiersma, Herman van 
Wissen, Peter Gotwalt, Frans Corten, Ruud Foppen, Ron Hochstenbach, Chris van 
Swaay, Stan Tummers, Geert-Jan h'olfs, Paula van Vugt, Fred van SantwijJc, Jan 
Schoenmakers, Renée Beeícwilder, Trinette Smits, Rene Niessen, Annemarie bin-
ders, Wilko van Asseldonk, Luc Disselhorst, and Emilia Persoon. 
Still, biology and educational technology do not form a very suitable back-
ground to explore the field of acoustics; they may lead to new views on the 
subject or to unorthodox research methods, but these can only have a serious 
impact if they are acoustically sound. Therefore, I was very happy to find 
myself virtually adopted by two experts: dr. Keith Attenborough, The Open 
University, Great Britain, and Prof. Volker Meliert, Universität Oldenburg, 
BundesrepuDlik Deutscnland. Through the years, I spent four months working 
under their direct guidance as well as living in the hospitality of their 
families. The regular stays at their institutes enabled me to discuss the 
validity of my models with fellow researchers, of vhom I would like to mention 
especially or. Margaret Price, dr. Heather Hess, dr. Johann Wempen, and dr. 
Helmut Klug. For all their scientific, educational and personal attention I 
hope to express my gratitude most properly by completing this dissertation and 
publishing the papers contained in it. 
In the last year, the effects of the formal dissolution of the working group 
were considerably alleviated by external financial support. The Rijksinsti-
tuut voor Natuurbeheer spent a grant which enabled application of the research 
outcomes to noise prediction; for this grant I am much indebted to drs. Rien 
Reijnen and drs. Ruud Foppen. Dr. Huub van Hoof of the Fysisch en Elektro-
nisch Laboratorium TNO purchased a license for RayFlux, which enabled me to 
do some further worx on the ray pattern analysis. ííostert * de Winter Geluid-
werendgroen b.v. is acknowledged for contributing to the multiplication of the 
dissertation. 
I am indebted to Prof. Stan Gielen and dr. Maurice Martens for supervising the 
preparation of the manuscript as well as for making it possible to defend the 
dissertation at the University of Nijmegen. 
Finally I wish to thank all who have contributed to this work and haven't been 
mentioned here. A special word of appreciation is reservea for the patience 
ano tolerance of τιν colleagues at the Dutch Open University. 






It is well explicable that Earth's biosphere has its place on Earth's surface. 
The surface emits radiation into space and absorbs radiation from the sun; it 
consists of a dynamic mixture of matter in the three phases solid, liquid and 
gas, in which heat and momentum are continuously flowing. In this flow of 
energy and matter, life has evolved, and, while evolving, influenced if not 
shaped the Earth's surface. 
The study of outdoor sound propagation seems far away from such global con-
siderations. However, they may help us realise that the sound propagates 
through something which is necessarily far more complex than the idealized 
isothermal, still medium over a flat, stiff and impermeable surface. The very 
nature of the surface leads to exchange of heat and momentum with the atmo-
sphere, to weathering of the upper layer of the surface, and to its exploita-
tion by plant, animal and man. These intricately related processes together 
result in gradients of temperature and wind, in layered, porous soils, and in 
a variety of obstructions, which each on their own influence sound propagation 
and also influence each other s influence on sound propagation. 
This thesis is about these influences, concentrating on sound propagation 
through and over vegetation. Where propagation of sound in idealized cir-
cumstances is well understood, the effects of sound velocity gradients, of a 
soft ground, and of obstructions are only basically known from theory and 
exemplary from practice; and knowledge on their combined effect in and over 
vegetation is virtually absent. 
Figure .1 Artist s impression of sound propagation in a forest (Courtesy of 
Kenee Beekwilderj The crowns of the trees exchange heat with the atmosphere 
and with the ground through processes lifce radiation, convection and evapora-
tion At day this leads to an unstable temperature maximum in the crown 
layer, which is here visualized by fragments of a diagram of isotherms as a 
function of height and time1 The vertical gradient of temperature causes 
downward refraction of sound that is emitted from a socrce near to the ground. 
If studied with refractive ray tracing, this refraction leads to a complicated 
ray pattern in which focussing takes oiace as well as multiple reflection 
against the acousfically soft forest floor. Hefraction by wind and scattering 
by the plants are not depicted here. 
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Man has been introduced above as exploiter of Earth's surface; part of this 
exploitation is necessarily the study of sound propagation. Man can be seen 
as a sound source, emitting acoustic signals and noise. Man influences sound 
transmission by modifying the environment, sometimes purposely, in a despair-
ing attempt to reduce noise immission. And man is a receiver, preferably of 
signals only, and not of noise. Furthermore, man has a certain responsibility 
towards acoustically communicating animals - at least to know what is the 
impact of man's activity on their acoustical environment2. 
This introduction starts with general comments on the research methods used in 
this study. Then an overview is given on the known effects of ground, weath-
er, and vegetation on sound propagation, in combination with the work done 
here on these subjects. Finally the contents of this thesis is discussed. 
Dutch-speaking readers who are not familiar with acoustics might benefit from 
reading first the chapters 10 and 11. 
Methods 
Two research strategies have been used, one theoretical, studying existing 
and new models in various ways, the other empirical, performing in situ meas-
urements of sound propagation, micro-weather, soil conditions, and vegetation 
structure. The ultimate goal was to compare theoretical predictions to the 
measured data. However both strategies were not successful enough to facili-
tate such a comparison for all factors influencing sound propagation. Firstly, 
it appeared impossible to construct a single overall model encompassing the 
effects of weather, absorbing ground, and vegetation. Instead, several more 
specific models of only one or two effects had to be used, assuming the re-
maining effects to be négligeable. And secondly, in the measurements it 
appeared difficult to unequivocally isolate the effects of weather, ground and 
vegetation, so that comparison with model results demanded the introduction of 
additional assumptions in the data analysis. This led to a mixing of the two 
strategies in most chapters of this thesis: in theoretical models empirical 
data is used and in data analysis theoretical models are used. 
Computer models 
Computer models are algorithms that process hypotheses, facts, and prescrip-
tions. This division may be translated into theoretical, descriptive and 
prescriptive models; however most models are to some extent of mixed type. 
For example, official prognosis methods for noise immission contain prescrip-
tions which are based on hypotheses and facts. Also, theoretical models will 
contain facts wherever possible, combined with hypotheses only on those sub-
jects for which no facts are known. 
A model may be validated by comparing its results to data obtained from the 
system of which the model is a model. Depending on the type and function of 
model, this validation is of variable relevance. For a purely descriptive 
model validation is redundant since it is based only on facts. For prescrip-
tion purposes it is important that prognosticated values lie always within 
certain limits of the real values; as long as this is the case it is not 
relevant wether the model itself is correct. For a theoretical model however, 
validation should lead to conclusions on the correctness of the underlying 
hypotheses. 
A presupposition in using empirical data for validation is that the data is 
correctly describing the studied system. Especially in complex systems there 
may be so many interrelated factors influencing the system's behaviour that 
isolated measurements are of little value. One solution to this is performing 
detailed measurements on all factors that are possibly relevant; this means 
that model validation involves a detailed empirical btudy of the system. The 
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other is performing large numbers of global measurements and statistically 
comparing the results to model predictions. Both solutions require a con­
siderable investment, without which validation remains impossible. 
In the main model study of this thesis (Ch. 3, 4; RayFlux3), the emphasis is 
on the hypothetical "what if" character of theoretical models: the model is 
merely seen as a set of interconnected hypotheses. The hypotheses themselves 
are simple enough, but the resulting model is so complex that its behaviour 
cannot be understood without thorough study. This study can be described in 
four phases. It begins with explicit formulation of the algorithms in order 
to develop a reliable computer program. With that, numerical experiments are 
performed. From the results, new concepts are deduced that describe the 
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Figure 2. Numerical experiments and generation of new concepts. 
The ray tracing model computes rays that together form a typical pattern that 
is qualitatively the same for all sound velocity gradients concerned in Ch. 3 
(a_) . At a certain distance from the source, the launching angle Θ , arrival 
height ζ and travel time t of the rays can be combined into a 'state space' 
that describes the state of the ray pattern at that distance ίc-e, see also 
Ch. 3 Fig. S). The evolution of the state space with distance is completely 
determined by the appearance of cusps (b_) that are formed by adjacent rays 
that cross each other. These cusps are characterized by their beginning 
point, the 'source image', which occurs at regular distances from the source 
( characteristic range'). From a sensitivity analysis, an equation was found 
that satisfactorily describes this characteristic range as a function of sour­
ce height and gradient strength. With the aid of these concepts a measured 
pulse response (g_, conpare to free field pulse f_) could be identified as 
typical for a receiver in the vicinity of the second source image; from that 
the gracient strength that was apparent in the measurement could be deduced. 
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behaviour of the model in general, more abstract terms. Finally, conclusions 
are drawn that should be seen as the logical consequences of the basic hypo-
theses. 
In such a model study, a good computer program is essential in three of these 
four phases. While developing it, the researcher is forced to formulate 
exactly the hypotheses and their relations. For the numerical experiments, a 
flexible and secure input/output interface is needed to provide a large free-
dom of experimentation, and at the same time to prevent the inevitable com-
munication errors between user and program as much as possible. For the 
generation of new concepts, graphical representations of model output and 
higher abstractions thereof are indispensable; the same presentations are 
needed also to effectively communicate these concepts to other researchers. 
Only for the final stage the computer program isn't necessary anymore; with 
the aid of the newly generated concepts, most conclusions can qualitatively be 
deduced. 
Theoretical models are also used to obtain information on the studied system 
that cannot be obtained from measurements alone. Unknown values of the param-
eters of the model can be adapted until good correspondence between the fitted 
model output and the measured data is obtained. Depending on the number of 
free parameters, the construction of the model, the accuracy of the measure-
ments, and the goodness of the fit, this may lead to conclusions on the valid-
ity of the model as well as on the characteristics of the studied system 
(Table 1; Ch. 2) . 
Table 1. Line of reasoning in Pine forest study (Chapter 2| 
Measure excess attenuation (EAT^ and reverberation (REV). 
Use Weyl-van der Pol model for ground effect; 
Test various impedance submodels; 
Find impedance model parameter values by fitting modelled EAT 
to measured EAT; 
Discuss validity of ground effect model. 
Observe high frequency coherence loss in measured EAT; 
Formulate hypothetical coherence loss model; 
Find parameter values from measured EAT; 
Discuss validity of coherence loss model. 
Formulate theoretical particle bounce model for scattering; 
Analyze model behaviour; 
Find parameter values by fitting simulated REV to measured REV; 
Discuss validity of scattering model and parameter values. 
Formulate composite model for ground effect, coherence loss, 
and scattering; 
Compute EAT using all previously found parameter values; 
Compare modelled EAT to measured EAT; 
Discuss validity of composite model; 
Discuss gained understanding of sound propagation. 
In predictive applications, the thus found parameter values can be seen as a 
calibration of the model to the studied system. l.'ith this calibrated model, 
predictions can be made for situations that have not been measured. The valid-
ity of these predictions depends not only on the validity of the model, but 
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also on the validity of the applied parameter values; moreover, the validity 
may decrease if the situation for which predictions are made deviates from the 
situation in which the calibration measurements have been done (Ch. 12, 5). 
Measurements 
Where theory describes sound propagation, the measurements can only give data 
on sound transmission. In the experimental set up, there is always a source 
that emits the sound, a medium through which the sound propagates, and a 
receiver that registers the immission of the sound. The immission is the 
result of the emission plus all acoustic processes that take place in the 
medium. Kith an artificial source it is well possible to strictly define the 
emission, and to compute from it the immission that would exist at the recei-
ver if there were no ground, gradients, and obstructions. Such a medium is 
called the 'free field'. The level difference between the actual immission 
and the free field immission is generally called 'excess attenuation', even 
though it has a positive value for amplification. It is specific for a given 
source height, receiver height, and distance (the 'geometry'), and it is 
generally presented as a function of frequency (the 'excess attenuation func-
tion'). It is independent of the emission, but it still is the net sum of 
all effects of ground, weather, and obstructions (Ch. 11, 5). 
In this study, various measuring techniques were applied to obtain more de-
tailed information on sound propagation. Monitoring temporal fluctuations of 
the immission level was used to assess the influence of weather conditions 
(knowing that trees and ground do not move on such a time scale) (Ch. 7, 8, 
9). Similarly, spatial fluctuations of the Immission level in a period of 
steady weather conditions were used to probe the influence of tree trunks (Ch. 
2, 8). Reverberation measurements were performed to assess the scattering 
influence of the trees (Ch. 2). 
Analyzing the phase of the received signal yields valuable information on its 
travel time and on interference between direct and reflected partial sound 
fields. A simple set-up, visually monitoring the fluctuations of the wave 
form of a transmitted pure tone on an oscilloscope gave a direct estimate of 
the fluctuations of sound velocity in the medium (Ch. 7). Measurements with a 
very sophisticated set-up4, involving a high-power spark source and an FFT 
analyzer facilitated an almost complete temporal separation of direct and 
reflected sound. Both amplitude and phase of the partial sound fields can be 
obtained; amplitudes can be normalized to the free field Immission, yielding 
partial excess attenuation. In this thesis, the results of these measurements 
are only used to semi-quantitatively demonstrate the realism of phenomena that 
are predicted by the model of weather influence on sound propagation (Ch. 3, 
4, RayFlux ) . 
Application 
One of the fields of application of research on outdoor sound propagation is 
the prediction of environmental noise (Ch. 11, 12, 5). In this thesis, spe-
cial attention is given to the prediction of the effect of woodland on the 
transmission of road traffic noise. This appeared to be typically a problem 
that cannot be solved by measurements alone nor by models alone. Measurements 
with road traffic as sound source can only be performed systematically at 
great costs ="d effo'—s, since a large number of measurements is needed to 
deal with the spreading in the results due to all uncontrollable factors in 
traffic situations. On the other hand, a full theoretical model for sound 
propagation ir woodlands could not be made either. Therefore, a partly em-
pirical model '.'as used to analyze data of experimental point source measure-
ments and to apply these to road traffic noise (DifLevel). 
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Ground effect 
Sound propagation over a flat ground in isothermal windless air is for most 
purposes satisfactorily modelled by the so-called Weyl-van der Pol approxima-
tion o£ the wave equation (Ch. 2). This approximation is best explained if 
written in a form in which the sound transmitted from a point source to a 
receiver consists of three partial sound fields, one being the direct sound, 
one the specularly reflected sound, and a third being the 'ground wave' which 
accounts for the fact that the wave that is reflected is not plane but spheri-
cal. These three sound fields interfere, giving rise to a typical pattern of 
maxima and minima in the graph of excess attenuation as a function of frequen-
cy. (Figure 3 . ) 
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Figure 3. The Weyl-van der Pol approximation of the sound field due to a 
point source over an adnuttant surface (left plot) can be understood as the 
sum of tne direct partial sound field (r , equal to the free field;, the 
ground-reflected field r2 , and the low-frequency ground wave F. Sound is 
assumed to propagate only vertically into tiie ground (local reaction;. The 
resulting excess attenuation (right plot) at near-grazing incidence (i.e. for 
low source and receiver) can be understood as follows. Ground reflection 
causes a phase change of the reflected field by almost 160°. In the mid- and 
low frequency range, the path length difference oetween the direct and the 
reflected sound is négligeable compared to the wavelength. Thus, the 180° 
phase change causes destructive interference and the sound pressure at the 
receiver would be low if there were no low-frequency ground wave (F). In the 
mid frequency range, the complete cancellation results in the so-called ground 
dip (d_) . At high frequencies, the path length difference is not négligeable, 
which results in an additional phase change that is proportional to the wave-
length. This leads to an interference pattern (jj which is almost completely 
defined by the geometry. See also Ch. 4, Fig. 2. 
The Weyl-van der Pol equation can be rewritten as the sum of direct and re-
flected sound, with the reflected sound being modified by the so-called 
'spherical wave reflection coefficient' (Ch. 4). This coefficient may have a 
value larger than 1 for near-grazing incidence, soft soils, and low frequen-
cies. This apparent paradox is explained by the fact that the spherical wave 
reflection coefficient describes both the effect of specular reflection and 
the relative contribution of the ground wave. Indeed, m reality, the thus 
predicted excess attenuation values of over +6 dB do exist. 
In the Weyl-van der Pol equation, the impedance of the soil surface should be 
known as a function of frequency. This impedance can ce seen as the measure 
to which the soil impedes the sound that penetrates in it; it determines the 
phase change and the attenuation that a sound wave appears to have undergone 

















shape of the first maximum and the first minimum of the excess attenuation 
function; this minimum is therefore called the 'ground dip'. Various models 
exist that give the normal surface impedance as a function of frequency for a 
number of parameters which usually bear a relation to physical characteristics 
of the soil. Traditionally, the semi-empirical one-parameter model for fi­
brous media by Delany and Bazley5 is used, although more realistic theoretical 
models exist that have satisfactorily been validated6. In this thesis, a 
simple two-parameter model is used (Ch. 2-12), with parameter values deter­
mined by fitting model predictions to measured excess attenuation. 
Temperature and wind gradients 
Sound velocity gradients exist almost always in the surface layer of the 
atmosphere. Wind is braked by the ground, which results in a vertical gradi­
ent of wind speed and therefore of effective sound velocity. In this gradi­
ent, a wave front propagating in the same direction as the wind is refracted 
downward because the higher parts of the wave front experience a higher sound 
velocity than the lower parts. Sound travelling upwind is refracted upwards 
(Figure 4 . ) . 
Figure 4. Sound propagation under the influence of a vertical sound velocity 
gradient. The propagation of sound is here depicted by means of sound rays. 
Left: ray pattern influenced by a logarithmic profile of temperature at night 
or of wind in source-receiver direction. Kight: idem, day or upwind. 
Temperature gradients are formed when the temperature of the surface differs 
from the temperature of the air above it. Although processes like advection, 
convection, conduction, evaporation, transpiration and condensation play a 
significant role, the daily rhythm of the temperature difference between 
surface and atmosphere can be qualitatively understood by ]ust regarding the 
radiation balance. For this, a practical division is made between long-wave 
radiation emitted by bodies with terrestrial temperatures (maximum intensity 
at λ 10 μια) , and the short-wave radiation emitted by the sun having a tempe­
rature of about 5000 °C (maximum intensity in visible light, at λ" 0.5 μιη). 
At night, the surface emits radiation which is only partly balanced by the 
so-called counterradiation by the atmosphere, which leads to cooling down of 
the surface and the formation of a temperature inversion in the air layer on 
the ground. The refractive effect on sound is comparable to that of downwind 
conditions. At day, the radiation balance is turned due to the additional 
short-wave irradiation of the sun. A negative temperature gradient is formed 
(temperature decreases with height) with a refractive effect on sound com­
parable to that of upwind conditions (Figure 4.). 
Numerous amendments can be made on these basic statements on meteorological 
effects on sound propagation. In this thesis, some are treated in more detail 
whereas others are only briefly touched or not pursued at all. Not pursued is 
sound propagation upwind or through a negative temperature gradient. Briefly 
discussed on the basis of measurements is the effect of temporal fluctuations 
of the gradients and therefore of sound propagation (Ch. 7, Θ, 10, 7 ) . Empha­
sized are the effect of vegetation on the formation and shape of the gradients 
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with the consequences for sound propagation (Ch. 2-4, 6), and a number of 
methods to come from the above-mentioned direction of sound to the resulting 
transmission of sound from a source to a receiver (Ch. 4). 
The general effect of vegetation on the micro-weather is that the surface at 
which heat and momentum are exchanged with the atmosphere lies in the upper 
layer of the canopy; this leads to temperature and wind gradients that differ 
systematically from those over open field. The consequences of this on the 
propagation of sound were studied empirically by performing measurements (Ch. 
2, 7, 8), and theoretically by using a refractive ray tracing model (Ch. 2-4, 
6, RayFlux). 
Ray tracing models are based on the so-called 'geometrical solution' of the 
wave equation. Various nuances exist, but generally a ray tip or sound par-
ticle is conceived to be on a wave front, moving in the direction perpendicu-
lar to the wave front. This direction slowly changes as a result of the sound 
velocity gradient in the medium. By means of an iterative procedure the ray 
tip is traced through the medium, with specular reflection taking place if the 
ray hits the ground. The advantage of ray tracing models is their simplicity 
and clarity; each step is visually conceivable, and there is a full analogy 
with propagation of light. However, the difficulty is that the geometrical 
solution looses its validity if the wavelength of the sound is not much smal-
ler than the size of the structures (here, gradients) in the medium. General-
ly, this means that results of ray tracing are to be mistrusted if applied to 
low frequencies. But, as stated above, this depends on the scale of the 
changes in sound velocity, which is difficult to quantify; in the absence of 
sound velocity gradients, ray tracing is correct for all frequencies (Ch. 4). 
In the model study (Ch. 4) also the highly important problem was investigated 
of how to come from refraction of sound as computed by ray tracing, to excess 
attenuation. For this, the influence of the ground had to be accounted for, 
which implied combining the ray tracing model for weather influence over hard 
ground with the Weyl-van der Pol model for the effect of soft ground at iso-
thermal windless conditions. It appeared to be difficult to compare excess 
attenuation predicted by this combined model to measured data, partly because 
of incompleteness of the data, but doubtlessly also because of the simplifica-
tions in the model. Fortunately, the new pulse technique4 made it possible to 
compare measured pulse responses to intermediate results of the combined 
model. A number of phenomena that were first considered to be model artifacts 
appeared to exist in reality, and with the aid of the model, many aspects of 
the measured pulse responses could be explained. Among these is the remark-
able phenomenon of multiple reflection of sound. 
Vegetation effect 
Direct effects of vegetation on sound propagation are scattering and absorpti-
on. A wide range of measurements reported in literature have shown these 
effects to exist for single plant organs, single plants, rows of plants and 
continuous woodland8. The effects increase with frequency of the sound and 
with density of the vegetation. In continuous woodland the attenuation due to 
the vegetation increases linearly with distance. 
A difficulty with vegetation is that its structure is too complicated for 
realistic acoustic modelling. Theoretical models therefore focus on well-
defined arrays of only stems or leaves, or consider whole plants or rows of 
plants as single structures. In this thesis only theoretical models are 
treated that consider a woodland as an array of infinitely long tree trunks, 
without ground reflection and weather influence. This choice was a consequen-
ce of the fact that in the studied Pine plantation a typical interference pat-
tern was experimentally shown to be induced by the trunks (Ch. 2, 8). 
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A multiple scattering model of sound propagation through an array of scatte-
rers by Embleton', further developed by Price10, was used to explain the 
measured effect of vegetation11. This effect was found from the overall 
excess attenuation by subtracting the ground effect, thus assuming the two 
effects to be simply additive. Since this procedure was not very satisfying, 
a second approach was adopted, in which both the measured attenuation and the 
measured reverberation should be explained by the same scattering model, 
assuming that reverberation is not significantly influenced by the soft 
ground. The model developed for this purpose is based upon hypotheses formu­
lated by Kuttruff12 . However instead of his algebraic computation, a stochas­
tic procedure was developed in which the computer traces thousands of sound 
particles bouncing between the tree trunks (Fig. 5). After fitting of parame­
ter values, it indeed explains the reverberation, but its ability to explain 
the excess attenuation remains unclear due to the above-mentioned difficulties 
in extracting the effect of vegetation from the measured overall excess at­
tenuation (Ch. 2, Reverb). On top of that, there was a high-frequency absorp­
tion due to branches, foliage and undergrowth13, which was, as could be ex­
pected, not predicted by the trunk scattering model. 
-100 0 ж(т) 100 200 300 
Figure 5. The particle bounce model for scattering of sound between the tree 
trunks fReVerb). In a horizontal plane, large numbers of particles are laun­
ched from a point source. The initial direction is random, launching time is 
t=0, and the initial energy of the particles is 2. The particles have a 
chance to be reflected that depends on density and effective diameter of the 
trees, assuming the trees to be randomly distributed. Upon reflection, par­
ticles may loose energy if the trees have an effective reflection factor less 
than 1. A receiver monitors the energy of the particles when they pass by 
within certain limits (speckled circle), as well as the time at which they 
pass by. The resulting graph of intensity of the monitored particles as a 
function of time can be interpreted as that of a simulated pulse response. 
Combined effects 
As stated in the beginning of this introduction, the three factors weather, 
soil and vegetation are interrelated, and their effects on sound propagation 
are interrelated as well. 
Some of these relationships are obvious, for example, a forest differs from an 
open field in its vegetation, and therefore in its soil conditions and micro-
weather. However simple this mav seem, much of the historical confusion on 
the effect of plants on sound propagation was caused by the fact tnat the 
influence of the forest floor was tacitly supposed to be the same as that of 
an open field (Ch. 11). 
In this stjdy, indications were found that the effects of reflection by the 
ground and scattering by vegetation are not simply additive. The scattering 
process seems to induce a less of vertical cor.erence between the direct ana 
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ground-reflected partial sound fields. In the theoretical model, an attempt 
was made to account for this loss by defining a frequency-dependent function 
that makes a smooth transition between fully coherent excess attenuation at 
low frequencies to fully incoherent excess attenuation at high frequencies. 
However the values of the parameters governing this function had to be deduced 
from the measurements themselves, which precludes conclusions on the validity 
of this coherence loss function (Ch. 2, DifLevel; See also Table 1. above). 
In the study on road traffic noise, this function was not used because excess 
attenuation due to a horizontally incoherent line source is in practice in-
coherent in the high frequency range (Ch. 11, 12, 5, DifLevel). 
The combined effect of the sound velocity gradient and reflection at the 
ground is studied by including the spherical wave reflection coefficient in 
the ray tracing procedure (Ch. 4). This combined model appears to behave 
nonlinearly in many respects which is at least theoretically interesting. The 
study finally led to suggestions about how ray tracing could be applied to the 
full frequency range of interest without violating the conditions set by the 
geometrical acoustics assumption; unfortunately there was no time for imple-
mentation of these ideas in the program in order to test and discuss new low-
frequency predictions. 
Finally, the triple combination of effects of weather, ground, and vegetation 
might be an extra complication in sound propagation in vegetation. As stated 
above, this combination could not be studied, because it appeared impossible 
to construct a reasonable model for all three factors. In the model study of 
weather and ground influence, this problem was to a certain extent overcome by 
assuming the vegetation to be acoustically transparent, which is quite likely 
for very low vegetation such as grass (Ch. 3, 4, Rayflux). In the forest 
measurements it appeared that the influence of weather over the measuring 
range was négligeable, most likely due to the significant vegetation effect; 
this makes the usage of the model of ground and vegetation effect acceptable 
(Ch. 2, DifLevel). 
Overview of thesis contents 
This thesis covers three subjects: sound propagation m a Pine forest, analy-
sis of ray patterns, and the effect oí woodland on the transmission of noise. 
Chapter 2 deals with the measurements in the Pine forests as well as the 
models that were used or developed to explain the measured phenomena. To-
gether with Chapters 3 and 4 it refers to earlier publications in which some 
items are discussed in more detail; these are Chapter 6. a theoretical pilot 
study on the possible effects of temperature gradients; Chapter 7, a report on 
measurements over a hayfield with connected model experiments; Chapter 8, 
showing spatial and temporal variations in the sound transmission in the Pine 
forest; and Chapter 9• a technical note on a special measuring technique that 
was successfully used to enhance the frequency resolution of the 1/3-octave 
band analyzer. 
Chapters 3 and 4 concern a theoretical study on the ray patterns that are 
formed in realistic gradients near to the ground, and the consequences for 
pulse responses and excess attenuation. 
Chapters 11 and 12 concern the impact of the results of this as well as previ-
ous studies on the prediction of environmental noise. The texts have been 
written in Dutch because special attention is paid to the Dutch prediction 
schemes. It was attempted to таке the texts understandable for a wider public 
than specialists in outdoor sound propagation. This is even rore tne case for 
Chapter 10 whicn is an essay on sound propagation m forests written for 
biologists. Chapter 10 is placed before chapter 11 in oraer to function as an 
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introduction for Dutch-speaking laymen. Chapter 5 is an English-language 
summary of Chapters 11 and 12. 
Overview of computer programs 
In this thesis, reference is made to four computer programs that together 
contain most of the models and submodels that have been mentioned above. 
These programs are purposely developed to be used in further acoustic research 
and are therefore considered as publications. The user-interface is designed 
to offer maximal freedom in specifying, analyzing, and respecifymg numerical 
experiments. Documentation is included in the source, in separate documents14, 
in on-line available help files, and indirectly in this thesis. The programs 
are written in PDP-11 Fortran IV and run on PDP-11 and VAX computers in text 
mode; with GKS software they can be made to run graphically as well.15. 
RavFlux is the refractive ray tracing program for the influence of weather and 
ground on sound propagation. It contains theoretical and empirical models to 
compute gradients of temperature and wind; also, measured gradients can be 
entered. The ray tracing part contains procedures to analyze the ray pattern. 
Ground effect is accounted for by inclusion of the plane wave or the spherical 
wave reflection coefficient. Excess attenuation can be computed with a number 
of methods. RayFlux is described and discussed in Chapter 3 and 4, and used 
in various versions in Chapters 2, 6, 7, and 10. 
DifLevel is the program that computes sound propagation in isothermal, still 
air. The Weyl-van der Pol equation is used to account for ground effect, with 
a choice of eight impedance models. Three models can be used to account for 
air absorption. Vegetation absorption can be entered as any function of 
frequency. Excess attenuation can be computed with a variable degree ot 
frequency-dependent vertical coherence. It can be computed for a line source 
and applied to a user-defined emission spectrum in order to obtain Immission 
spectra. From these, total immission levels can be computed. Calculation of 
insertion loss and level difference is also possible. DifLevel is described 
and discussed in Chapter 2, and used in Chapters 5-12. 
ReVerb contains the stochastical particle bounce model for the influence of 
tree trunks on reverberation and attenuation. It also contains the equations 
by Kuttruff12 for reverberation. It is described and discussed in Chapter 2. 
Wal is an enlarged and revised version16 of a program by de Jong17 that com­
putes excess attenuation as influenced by diffraction around a barrier edge or 
a jump in ground impedance. It was used to study the effect of the road edge 
on traffic noise immission (Ch. 5) 
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Measurements of reverberation and attenuation as a function of frequency have 
been made in a pine forest at ranges from 10 m to 100 m, paying particular 
attention to diurnal variation in meteorological conditions and effects as-
sociated with receiver location. Up to 1 kHz the measured excess attenuation 
is modelled tolerably well by a conventional point source calculation using a 
two-parameter ground impedance model. 
It is found that the observed variations in meteorological profiles do not 
produce significant changes in the measured 100 m attenuation at any frequen-
cy. It is proposed that high frequency attenuation and reverberation for ray 
paths below the foliage canopy are dominated by multiple scattering among the 
tree trunks. This is modelled numerically by a stochastic particle bounce 
procedure. The results of calculations indicate the relative importance of 
multiple scattering in reverberation and attenuation. However the model is 
unable to verify the strong height dependence shown by the measured attenua-
tion. The results suggest an interaction between ground effect and trunk 
scattering that is more complicated than simple addition as proposed hitherto. 
It is shown that the measured results are badly predicted by the Dutch-Scan-
dinavian noise prediction scheme. The extra influence that 100 m woodland of 
this type exerts on road traffic noise leads to a dramatic drop in immission 
level in comparison with a pasture. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Interest in reverberation and attenuation of sound propagating in woodland has 
long been evident m the scientific literature since pioneering work by Eyring 
and Dy Wiener and Keast ir. the 1940s and 1950s [1,2] and by Embleton in the 
1960s [3 1. Much of the earlier work on attenuation was carnea out before the 
possible influence of the forest floor (ground effect) on point to point prop-
agation and ways of characterising and moaelling this influence were properly 
understood. On the other hand the relevance of a scattering formulation to 
the sf.idy of reverberation has always been clear [4,5,6]. 
In a recent study of sound attenuation in woodland [7] it was found possible 
to represent the frequency dependence of the sound attenuation measured in 
throe different kinds of woodland by a simple combination of ground effect, 
tree trunk and branch (reverberant) scattering and absorptive scattering by 
foliage. The tree trunks, branches and foliage were modelled as random arrays 
of large, perfectly reflecting, and small, partly absorbing vertical cylindri-
cal scatterers respectively. However it was found necessary to apply a semi-
empirical correction (based on model measurements in an anechoic chamber using 
vertical wooden cylinders [8)) to the measured area density of the tree 
trunks. Moreover, the density, surface impedance and radius of the small 
scatterers representing the acoustical effect of the foliage were adjusted to 
fit the measured attenuation data. In addition to these adjustments an ar-
bitrary cut off frequency for the ground effect was chosen. The possible 
influence of the micro-meteorology received rather restricted consideration m 
that measurements were taken only on days with low wind speeds and small 
temperature gradients. There was no consideration of reverberation. Further-
more in all of the woodlands studied by Price et al., including a spruce mono-
culture, there was considerable undergrowth. 
The woodland of interest in this studv is a pine monoculture on flat ground. 
It has a visually well defined canopy with its base at a fairly uniform 
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height. Measurements of attenuation were made over a range of frequencies 
from 50 Hz to 6000 Hz together with detailed observation of the micro-meteoro-
logical conditions. Reverberation was measured both for its own interest and 
in older to obtain data on the scattering effect of the vegetation independent 
from ground effect and meteorology. 
It is shown that variations in the micro-meteorological conditions produce 
insignificant changes in the measured excess attenuation through 100 m of 
woodland compared with those predicted for these conditions by a refractive 
ray tracing procedure and an appropriate spherical wave reflection coeffi­
cient. Consequently it is found possible to characterise low frequency propa­
gation in the woodland purely in terms of ground effect. To account for the 
observed dependency of the coherent ground effect on range and frequency two 
phenomenological parameters are introduced. To deal with scattering by tree 
trunks a stochastic particle bounce model is formulated and found to enable 
tolerable agreement with measurements both of high frequency attenuation and 
of frequency dependent reverberation, after adjustment of two phenomenological 
parameters (effective radius and effective reflection coefficient). The 
analytical reverberation model proposed by Kuttrutf (4) is shown to be inap­
propriate for this woodland. 
In the following two sections of the paper descriptions are to be found of the 
site conditions, the micro-weather, and the acoustical measurement techniques. 
These descriptions are followed by three sections in which theoretical models 
and their applicability to the measurements concerning the three major influ­
ences on sound propagation are discussed, i.e, meteorology, ground reflection, 
and scattering. A brief discussion of the implication of these findings for 
the prediction of the effects of woodland on traffic noise is followed finally 
by more general conclusions and suggestions for further work. 
2. SITE CHARACTERIZATION 
All measurements were performed during an eight day period and in one single 
woodland. The measurements concerned not only sound propagation but also the 
structure of vegetation and soil, and tne micro-weather. of these, the meth­
ods and results are only treated briefly, in as far as they are relevant for 
the study of sojnd propagation. 
2.1. Vegetation and soil 
The woodland was a monoculture of Austrian pines (Pinus nigra subsp. nigra) 
located in an area that had been reclaimed from the sea a few years before the 
planting of the trees. The trees were 29 years old and looked very similar. 
Average tree diameter at 1.50 m height was D = 0.16 m (SD 0.05 m); average 
tree top height was 11.20 m (SD 0.90 m); tree density was η = 0.19 trees/m2 
(SD 0.04). The vertical physical stricture of the trees could be considered 
to be made up from three sections (Fig. 1): the canopy with branches covered 
densely by needles (a), the upper trunks with dead bare branches (b), and the 
branchless lower trunks (c). 
The ground was exceptionally flat and undisturbed, as a consequence of its 
short history as polder ground. The coarse litter layer ot decaying neeales 
varied in tmckness, on some locations it was covered by moss and on the more 
open spots by small deciduous herbs (Figure 2). Evidence of regular forestry 
work was provided in the first half meter above the ground by the dead needle-
carrying branches ^eft over fron the latest thinning; these were present over 
about halt of the soil surface. Beneath the coarse litter layer was a fairly 
uniform fire litter -ayer and underneath this was the mineral soil. 
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Figure i. Vegetation structure. Figure 2. Soil structure. 
Side view of a plot of 15 лі large Side view of six soil 
and 2 m deep, with canopy section (a_), profiles including dead 
dead branches section (bj, and bare and living covering 
stem section (cj. Sawn-off needle- material. Layers A to С 
carrying branches /dì cover the ground. are mineral (sand). 
An attempt was made to quantify vegetation density further by measuring verti-
cal and horizontal light penetration. Vertical penetration of light was meas-
ured on a sunny day by comparing intensities in the woodland with a reference 
intensity outside the woodland; this yielded value for light penetration of 
13% at 1.50 m height. The percentage cover of the canopy was deduced as 79% 
(SD = 18%) from analysis of 9 photographs of which each corresponded to a 
canopy area of 22 m2. 
Horizontal light penetration was assessed by measuring visibility at eye 
level. A red-white blocked tape was fastened horizontally between two trees. 
At regular distances from the tape the number of blocks visible was counted; 
repeats were made by shifting the spectator's position a few meters to the 
side, and also by repositioning the tape. This showed an exponential decay of 
penetration, with visibility being reduced to 50% at a distance of 26 m. This 
agreed well with the value of 23 m that can be predicted from tree density and 
tree diameter assuming random distribution of the trees (Equation 6.1c). 
2.2. Temperature and wind 
The weather in and above the woodland was measured for several purposes. We 
wished to know as precisely as possible the conditions at the time when the 
acoustic measurements were done. Furthermore we wished to obtain data on 
temperature and wind gradients that can be used for modelling the meteorolo-
gical influence on sound propagation. Finally we hoped to gain insight in the 
relation between the macro-weather and the weather in a woodland with an 
almost closed canopy. 
In the middle of the acoustic measuring site, a mast of 15 m was erected that 
supported a short-wave irradiation meter, two wind vanes, four cup-anemome-
ters, and 16 thermometers. For observations in the lower three meters, a 
separate small stand supported one anemometer and four thermometers. Five 
extra thermometers were attached to trees at 0.50 m height in order to monitor 
horizontal spread of temperatures. 
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Since forced ventilation of the thermometers was not practicable, special care 
was taken to minimize radiation errors and at the same time maximize natural 
air flow. The thermometers (National LM35CZ thermistors) were glued into 
thin-walled polished aluminum tubes with heat-conducting paste. Above and 
below the thermistors horizontal radiation shields were mounted consisting of 
an insulator with a reflecting layer of aluminum foil on both sides. On a 
windless day, it was observed that the horizontally spread thermometers near 
the forest floor gave the same temperature within 0.1 С even if one of them 
was in bright sunlight and the others were not. From this it appears that the 
shielding construction was effective. The maximum measuring error of the 
complete system was 0.1 C. 
All data was averaged over successive periods of one minute during the day and 
five minutes during the night and stored on a data logger. From subsequent 
analysis it appeared that there is an intricate relationship between radiati­
on, wind and temperature, as will be summarized below. The wind below the 
canopy was rarely strong enough to be measured by the cup-anemometers, which 
have a lower measuring limit of 1 m/s. Consequently it was not possible to 
perform an analysis of the wind profiles. The few data that were gathered 
were in agreement with the findings of Businger [9]. The wind is strongly 
braked by the tree tops; below the canopy, wind is almost negligible. We 
observed also that there is no clear direction in the wind below the canopy. 
9 12 15 
Local time 
18 21 24 
Figure 3. Typical temperature profiles during a cloudy night, a subsequent 
clear but variable day, and a very clear still afternoon. Compiled from 
measurements of several days. Lower plot shows the temperatures at 0.50 m 
( ; and at 20.0 m (- - -) height as a function of tine. 
The sequence of vertical temperature profiles in Figure 3 illustrates the 
micro-ireteorologic processes in the woodland. A governing factor is the 
displacement of the thermodynamically active surface: in an open field this 
surface is that of the ground, in a woodland such as this pine plantation it 
lies in the canopy layer. During a clear night (Figure 3, 21:00 hour) the 
long-wave radiation from the tree crowns is greater than the radiation from 
the sky; the trees cool down and the air that is in contact with the trees 
cools down as well. The cool air 'falls through' the canopy and mixes with the 
air below. In windless cases this mixing ray lag behind, so that the tempera­
ture below the canopy is still a few tenths of degrees higher than the temper­
ature in the canopy. One or two hours after sunrise, the radiation balance 
turns beca'-se of the short-wave irradiation from the sun. Now the canopy is 
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heated and the warm air mixes with cooler air above the canopy. Below the 
canopy the stable layer of cool air is warmed up slowly because of minor 
mixing processes and because of the irradiation that leaks through the canopy. 
This leads to a strong temperature inversion in the trunk layer which may last 
from a few hours after sunrise to a few hours before sunset. 
Generally, if the sky is clouded these effects are much weaker or even com­
pletely absent. If there is wind, the mixing of air is enhanced which leads 
to a less steep gradient; in the case of wind plus bright sunshine the effect 
on the temperature profile is a widening of the temperature maximum over 
almost the whole canopy and most of the trunk layer. 
3. ACOUSTIC MEASUREMENTS 
3.1. Field set-up 
Figure 4 displays and lists the apparatus and set-up used for most of the 
acoustic measurements. The analysis was performed in three stages: acoustic 
data was stored on two AM stereo recorders; then it was analyzed by a real­
time analyzer; later, these results were further analyzed by specific programs 
on the laboratory computer. Some measurements were stored on tape, and at the 
same time, by-passing the tape recorders, analyzed directly by the real-time 
analyzer. This procedure was used to establish the effect of the tape recor­
ders and to make decisions about measuring procedures in the field. 
Figure 4. Set-up of acoustical 
instruments. Dashed lines in­
dicate alternative connections. 
Signal production: 
a. Bruel i Kjaer 1023 sine 
generator; 
b. Bruel & Kjaer 2307 level 
writer controlling frequen­
cy sweep; 
c. Pink noise generator (in m). 
d. Quad 303 amplifier; 
e. Loudspeaker current monitor­
ing unit; 
f. Dynacord D-310 loudspeaker, 
only woofer connected. 
Signal recording and analysis: 
g. General Radio 1962-9601 h" 
microphones; 1560 P42 pream­
plifiers; 
h. Field preamplifiers, +20 dB; 
ι. Home-made interface unit; 
J. Headphones; 
k. Dual channel oscilloscope; 
1. Sony TC-510-2 AM stereo tape 
recorders ; 
m. Norwegian Electronics RTA830 
dual channel 1/3-octave-band 
real-time analyzer; 






3.2. Analysis of frequency sweeps 
The method used to obtain detailed narrow-band spectra is somewhat paradoxical 
since it uses the 1/3-octave band analyzer to yield spectra with an effective 
band width of l/40th octave. It is described in detail in reference [10]. 
Essentially it is an improved and digitalized version of the classical techni-
que for frequency sweep analysis which makes use of a sine generator, a level 
writer and a tracking filter. Several sweeps made within ten minutes were 
averaged. 
Sound transmission is expressed as excess attenuation, that is, the measured 
level, corrected for air absorption [11], minus the free field level. The 
free field level is the level that would exist if there were no ground, no 
obstacles, and no sound velocity gradient. It is computed from the emission 
of the loudspeaker by correcting for spherical spreading and power deviations. 
We established this emission as follows. Using exactly the same apparatus as 
in the field, we measured high frequency levels in an anechoic room. The low 
frequency levels were measured over asphalt with loudspeaker and microphones 
close to the ground; since there is then a fully constructive interference, 
the free field level is 6 dB below the measured level. Finally the two parts 
of the free field spectrum parts were connected. 
3.3. Analysis of source switch-off response 
Reverberation was measured by switching the source on and off. Pink noise 
was used as the signal. Although some measurements were analyzed directly in 
the field, most were stored on tape and analyzed later. Since the tape recor-
ders have only a limited dynamic range, the signals received by the microphone 
at 100 m from the source were amplified by an extra 20 dB before storage, 
whereas the signais at 10 m were not. After recalibration, this results in a 
background level (caused by apparatus noise| which is approximately 20 dB 
higher for the nearer microphones. 
The tapes were analyzed as follows. The real-time analyzer measured a large 
number of 1/3-octave band spectra in its transient mode, each spectrum repre-
senting a short period of time. Various period lengths were used. The best 
results were obtained with a period length of 8 ms and subsequent averaging to 
periods of 32 ms by the laboratory computer; in this way it was possible to 
obtain a better representation of the exact time of the switch-off in the 
response graphs. 
4. METEOROLOGICAL EFFECTS 
4.1. The ray tracing model 
To assess the possible influence of the measured temperature profiles on sound 
propagation, the refractive ray tracing model 'RayFlux' was used. The current 
version is described in detail in references [12] and (13). Here a summary 
of the relevant aspects will suffice. 
This model assumes a vertical velocity profile c(z) in a laterally homogeneous 
atmosphere over a flat ground without scatterers. The air volume is split up 
into thin layers in which the velocity gradient dc/dz is constant. A large 
number of rays is launched with slightly increasing launching angle from a 
single point source. The trajectories ot the rays are found trom the analyti-
cal relation that the ray in a constant gradient follows an arc of a circle. 
Ray travel times are approximated. If a ray hits the ground, the spherical 
wave reflection coefficient is calculdted for a number of frequencies from the 
angle of incidence, the source-receiver range, and the normalized impedance of 
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the ground (Eqs. 5.1); then, the travel time and the ray energy are adjusted 
for all these frequencies. 
A vertical receiver area is defined which is as large as a wavelength. The 
energies of the rays crossing this area are summed and related to the energy 
of the rays that would cross the area in free field conditions. This value, 
after being expressed in decibel, is best described as the sound pressure 
level due to incoherent summation of the sound field (L ). The coherent level 
L is found in a somewhat more complicated procedure that involves splitting 
tne sojnd field into parts with different histories, e.g. a direct field and a 
ground-reflected field. The energies of these partial sound fields and their 
averaged travel times are converted to complex sound pressures and added 
coherently. Finally the squared modulus of the summated pressure is compared 
to the free field energy. In an isothermal, windless medium this leads to the 
same excess attenuation values as are predicted by the conventional ground 
effect model described in equations 5.1. If a positive gradient exists, 
various effects occur that may oppose, like convergence and divergence of 
rays, an increase in travel time difference between direct and reflected rays, 
and a nonlinear change of the value of the spherical wave reflection coeffi-
cient due to an increased incidence angle. Dependent on the geometry and the 
gradient, also caustics and multiple reflections may occur; however in the 
measuring situation studied in this paper this is not the case. 
4.2. Results & discussion 
In the forest, the effect of the fluctuating sound velocity profile in the 
late morning and the afternoon on sound transmission was clearly audible, 
especially if pure tones or chords were used as signal. The effect is an 
apparently random fluctuation of sound pressure level of any single tone but 
with a variable amount of correlation between the various tones of the chord. 
These fluctuations can be large, for example, at a distance of 100 m on a 
bright day we monitored a change in level of a 4 kHz pure tone of 11 dB within 
a 50 second period. Kith 1/3 octave band noise, these effects were less 
pronounced, which indicates that interference plays a role. In a clear still 
night, fluctuations over a few dB within a three minute period could be shown. 
For more detailed data and a brief discussion on these short-term meteorologie 
influences, see reference [14]. 
Despite the known presence of the short-term effects, it has not been possible 
to demonstrate any effect on the time-averaged sound transmission measured 
with the frequency sweep technique. We investigated the basis for this phe-
nomenon by entering some typical temperature profiles into the ray tracing 
model 'RayFlux' and calculating the levels of a 2000 Hz tone as a function of 
height. Three profiles were used, an isothermal, a profile typical for a 
sunny day, and an extreme profile which was once measured after a weather 
change. 
Figure 5 shows the ray pattern for the extreme profile. Below the canopy it 
is typical for downward refraction in that all rays are curved downward. The 
first caustics appear in the vicinity of the receiver at 100 m distance and 
1 m height. For almost all other profiles, similar downward refraction ef-
fects are predicted, but on a much larger distance; this is even the case for 
the elevated temperature inversion in a clear night, as is shown in reference 
(15) with a primitive version of the same model. 
Figure 6 gives the predicted sound pressure levels for a 2000 Hz tone. At 1 m 
receiver height, 5 dB difference is predicted between the isothermal level and 
the sunny day level. The vicinity of the caustics in tne extreme case causes 
an extra 10 dB to be expected. As stated above, none of these effects were 
measured. 
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Figure 5. Ray pattern in an extreme inversion. Smoothed temperature profile 
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F i g u r e 6. Predicted SPL f o r 
v a r i o u s measured p r o f i l e s . 
I n c o h e r e n t SPL L (left) and 
coherent SPL Lc (right) versus 
height for 2 kHz, calculated 
with the ray tracing model. 
Impedance model parameters: 
σ = 7500 Nsm"1 , о = 25 m' l . 
e e 
a. ( ) No wind, constant 
temperature, Τ = 18.5 С 
Ь_і_ (- - -) Average sunny day 
temperature profile, like the 
15:00 hr profile m Fig. 3. 
c. ( ) Profile for a very 
sunny day over a wet soil. 
(see Fig. 5) 
There are several ways to explain this mismatch between model prediction and 
measurement results. It may well be that ray tracing for refraction alone is 
not valid in a forest, because the scattering effects dominate over the re­
fraction effects. Furthermore, it may well be incorrect to input profiles 
that are averaged over time and expect the results to coincide with averaged 
souna transmission. It is to be expected that a larger measuring range would 
have led to more significant effects. Nevertheless a very useful conclusion 
for prediction purposes is that m this woodland meteorological effects on 
averaged sound transmission are negligible up to at least 100 m. 
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5. GROUND EFFECT 
5.1. Ground effect model 
Ground effect is the name given to the frequency dependent result of interfe­
rence between the direct and ground reflected contributions to the total sound 
field at a receiver due to a distant point source. Normally this is expressed 
in terms of excess attenuation i.e. after allowance for free field spreading 
and air absorption. For near-grazing propagation and surfaces that have low 
admittance a useful approximation to the total field is known as the Weyl-van 
der Pol formula [16]. This enables calculation of the total field in terms 
of the source and receiver heights, their horizontal separation and the normal 
surface impedance of the ground [17,18]. The formula is implemented here in 
its spherical wave reflection coefficient form, with an allowance for vertical 
incoherence that will be explained in section 5.3. 
L = 10 log < Il + ρ I ) 
L = 10 log ( 1 + |p
r
 | 
I |2 I |2 
L = 10 log ( С |l+p | + (1-C) (1 + |p | ) ] 
Pr = (ri / r2 ' R= e xP < L k (1 
R = R + ( 1 - R ) F ( W ) 
2 
R = 
( sin((-)) - 1/Z ) 
( Sin(Θ) Ί l/Z ) 
w = ( (kr,/2 )" ( sin((-)) + 1/Z ) 
L_ Coherent excess attenuation 
L Incoherent excess attenuation 
L Excess attenuation with variable coherence 
С Fraction of coherence (Eq. 5.3) 
p
r
 sound pressure of the reflected part of the sound field 
R Spherical wave reflection coefficient 
R Plane wave reflection coefficient 
ρ 
к circular wavenumber (=2Tf/c) 
f frequency 
с sound velocity 
Ζ Normal -mpedance of ground surface relative to air. 
F(w) Ground wave function as given in Ref [19] 
r1 Length of direct path from source to receiver 
r2 Lengrn of reflected path from source to receiver 
Θ Angle of incidence 
( 5 . 
( 5 . 
( 5 . 
( 5 . 
( 5 . 
( 5 . 
( 5 . 
,1a) 
. lb) 
• l c ) 
.Id) 
, l e ) 
• I f ) 
• i g ) 
The original approximation (Eq. 5.1a) assumes a flat and laterally homogeneous 
ground surface and an isothermal windless atmosphere without scatterers. In 
this paper we will use it for a woodland soil, however we make allowances for 
the scattering effect of the trees (Eq. 5.1c) and include it in the refractive 
ray tracing model (Section <1 ) . 
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5.2. Local versus external reaction, impedance 
If the ground surface is sufficiently penetrable (high porosity and low flow 
resistivity), it гчу be externally reacting, that is, propagation may take 
place parallel to and beneath the surface. Consequently, knowledge of the 
propagation constant within the ground and of the ground structure is required 
[20,18]. Strictly, the approximations made in deriving the Weyl-van der Pol 
formula mean that it is not necessarily applicable to externally reacting 
layers. Nevertheless success has been achieved in fitting excess attenuation 
data obtained over externally reacting snow layers and porous roac surface 
simply by substituting the appropriate hard backed layer impedance in the 
Weyl-van der Pol formula [21,18,22]. 
Several measurements and estimates of forest floor impedance are available in 
the literature [20,18,23,24]. Some of these suggest that a hard-backed layer 
impedance nodel is appropriate. Others that a suitable model should be based 
on a structure in which a highly porous, low flow resistivity layer lies above 
a semi-infmite less porous medium having a higher flow resistivity. The 
structure of the polder pine forest floor of interest in this study and des­
cribed in section 2 is clearly more complex than the most sophisticated of 
these ideal model structures. However, there being no independent measure­
ments of the relevant parameters of the various layers available the impedance 
model has been chosen semi empirically by fitting short range excess attenua­
tion data. A simple locally reacting ground impedance model that has been 
found to give tolerable fits to excess attenuation data obtained both at 10 m 
and 100 m range is the two-parameter variable porosity model [20]. According 
to this model the normal impedance of the ground surface (relative to air) is 
given by Equation 5.2: 
Ζ = 0.436 (<T
e
/f) + i [ 0.436 (rT
e
/f)^ + 19.48 ((Wf) ] (5.2) 
σ Effective flow resistivity, Nsm"J 
f ' _ 1 
η Effective rate of exponential change of porosity, m 
The best fit parameter values have been found to be σ = 7500 Ns/m4 and 
a = 25 /m. The corresponding fits to the data are shown in Figures 7 and 8. 
It should be noted that different parameter values viz. σ = 5000 Ns/m'1 and 
<»
=
 = 40 /m give a slightly better fit to the 10 m data however they give a 
significantly poorer fit at the longer range. It should be noted further that 
a five parameter hard-backed externally-reacting layer model [20] (σ^ = 20000 
Ns/m-1, о =0.5 /m, grain shape factor = 0.5, pore shape factor ratio = 0.5 
and depth = 0.08 m) gives comparable fits at both ranges (not shown). Indeed 
the fit to the 10 m data at higher frequencies is improved. The predicted 
higher order interference dips are not as pronounced as those predicted by the 
simpler two parameter model. However, in the absence of any other (non acous­
tic) data to corroborate the more complicated model, the remaining calcula­
tions in the paper have been carried out using the simpler 'variable porosity' 
model (Eq. 5.2). 
Figure 7. Measured and model­
led excess attenuation at 10m. 
Geometry: Source and receiver 
height l.OOm; range 10m. 
a. Measured, four frequency 
sweeps within 10 minutes, the 
four spectra superimposed; 
b. Fully coherent model, 
σ = 7500 Ns/m'' ; а =25 /m. 
e ' e 
Cj. Partly incoherent model, 
σ = 7500 Ns/m4; а = 25 /т. 
e e 
d. Partly incoherent model, 
σ = 5000 Ns/m4; о = 40 /m. 
e e 
e. Fully incoherent model, 
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Figure 8. Measured and modelled 
excess attenuation at 100 m. 
Geometry: Source height 1.00 m; 
range 100 m. Receiver height 
4.50 m (upper figure), 
2.50 m (middle figure) and 
1.00 m flower figure). 
a. Measured, four frequency 
sweeps, within 10 minutes, in a 
still, clear night (the spectra 
are drawn superimposed). 
b. Fully coherent model, 
IT = 7500 Ns/m4 ; α = 25 / т . e e 
c. Partly incoherent model, 
а = /500 Ns/m" ; а = 25 /т. 
o e 
d. Partly incoherent model, 
with attenuation due to scat­
tering A included, as found 
by fitting the reverberation 
measurements (Table 1); 




5.3. Coherence loss 
Another factor that reduces the ground interference at higher frequencies is 
the degree to which the direct and ground reflected contributions to the total 
sound field remain coherent. It is well known in studies of outdoor sound 
propagation that scattering by turbulence results in a loss of coherence at 
high frequencies and the diminution of the ground effect interference pattern 
[25]. Specifically this results in reduction in the depth of the main ground 
effect dip and destruction of higher order dips. It is to be expected that 
reverberant scattering by tree trunks will interact with the ground effect in 
a similar way. 
Using a remotely movable microphone, we gathered some experimental data in­
dicating the local effect of tree trunks on the soud field. Figure 9 shows 
that at 30 m a strong and clearly audible spatial interference pattern exists. 
From various observations it is concluded that this interference is caused by 
reflection by the tree trunks. A map of such a pattern for a 1000 Hz pure 
tone is given elsewhere [14]. The location of the maxima and minima is speci­
fic for each frequency; in 1/3-octave band noise the interference pattern is 
averaged out. The spatial interference shows up in the excess attenuation at 
10 m and 100 m (Figs. 7 and 8) as the minor peaks and dips in the mid and high 
frequencies; since these microphones were not displaced during the measure­
ments, this pattern remained more or less constant independent of the weather 
conditions. 
Figure 9. Interference at 
30 m, several pure tones. 
Measured excess attenuation 
versus receiver position y 
perpendicular to the source-
receiver direction x. Range 
x^ = 30 m; source height 
z
s
 = 1 m; receiver height 
ζ = 1 m, for 4 pure tones. 
Average of three recordings 
made on the same position. 
Recordings were made with a 
remotely movable microphone. 
Without doubt scattering of of sound by trunks is the cause of the lack of 
coherence between direct and ground reflected sound in the higher frequencies. 
At 10 m, the high frequency ground interference pattern seems less pronounced 
than it would be without trees (Fig. 7), although, as pointed out in section 
5.2, a similar effect may be found if external reaction is assumed. However 
at 100 m, the high-frequency interference minimum that is predicted at height 
zg = 4.50 m is completely absent (Fig. 8) which cannot be explained by exter­
nal reaction. We therefore conclude that a ground effect model that allows 
for high frequency coherence loss is corroborated by experimental data. 
Hitherto [7] the effects of ground reflection and scattering have been regard­
ed as simply additive and the obvious disappearance of ground effect inter­
ference dips in the high frequency regions of many excess attenuation spectra 
has been handled by introducing an arbitrary cut off frequency above which 
only the scattering effect is computed [7]. This is not very satisfactory 
since clearly even when the direct and ground reflected contributions are 
incoherent their energies will add and, as our subsequent data and computati­
ons show, for the ranges, impedances and trunk densities considered in this 
paper, these contributions are always important. Moreover, like turbulence, 
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frequency and range dependent. 
Consequently we propose a phenomenological adjustment of the ground effect 
model based on these ideas and our data. In computing the total field at a 
receiver we postulate that a certain fraction С of the energy will be coherent 
and calculated according to the Weyl-van der Pol formula while the remaining 
(1-C) of the energy is calculated by incoherent addition of the direct and 
ground reflected contributions (Eq. 5.1a-c). С is supposed to depend on hori­
zontal range χ , frequency, size of scatterer a and area density of scatterers 
η and to introduce 2 adjustable parameters В and ρ according to Eq. 5.3: 
C = l - B ( k a ) p x
c
n (5.3) 
С fraction of coherence 
В empirical constant 
ρ empirical exponent 
к circular wavenumber (=2-f/c) 
a characteristic dimension (here: a = 0.08 m) 
x
r
 horizontal range 
η density of scatterers (here: η = 0.19 /m2) 
Reference to Figure 7 suggests that the ground effect interference dips have 
diminished considerably at 6 kHz and 10 m range. If coherence is assumed to 
be zero at 3 kHz and 100 m range (Fig. 8), then suitable parameter values may 
be deduced as В = 0.0006 and ρ = 3. 
In Figures 7 and θ the predictions of this partly incoherent model are drawn 
in as well. The low frequencies are modelled as purely coherent, the high 
frequencies as purely incoherent, and in between there is a transition which 
depends on frequency and range. Clearly, the partly incoherent ground effect 
model is still not sufficient to explain the measured excess attenuation; we 
have to include the attenuating effect of the trees as well. 
6. VEGETATION EFFECT 
6.1. The particle bounce model 
The well-audible reverberation in a forest demonstrates the scattering effect 
of the trees and branches. Following Kuttruff [4] the forest is represented 
as an isothermal windless air volume without ground, containing a random array 
of infinitely long parallel cylinders which scatter sound particles from a 
point source. However, instead of calculating algebraic expressions in terms 
of probaoilities as does Kuttruff, a stochastic procedure has been developed 
[12]. This approach has the advantage that no secondary assumptions have to 
be made in addition to the geometrical acoustics approximation. Moreover we 
show that this approach results in more realistic predictions than that of 
Kuttruff. In this section we will describe the model starting off from the 
idealized cases of totally absorbing (black) cylinders and totally reflecting 
(shining) cylinders, and proceeding to the case of partly reflecting (grey) 
cylinders. The stochastic model requires the introduction of two phenomenolo­
gical parameters relating to effective scatterer radius and absorption coeffi­
cient. Measured source-off responses are used to find the effective parameter 
values; with these values, attenuation of sound propagating from a source to a 
receiver is predicted and compared to measured excess attenuation. 
A single point source launches a single puise consisting of a large number of 
sound particles with unit energy. These particles are not truly three-dimen­
sional; they behave like particles in the horizontal plane but an attenuation 
with distance due to spreading in the vertical direction is imposed (3 dB per 
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doubling distance!. Since the surface of the scatterer is by definition 
perpendicular to the horizontal plane, this vertical spreading continues 
unaltered after reflection. In this way, a three-dimensional reality is 
represented in two dimensions. In the horizontal plane, the launching direc­
tion of the particles is randomly distributed. A receiver monitors all par­
ticles that cross a given volume; it records the time at which these particles 
cross, as well as their energy. This energy is attenuated by vertical spread­
ing in addition to any attenuation by absorption on reflection by a tree. The 
effect of horizontal spreading is implicit because the particles are launched 
in the horizontal plane. 
A random generator coupled to a probability function decides when a particle 
will hit a tree (Eq. 6.1a). When this function is inverted, it gives the free 
path of a particle as a function of tree density and tree diameter (Eq. 6.1b). 
Ρ = exp (-ArnD
e
) (6.1a) 
Δτ = - ln(s) / (nD
e
) (6.lb) 
Ρ Probability that a particle will not have hit a tree at Δτ 
s stochastic value, random between 0 and 1 
Δτ free path of a particle 
η tree density 
D (effective) tree diameter 
A similar procedure is used to decide where the particle hits the tree, and 
therefore, assuming angle of reflection equal to angle of incidence, in which 
direction it will continue. 
The case of ideal black cylinders is important in several respects. All par­
ticles that cross the receiver come straight from the source without hitting a 
tree; we will call the sound field formed by these particles the direct field. 
Also we introduce the concept of free field for the sound field that exists 
under the absence of trees. It is easy to see that equation 6.1c describes 
the energy contained in the direct field relative to that in the free field. 
This intensity is valid for the visibility measurements we used for the vege­
tation density, and better known as the extinction law of Lambert-Beer. It 
also gives an approximation of the maximum attenuation of high-frequency 
sound. 
Κ Δ τ ) E d 
— = — = exp (-ΔτηΟ ) (6.1c) 
r0 E£ 
Ι(Δτ) Intensity of light at vegetation depth Δτ 
I 0 Initial light intensity 
E d Energy in the direct field 
E f Energy in the free field 
In the case of ideally reflecting ('shining') cylinders the concepts mentioned 
above are still valid. Now the sound field is the direct field plus the 
reverberant field, which starts crossing the receiver immediately after the 
direct field. The particles of the reverberant field continue forever, how­
ever getting weaker and weaker due to the vertical spreading of energy, and 
crossing the receiver less and less frequently because of the horizontal 
spreading through the wood. 
If the cylinders reflect only a part of the energy, the direct field remains 
unaltered and the reverberant field becomes attenuated. This is easily incor­
porated in the stochastic model by multiplying the particle's energy by a 
reflection factor R each time the particle hits a tree (Figure 101. 
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Figure IO. Simulated pulse res-
ponses for various reflection 
factors f¡p . stochastic model. 
Effective reflection factor: 
а: Я =•!; b¿_ Я =0.2; с: R =0.1. 
e ' e ' e 
The same number is used to in­
itiate the random generator for 
all three simulations. Levels 
are averaged over time intervals 
of increasing duration. 
Parameter values: 
source-receiver range χ = 10 m; 
density η = 0.J9 trunks/m2 , 
trunk diameter = .04 m; 
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Kuttruff argues that tree absorption can be accounted for algebraicly by in­
troducing an average free path Дг
а
 and expressing the tree absorption as an 
absorption rate, as in Equations 6.1d-f. 
b 
Δτ 
10 log (R ) f 
= 1 / ( 0 0 ) 




ab tree bark absorotion, dB/s 
Δτ
;(ν average free path 
f average tree hit frequency 
с sound velocity 
However this is incorrect for the particles that do not hit a tree: the direct 
field should remain unaltered by tree absorption, but in this approximation it 
is attenuated by x^a^ dB. Also, the reveroerant field is altered incorrectly 
as can be seen in Figure 11: line c, calculated with averaged tree absorption, 
differs considerably from line b which is calculated with the corresponding 
absorption applied at every hit. 
Figure 11. The effect of 
averaging tree absorption. 
Effective reflection factor: 
a. R = 1; b. R = 0.1; 
с. R = 1 with an average tree 
absorption of 25.33 dB/s added 
¡corresponding to R =0.1). 
Parameters: Range xr = 10 m; 
density η = 0.19 trunks/m2, 
trunk diameter D = .04 m; 
e ' 
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For comparison with field data, ve cannot stick to the geometrical acoustics 
assumption. However it is very difficult to incorporate diffraction theory m 
a leverberant ray tracing model like this. Therefore we have defined the 
trunk diameter D, as a (frequency-depenaent) effective diameter or scattering 
diameter. This accounts for the effect that large wavelengths hardly 'see' 
the trees. Similarlv we have defined a R
a
 as a phenomenological 'effective' 
reflection factor so that effects like scattering out of the horizontal Diane 
by irregularities of the trunks can be included. 
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The diameter and the reflection factor exert an interdependent influence on 
the pulse response. A decrease of the reflection factor leads to a decrease 
of the intensity of the reverberant field (Figure 10). This decrease is smal­
lest at the beginning of the arrival of the reverberant field; here, practi­
cally all particles have hit only one tree and the level is approximately 
-101og(R
e
) below that of the case of fully reflecting cylinders. Later, more 
particles which have been subjected to several reflections contribute to the 
reverberant field and the effect of decreasing the reflection factor is great­
er. The energy of the direct field remains unaltered. 
Figure 12 shows the influence of effective diameter when the reflection factor 
is low. The influence on the direct field can easily be computed algebrai­
cally (Eq. 6.1a). The two decay curves of the reverberant field cross one 
another: a decreased diameter leads to lower intensity m the initial part of 
the reverberant field and a relatively higher intensity in the later part. 
The intensity is initially lower because of the smaller chance of hitting a 
tree and reaching the receiver after that. Later, the intensity is higher 
because of the arrival of some energetic particles which have undergone only 
one or two reflections. Such late-arriving energetic particles become in­
creasingly rare if the diameter increases. 
Fi jure 12. The influence of the 
effective trunk diameter if the 
reflection factor is low. " 
Effective trunjc diameters D : 
a. D = .16 m; b. D = .02 m. SIL 
e e 
Parameters: Яапде Χ = 10 m; (dB) 
density π = 0.19 trunks/m2, 
air absorption 1 dB/l00m; 
reflection factor R = 0.1
 а л 
6.2. Kuttruff's algebraical solution 
While working on the stochastic model, we have critically examined Kuttruff's 
algebraic solution of the reverberation. It appears of little value, as can 
be seen in Figure 13. Kuttruff's criterion for validity is that t should be 
much larger than l/(nD
o
c). This means that the earlier part of the pulse 
response cannot be used. Since this part shows the highest levels, integrati­
on of the pulse response to calculate excess attenuation or noise-off response 
becomes impossible. Moreover, in a normal woodland l/(nD c) is at least 0.10 
seconds, which means that the first second of a measured pulse response can 
not be used for analysis; as we will see below, the second second is usually 
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Figure 13. Comparison of algebraical parti­
cle bounce model by Kuttruff and stochastic 
particle bounce model. Parameter values: 
range x, = 100m; density η = 0.19 trees/m2; 
effective trunk diameter D = 0.16 m; air 
absorption 10 dB/s; sound speed с = 333 m/s. 
a+b: Pulse response as modelled by Kuttruff 
[4]. Level normalization is arbitrary. 
Arrow indicates t = l/(nD c) = 99 ms; curves 
a. and b_ should be valid for t l/(nD c). 
The hatched area denotes curve parts that 
are certainly incorrect (no sound can arrive 
before t = x
r
/c = J00 ms). Reflection 
factor: R^ = 1 (a_) ; R^ =0.1 (b) . 
gj_ Pulse response simulated by the stochastic particle bounce model, with 
parameter values equal to those for curve b_. Intensity levels are normalized 
to a free field intensity of one pulse per 5 ms. Reflection factor R =0.1. 
0 500 1000 
Time after source-off (ms) 
6.3. Reverberation and attenuation 
The energy in the pulse response can be related to the free field energy to 
give the total attenuation caused by the tree trunk scattering A (Eq. 6.3g). 
It differs from the direct field attenuation Ad following from Equation 6.1c 
in that the contribution of the reverberant field is included in A . 
10 log ( dB (6.3g) 
10 log ( dB (6.3h) 
А
з
 Total scattering attenuation; 
Ad Direct field attenuation; 
E, Energy in the direct field 
E, Energy in reverberant field 
Ef Energy in the free field 
By considering a continuous signal as a train of pulses, we get the noise-off 
response by summing a train of pulse responses in time. The difference be­
tween the noise-on level obtained this way and the free field noise on-level 
is the scattering attenuation A. just mentioned (Figure 14). 
Figure 14. Source-off response and total 
scattering attenuation. 
cj_ Pulse response by the stochastic particle 
bounce model; see Figure 13 for legends. 
d¿_ Source-off response computed from Ime c_. 
Source-on level and decay levels are normal-
ized to the free field source-on level. 
Thus, the source-on level (-12.8 dB) equals 
the total scattering attenuation A . The 
decay curve d. fits to the noise-off measure-
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6.4. Fitting reverberation and predicting attenuation 
Figure 15 shows that the decay curves measured at 10m and 100m coincide short­
ly after the moment that the soarce-off event reaches the 100m receiver. 
According to the stochastic particle bounce model this is explained by the 
fact that the reverberant field consists entirely of randomly reflected par­
ticles for which the source location is not relevant. Below 500 Hz and above 
5000 Hz no analysis could be made because there was little reverberation and 
the background levels were too high. There is a steep fall of the level at 
the moirent that the switch-off event reaches the receiver (t = χ /с). This 
indicates a small contribution of the reverberant sound field to the total 
sound field. The general prediction of a nonlinear decay of levels with time 
is correct. 
0 1 2 
Time after source-off (s) 
figure 15. Measured and modelled noise-off decay for 1kHz and 4kHz. 
a+b: Simultaneously measured source-off response at range x_ = 10 m (upper 
lines) and at χ = 100 m flower lines,), for 1000 Hz (a_) and 4000 Hz (b_) 
1/3 octave band noise, analyzed from tape recordings. In the background is 
apparatus noise of which the apparent levels differ because of different 
microphone amplifications fsee section 3). 
c+d: Modelled source-off responses that fit to a_ and b_. The parameter values 
that yielded the fits were found by overlaying the model responses on the 
adapted measured source-on level at x, = 10 m and on the concatenated measured 
decay curves at 10 m and 100 m. The adaptation made to the source-on level 
u
-
as the exclusion of interference due to ground reflection. 
Parameter values: η = 0.19 trees/m2 ; air absorption 0 dB/s (ç_), 10 dB/s (d_) . 
Fitted values: effective reflection factor Я
в
 =0.1 Сc+d); effective scatte­
ring diameter D
n
 = 0.04 m (ç_) and 0.16 m (d_) . 
Thick lines π c+d are predictions for χ = 100 m that are based on the param­
eter vaiues found for χ =10 m; arrows indicate the tnus predicted source-
on level at χ - 100 m (based on total scattering attenuation A^ .) 
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For quantitative model calculations the values of the effective reflection 
factor R and of the effective trunk diameter D will have to be obtained by 
fitting to the measurements. For this purpose 20 different model predictions 





η equal to the actual forest density. The difficulty arises of how to compare 
the modelled curves to the measured curves. As has been shown in section 5, 
the measured source-on level at x
r
 = 10 m is strongly influenced by inter­
ference due to sound that is reflected from the ground. Since the reverbera­
tion model excludes ground effect, the measured source-on levels should be 
converted towards incoherent levels. Thus, the modelled curves were laid over 
the measured curves in such a way that the modelled source-on levels equalled 
the free field level for the measurement plus 2 dB. The value 2 dB is an ap­
proximation of the effect of the contribution of the ground-reflected sound 
( 101од(1+|к |2 ) '- 2 dB re free field). In this way the overall sound energy 
is regarded as the incoherent addition of direct sound and ground-reflected 
sound; i.e. the interference effect is taken out. 
Table 1 summarizes the values for R and D that fitted best to the 1/3 octave 
e e 
band reverberation measurements. For practical reasons fits were not attemp­
ted for all measurements. The decay curves change only slowly and very regu­
larly with frequency, so the missing values may safely be interpolated. 
Table 1 Fitted reverberation and oredicted scattenn 
A. For the measured decay curve 
of 1/3 oct band:.. . 
B. ... fits were found to predicted 
reverberation at X
r
 = 10 m with 
effective parameter values: 
Scattering diameter D
e 
Reflection factor R^  
Air absorption 
C. With the 10 m-parameter values 
(B) a scattering attenuation 
is predicted for X, - 100 m: 
Total scattering att. A
s 





































The decrease of the effective diameter D with increasing wavelength is quite 
reasonable (larger wavelengths hardly 'feel' the small trees). On the other 
hand, the effective reflection factor R - 0.1 is very low even for the ir-
regular cork-like bark of Pinus nigra [26]. But as pointed out by Bullen & 
Fricke 16], this parameter also accounts for scattering of sound out of the 
plane perpendicular to the cylinder axes, that is, for effects caused by the 
trees not being ideal cylinders. 
With the parameter values found for x,. = 10 m, new model predictions were made 
for the range x
r
 = 100 m (Table 1, step C.). The reverberant field fits very 
well, but the noise-on level now is too high (Figure 15). Apparently there 
are more phenomena than ]jst trunk scattering that influence sound transmis­
sion; one of these is of course the ground effect that has been discussed in 
the previous section. In the next section we will finally combine the ground 
effect with the scattering attenuation from Table 1. 
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The low value of the effective reflection factor of the trees causes the con­
tribution of the reverberant field to the total sound field to be minimal. 
Even at 100 m the sound field is mainly formed by the direct field. This may 
also be deduced from the measured aecay curves at 100 m: the source-off event 
in the high frequencies is marked by a clear drop in the sound pressure level. 
Therefore, treating sound propagation in forests as a diffusion problem (4,6) 
appears, at least at this range, not to be appropriate. 
6.5. The composite model 
In the previous sections reference has been made to the graphs of measured 
excess attenuation versus frequency (Figures 7 and 8) with respect to the 
meteorological influence and the ground effect. In this section we attempt to 
combine the effects o£ the ground and the vegetation into a single composite 
model. From the temperature measurements we expect moderate weather influence 
on averaged sound propagation over 100 m; from the acoustic measurements we 
know that such effects are negligible. The low frequency excess attenuation 
is satisfactorily described by the traditional ground effect calculation that 
assumes no effect of scatterers. From the reverberation measurements we know 
that in the mid and high frequencies vegetation is acoustically important; 
from the subsequent model calculations we expect that scattering by the veget­
ation results in a considerable attenuation. We also suppose that tne effect 
of vegetation on the ground effect can be described as a irequency dependent 
loss in vertical coherence. 
We therefore add the partially incoherent ground effect to the attenuation due 
to scattering which we have found by analyzing the reverberation with the 
scattering model (Table 1, C). The resulting overall excess attenuation 
predicted by this composite model still does not coincide with the measured 
attenuation, but it comes quite near (Figure 8d). One of the possible phenom­
ena we still haven't accounted tor ιε the absorption by the branches and need­
les. л'е expect these to have mainly effect in the high frequencies [27,7,281, 
so the difference in the mid frequencies remains unexplained. Also it is 
jnclear why the mismatch between measured and modelled excess attenuation 
becomes larger at higher receiver positions. Possibly, tne relation between 
ground reflection and trunk scattering is more intricate than the simple 
addition that is nade in the composite model. 
7. APPLICATION TO ENVIRONMENTAL NOISE 
In environmental noise problems, the question rises occasionally whether a 
woodland attenuates sound. Here we will compare the measured excess attenua­
tion in the pine forest to the attenuation calculated for a point source 
accora^ng to the Dutch-Scandinavian model [29], [30]; it is possible that this 
model J^ ll possiDly oe incorporated in the proposée ISO-prediction scheme for 
outdoor bound propagation. The vegetation effect is described in this model 
as a mid and high frequency absorption; the high frequency absorption values 
are too low, as can be seen in Figure 16. Similar findings for other types of 
woodland are presented in Ref. [31]. Also, the prescription of ground effect 
for only one type of 'soft' ground does not allow sufficiently for the dif-
ference between the very soft forest floor in the pine forest and a relatively 
hard trampled pasture. 
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Figure 16. Comparison of the 
measurement to the Dutch noise 
prediction scheme ¡29]. 
Geometry: Source and receiver 
height 1.00m; range 100m. 
a. Measured, average of four 
frequency sweeps, within 10 mi-
nutes in a still, clear night. 
b. Predicted ground effect 
according to [29] and [30], 
fully soft ground. 
c. Ground effect and vegetation 
effect (speckled area) accord-
ing to [29] combined; this 
vegetation effect has been 
computed for three separate 
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In reference [31] the findings of this study are used to compare the effects 
of woodland and pasture on road traffic noise immission. Figure 17 shows two 
immission spectra at 100 m distance, calculated for a line source with road 
traffic. The shift of the ground dip towards lower frequencies, together 
with the high frequency absorption make the immission spectrum levels in the 
woodland lower than those over the pasture for almost all frequencies. тпе 
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Figure 17. Traffic noise immission spectra for grass and рте. 
'Free field': Α-weighted Dutch traffic noise spectrum for 15 % trucks; arbi­
trarily calibrated to yield a total immission level of 60 dBA at 100 m from 
the line source in free field conditions. 
'Pasture' and 'Pine': Corresponding immission spectra calculated for an inco­
herent line source using the coherent ground effect model with air absorption 
and, for 'pine ', an empirical vegetation absorption function deduced form the 
measurements reported in this paper. 
Geometry: Line source height 0.75 m; source length 600 m; 
Receiver height 1.00 m; distance from source axis 100 m; 
'Pasture'; IT = 125000 Nsm"4 , u = 0 m" ' ; 'Pine': σ = 7500 NSJTT4 , α = 25 m'1. 
e ' β e ' e 
Air absorption: ISO 3891 [11], Temperature 10° С, Rel. Humidity 80 t. 
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8. CONCLUSIONS 
In all acoustic outdoor measurements effort should be invested in describing 
the measurement site and conditions. Even with no meteorologie equipment at 
hand, observations of vegetation structure, wind and cloudiness yield infor-
mation that is indispensable for the interpretation of acoustic results. 
The frequent existence of a temperature inversion is characteristic of a 
woodland with closed or almost closed canopy layer. During the day this 
inversion lies in and below the canopy, and at night it is above the canopy. 
In clouded or windy weather the inversion is less pronounced or even absent. 
Wind is braked by the canopy and thus raises the strongest sound velocity 
gradient in the canopy layer. 
An effect of the temperature inversion on averaged sound propagation could not 
be demonstrated at a distance of 100 m from a source at 1 m height. Ray tra-
cing predicts that larger effects will generally occur at several hundreds of 
meters from the source. It is however unclear whether refraction in a forest 
can be studied with a ray tracing model that doesn't allow for scattering. 
The sott forest floor has a pronounced influence on low frequency sound propa-
gation. This influence is reasonably well understood since the existing 
models predict the measured excess attenuation correctly. In the mid and high 
frequencies scattering disturbs the coherence between direct and ground re-
flected sound. Therefore high frequency sound propagation is best modelled by 
incoherent summation of the components of the sound field. In the mid fre-
quencies a transition from coherence to incoherence should be made. Currently 
there is not enough information to make a good model for such a transition. 
Since there is an analogy between turbulent scattering and tree trunk scatter-
ing, it may even be argued that a model accounting for a frequency and range 
dependent coherence loss is required whether or not there is a forest present. 
The stochastic model for scattering of sound against the tree trunks can only 
explain measured reverberation if a very low reflection factor is assumed. 
The resulting effective trunk diameter is a reasonable function of frequency 
and leads to a prediction of the attenuation caused by scattering and ground 
reflection that comes near to the measured attenuation. Not all measured 
attenuation is explained; in the high frequencies this is certainly due to the 
absorbing effect of branches and needles. However a height dependent devia-
tion in the mid frequencies leads to the conclusion that the effects of ground 
reflection and trunk scattering are not simply additive as has been assumed 
here and previously [7). 
The excess attenuation caused by this woodland is far larger than that pre-
dicted by the official schemes for noise predictions. The presence of the 
pine forest will produce significantly lower Immission levels from road traf-
fic at almost all frequencies, compared with pasture, at 100m from the source. 
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Numerical ray tracing in a stratified medium over a flat ground is used to 
study the influence of temperature and wind gradients on sound propagation 
near to the ground. The analysis is confined to the purely geometrical ray 
concept; in a following publication [1], it is extended by assigning an 
amplitude and a phase to the rays and accounting for the ground effect by 
implementing the spherical wave reflection coefficient. 
In realistic downwind or inversion profiles, a characteristic ray pattern is 
formed which can be described by analyzing the cusps that occur in it at 
regular intervals from the source. For any given range, profile and source 
height, the state of the ray pattern is described by a 'state space' formed by 
the three variables, ray launching angle, ray arrival height and ray travel 
time. From this state space, ray tube intensity and ray history characteris-
tics like number of reflections undergone and number of caustics grazed can be 
deduced. The state space also enables systematic identification of the eigen-
rays and of the groups of rays that form continuous parts of the wave front. 
The analysis of the ray pattern leads to a series of findings that are gener-
ally applicable to the environmentally important problem of sound propagation 
in downward refractive gradients. This is demonstrated by explaining experi-
mental field data on multiple reflection. In these measurements, pulse res-
ponses were obtained that consisted of several component pulses of which in-
variably those that arrived latest carried most energy. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
The study of the influence of temperature and wind profiles on outdoor sound 
propagation has a long history. At the time that measurements were still 
troubled by inadequate apparatus and a lack of understanding of the ground 
effect, the problem could be studied theoretically by making use of the con-
cept of sound rays. In the absence of sufficient calculation capacity, ray 
tracing was adopted for its practicability, despite the fact that its validity 
is limited to situations and frequencies where the wavelength is small com-
pared to the refractive structures. The computer has made other solutions to 
the wave equation accessible for numerical modelling [2-10]; however the ray 
tracing approach is still widely used. For many it provides a conceptual 
image for understanding refraction in an inhomogeneous atmosphere; as a basis 
for quantitative modelling [11-15] it is used for noise propagation predic-
tions [16-18] or acoustical sensing of atmospheric conditions [19]. 
In this study, sound propagation close to the ground is investigated in three 
stages. First the Monin-Obukhov similarity theory is used to describe the 
temperature and wind profiles that exist above a flat ground. A range of 
profiles is defined in which sound is refracted downward and for which the 
final outcomes of the ray tracing study are supposed to be valid. In the 
second stage a purely geometric model is discussed that traces large numbers 
of rays through a stratified medium above a specularly reflecting ground. The 
patterns formed by the rays are studied by means of phenomenological deduction 
and numerical experiments. This results in a series of generalized findings 
that are used to explain empirically found multiple reflection. The third 
stage is treated in a separate paper [1]. It consists of extending the ray 
concept by assigning an amplitude and a phase to the rays. Ground effect is 
accounted for by including the spherical wave reflection coefficient into the 
ray tracing model. Thus, excess attenuation can be calculated. 
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In this paper, a consistent set of numerical experiments illustrates the more 
generally valid statements that are obtained by phenomenological deduction. 
It is spread throughout the paper, covering most of the meteorological and 
geometrical parameter ranges that are of interest. Methods are given to 
extrapolate the results of these experiments to other situations without 
having to repeat all model calculations. 
An outdoor measurement at 500 m range is included also, in which the usage of 
a spark source enables the temporal resolution of direct, reflected, and twice 
reflected sound as well as a crude analysis of phase and travel time. The 
resemblance between the measured results and the outcomes of the numerical 
experiments appear to be well explicable. In the frequency-dependent analysis 
including ground effect [1] it will be shown that not only travel time, but 
also phase and magnitude of the measured pulse responses can be explained. 
2. METEOROLOGY 
2.1. Profiles above the thermodynamically active surface 
In modelling outdoor sound propagation it has long been common practice to 
assume isothermal still air. Validation measurements and model applications 
are restricted to situations in which such an assumption is valid or to situa­
tions in which it leads to negligible errors. Even if meteorological effects 
are taken into account, often a linear sound velocity profile is assumed. It 
is quite obvious that such assumptions are made to restrict the complexity of 
the models. 
In this paper we will try to bring tne modelling of meteorological effects on 
sound propagation a step nearer to reality by using the Monin-Obukhov similar­
ity theory [20] to shape the temperature and wind profiles. This theory is 
well-established among meteorologists although still some debate exists about 
details. The profiles do not represent instantaneous or local wind and tem­
perature values but averages over at least several minutes, corresponding to 
horizontal averages over hundreds of meters; therefore they can be valid only 
for a large homogeneous surface. Vertically their validity is confined to the 
thickness of the constant flux layer, which may range from 30 m in a clear 
night up to hundreds of meters on a bright day. 
We had difficulty in obtaining a consistent set of equations from meteorologi­
cal literature [20-31]. This was caused partly by disagreement between vari­
ous authors, but also by the fact that in most publications the emphasis is on 
gradients where we wanted to have the profiles as well (we use the word 'pro­
file' for the dependence of wind u, temperature τ and sound speed с on 
height z, and 'gradient' for their derivatives du/dz, dT/dz and dc/dz). Fi­
nally we decided on the following set of equations and parameter definitions. 
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In unstable conditions (L ^ 0): 
ψ
Η
 = -2 ln((l+x)/2) - ln((l+x2)/2) + 2 arctan(x) - π/2 (2.5a) 
with χ = 1 / fH 
fH = [ 1 - 16 (Z-d)/L ] 
ψ
Η
 = - ln((l+y)/2) (2.5Ь) 
with у = 1 / f
н 
f H = [ 1 - 16 (z-d)/L ) '
h 
In stable conditions (L > 0) 
Р
н
 = 5 (z-d)/L (2.6а) 
ψ
Η
 = 5 (z-d)/L (2.6b) 
In neutral conditions, 1/L = 0 and the influence functions vanish. 
с Specific heat of air at constant pressure [Лкд^К - 1] 
d Zero plane displacement [m] 
g Acceleration due to gravity 
H surface flux of sensible heat [W/m2 ] (H-0: upward flux] 
k von Karman constant (=0.41) 
L Obukhov Length [m]: + = stable, - = unstable, oo= neutral conditions. 
T(z) Air temperature [C] 
T, Scaling temperature (or scaling factor for temperature) [K] 
T
a v
 Average temperature [C]; 
Td Temperature at zero plane [C] 
u(z) Wind velocity [m/s] 
u. Friction velocity [m/s] 
zH Heat roughness length [m] 
zM Momentum roughness length [m] 
(Often the symbol z0 is used for zH = zH ). 
Г Adiabatic correction factor (=-0.01 C/m for dry air) 
ρ Density of air at standard pressure [kg/m ] 
Ун 
Ун 
Diabatic influence function for heat. 
" momentum. 
Diabatic profile correction function for heat. 
" " " " " momentum. 
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The zero plane displacement d is inserted in these equations in order to 
account for situations in which the thermodynamically active surface is not 
the ground surface. Such is generally the case if vegetation is present. 
Above the vegetation the profiles still follow Eqs. 2.1-2.6, but with larger 
values for the roughness lengths zM and z H, and a value of d > 0. For homo­




2.2. Profiles below the thermodynamically active surface 
In vegetation, the Monm-Obukhov profiles are not applicable, and other models 
will have to be used. Although elaborate numerical models exist [32-37] we 
prefer to use relatively simple descriptive models. These models are neces­
sarily crude since it is impossible to account for all details in the vegeta­
tion structure. A smooth transition between the profiles below and above the 
canopy has to be made. An alternative method is to use data that has actually 
been measured, as is done in reference [38]. The temperature profile in the 
vegetation that is presented in this paper is not based on a model but on a 
general insight into profile shapes which is based on measurements [38,39] and 
literature [40]. 
For wind in the vegetation a simple model exists [32,28] that suits our needs 
quite well. Although it is meant to be used only for the upper layers of the 
vegetation (canopy and stems), we adapted it slightly to give sensible values 





) exp { a [(z/z
v
)-l] } (2.7) 
u(z) Wind speed at height ζ [m/s] 
ζ Vegetation height [m]; ζ d 
a Empirical attenuation coefficient: 
a = 4: very dense vegetation; a ;^ 0: very sparse 
b Bottom drag coefficient; b = 0 yields the unmodified equation. 
2.3. Profiles actually used in this paper 
In this paper we confine ourselves to situations in which downward refraction 
of sound occurs, because the sound fields within and near to the shadows that 
occur with upward refraction cannot be studied adequately by using the geo­
metrical acoustics approximation [41]. Downward refraction occurs in positive 
gradients, that is, profiles in which sound velocity с increases with height ζ 
(Below, condition A). A further restriction made is that the gradients should 
not increase with height, at least above the height of the acoustic source ζ 
(condition B). Some statements of the ray analysis apply only after a third 
restriction (C) that the gradient should not be constant with height. It will 
be shown later why these restrictions are made. We still cover a large and 
environmentally important group of profiles, namely those typical for an 
inversion with little wind or downwind, and those typical for a day with a 
downwind strong enough to surpass the upward refractive effect of the daily 
temperature lapse. Profiles in vegetation are included as long as the acous­
tic source is above the thermodynamically active surface. 
dc(z)/dz 0 for all ζ _ 0 (A) 
d 2 c ( z ) / d z 2 . 0 f o r a l l ζ _- z
s
 (B) 
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Figure 1. Profiles and gradients. Profiles of temperature Γ íaj, wind speed 
и (b.) and sound velocity с (ç_) ; gradients of sound velocity dc/dz (d.), as used 
in the major part of this paper ana Ref. ¡1]. The mnemonics 'NUL', 'LIN', 
'LOG', 'MIX' and 'VEG' are explained in the text. See ГаЫе 1 for parameter 
values used to calculate the temperature and wind profiles. The sound velo­
city profile is the sum of the sound velocities due to temperature and down­
wind. The gradient is the derivative of the sound velocity profile; it is 
shown here in the forra in which it is used by the ray tracing procedure, that 
is, constant with height within each air layer. 
Table 1. 
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Parameter v a l u e s used t o generate the f i v e example p r o f i l e s . 
Monm-Obukhov p r o f i l e s 
LOG 
0 
. 0 2 
. 0 2 
6 
6 








. 0 2 
. 0 2 
6 
6 







. 2 0 
. 0 4 
6 
6 





Other p a r a m e t e r v a l u e s 
VEG: 
V e g e t a t i o n h e i g h t z
v
 = 1.56 m 
T e m p e r a t u r e i n t h e v e g e t a t i o n 
i s o t h e r m a l 6 С up t o ζ = 0.80 m; 
from t h e r e up t o ζ = ζ a smooth 
t r a n s i t i o n t o t h e v a l u e T ( z
v
) . 
Wind (Eq. 2 . 7 ) : a = 2; b = 0.25 
— 
NUL: 
T(Z) = 6 "C f o r a l l z ; No wind. 
— 
LIN: 
T(z) = 6 °C f o r a l l z; Wind: 
u(0) = 0 m/s, du/dz = 0.716 s ' 
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For the numerical experiments we used five profiles of which one fulfills 
conditions A and B, and three fulfill conditions A and C. The latter three 
profiles are supposed to be representative examples of actually existing 
weather conditions. From these examples, the results can easily be general­
ized towards other profiles within the given conditions. 
The first two of the five selected profiles are theoretical, namely a constant 
profile (neutral windless conditions) and a linear profile (constant gra­
dient). These are used as references. The other three profiles are supposed 
to be realistic: two of them are profiles that may be valid for a bare ground 
or ground that is covered by mown or grazed grass. The third is a profile 
that may exist in and over a crop like maize. The profiles will be further 
referred to as 'NUL', 'LIN', 'LOG', 'MIX', and 'VEG' (Fig. 1). The parameter 
values used to generate them (using Eqs. 2.1 to 2.7) are listed in Table 1. 
The 'LOG' and 'MIX' profiles have been selected so that one is typical for a 
clouded night with wind, the other for a clear night with few wind. The first 
(LOG), is a sound velocity profile that is nearly logarithmic with height, 
whereas in the second (MIX), due to the small Obukhov length L, there is a 
strong linear component. Gradually as height increases, this linear component 
overshadows the logarithmic component. 
We used two criteria to choose the parameter values that generate the five 
profiles. The last three profiles should be realistic; therefore values for 
T, and u, were chosen that lie within the data presented by Wessels and Velds 
[30] (with T, = к , ) . The second criterion was that the influence of the 
profiles on sound propagation should lead to comparable focusing effects. 
3. THE RAY TRACING PROCEDURE 
The model we use to describe the meteorological influence on sound propagation 
over an absorbing ground is based on the geometrical solution of the wave 
equation. In this solution, sound rays that are perpendicular to the wave 
front describe the propagation of the wave. In order to calculate sound 
levels, each ray is provided with an equal amount of sound power, i.e. the ray 
density is a measure of acoustic intensity. Thus, the density of rays in a 
certain solid angle or crossing a certain receiver area is proportional to the 
amount of power radiated into that direction, and, if normalized to a fixed 
solid angle or area, to the intensity. Note that we use intensity here only 
as a scalar quantity, disregarding its vector aspect. Since all rays are 
considered to be launched at the same time, each ray consisting of one 'sound 
particle', the emitted sound energy is concentrated into a delta pulse. 
Therefore, instead of 'power' associated with the ray at the receiver, 'ener­
gy' can be read as well. 
The ray tracing procedure is basically the 'very-large-plot' method described 
by Rudnick in 1957 [42]. It uses the simple analytical relation that states 
that a sound ray in a horizontal air layer with a constant sound speed gradi­
ent (i.e. linear profile) follows an arc of a circle of which the centre lies 
at the height where the extrapolated sound velocity is zero (Eq. 3.1). By 
assuming a stratified medium in which each layer has a constant gradient, ray 
paths can be approximated through any profile. The approximation errors can 
be reduced efficiently by defining the smallest air layers where the gradient 
changes most. In this paper we used a thickness of 0.10 m for the lowest air 
layer, and for each subsequent higher layer a thickness increase of 5% (Fig. 
Id). As a result of the transverse isotropy the problem can be described in a 
vertical half plane (x, z) being defined by the source and receiver positions. 
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1 ( Лс/Дг ) cos (Θ ) 
(3.1) 
c(z) = cos(o) u(2) + 20.0467 [ T(z) + 273.15 ] (3.2) 
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At = 2 ;—; '• for ζ, = ζ, (3.3b) 
4 [ CfZj) + c(zt ) ] 2 1 
c(z2)-c(z1) 
radius of path of ray in constant gradient air layer 
initial angle of ray entering the air layer 
initial position and travel time of ray tip 
final position and travel time of ray tip 
position of turning point 
c(z) sound speed at height ζ 
0 angle between wind and sound propagation direction 
We used also an approximation to keep track of the travel time of a ray tip 
(or of a sound particle that travels along the ray path) (Eqs. 3.3). The 
travel time t is augmented each time,a ray passes from one air layer to an­
other, so again the approximation error becomes smaller as the layers become 
thinner; layers should be taken thin enough to make this error negligible. 
These errors will be discussed below in more detail. 
From the ray paths a purely geometrically defined intensity I (that is, 
including gradient effects) is found that makes use of the principle of con­
servation of energy in a ray tube [43]. A ray tube is defined as a bundle of 
rays that are launched with almost the same launching angle Θ.. Since we 
consider only rays in one vertical plane, we just have to monitor the distance 
between two adjacent rays, and compare this to the distance the two rays would 
have in free field conditions. Free field is here defined as the absence of 
gradients and ground. Now a further assumption makes the calculation of 
intensity even more simple. In practice we consider only cases in which the 
horizontal range over which the rays travel is much longer than the vertical 
range. This is equivalent to considering only near-horizontal rays. Thus, 
instead of calculating the distance between the rays perpendicular to their 
path, we can just take their vertical distance. This assumption is justified 
by the fact that the error m doing so is only -0.15 dB for an angle as large 
as 15°. Thus, the geometric intensity is given by Equation 3.4. 
tan(¿e0) xt 
1 = A (3-4) 
geo Да > 
a 
¿1Θ0 Difference in launching angle of two adjacent rays 
Δζ Difference in height of arrival at receiver distance χ 
x
r
 Receiver distance (from source ι 
I
 o
 Intensity due to geometrical divergence only, normalized to free field; 
if expressed in dB: 10 log (I ) 
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4. HAY PATTERN ANALYSIS 
In this section we will discuss general characteristics of the ray pattern 
that is formed by launching rays trom a single point source in the profiles 
that fulfil the conditions stated in section 2. We will present a consistent 
set of generalized statements about these ray patterns. It would go far 
beyond the scope of this paper to prove these statements here mathematically. 
Although the ray tracing program with its graphical representations has been 
indispensable to generate the ideas and to test and refine the hypotheses, 
essentially it is possible to deduce the statements phenomenologically. for 
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Figure 2. Ray path and geometrical symbols 
height 
source height 
height of turning point 
characteristic height 
height of arrival at χ 
receiver height 












distance of ground reflection number η 
distance of turning point number η 
characteristic range 
angle with horizontal 
launching angle 
angle of reflection at the ground 
angle of arrival at (x ,z I 
4.1. Single rays 
Figure 2 shows the general path of a ray in a positive gradient. The ray is 
launched from a single source with launching angle
 0 . If it hits the 
ground, it is reflected with angle of reflection t-)_ equal to minus the angle 
of incidence. The ray path is curved due to the refractive effect of the 
gradient. In the gradients considered here, each ray travelling upwards will 
sooner or later be bent downward, that is, 0 becomes ' 0. The exact 
location (x ,2 ) where this turning happens (that is, where = 0) is called a 
turning point. From Snell's law it follows that the relation between ray 






cos Θ 0 
с (Ζ,) c(zt ) 
(4.1) 
In the ma^or part of this paper, we identify individual rays by the height of 
the source ζ from which they are launched and by their launching angle Θ 0 . 
As the ray progresses through the air, its height, its angle and its travel 
time changes. Therefore these variables can be considered as a function of 
the distance from the source and written as z(x), (х| and t(x). These func­
tions are different for each profile, each launching angle and each source 
height. 
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We can however also evaluate the ray paths independently of the position of 
the source. In Figure 2 we see that the ray path repeats itself after each 
ground reflection. Now, an identifier for a ray is its angle of reflection at 
the ground, θ . It is not a unique identifier since there are many rays with 
this reflection angle, all being reflected at different positions χ ; however 
the form of their path is the same. If we would calculate these ray paths for 
all values of Θ between 0° and 90°, we would know all ray paths that can 
possibly occur in the given profile. We can define two useful ray characte­
ristics: the characteristic height and the characteristic range. The charac­
teristic height ζ of a ray is the maximum height it can reach; this is simply 
the height of its turning point z. . The characteristic range Δχ is the 
distance over which the ray path repeats itself. Thus, it is equal to the 
distance between two subsequent turning points, or between two subsequent 
points of reflection, or between two subsequent points with the same ray 
angle Θ. In summary: 
Θ(χ + Дх
с
) = (х) 
z(x + Δχ
α
) = ζ(χ) 
t(x + Дх
с
) = t(x) + t(Ax
c
) 
Δχ Characteristic range of ray 
(4.2) 
The description above is valid for all positive sound velocity gradients. 
Figure 3 shows the relation between characteristic range and height for the 
four non-neutral profiles defined in Table 1. The four lines cross exactly 
at the range χ = 75 m and height ζ = 1.50 m because we have chosen the 
parameter values that have been used to generate the profiles so that this 
would happen (see section 2.3). As long as the gradient does not increase 
with height (conditions A+B), there is a monotonous relation between characte­
ristic height and range; the higher a ray is turned, the farther it travels 
between two reflections. In the "LOG" profile there appears to be a direct 
proportionality between characteristic height and characteristic range. With 
some mathematics it can be shown that in a logarithmic profile indeed the 
relation between ζ and Δχ becomes linear if zM and zH are small compared 
to ζ . In the linear profile this relation tends to quadratic if ζ is small 
compared to the ray radius R. 
Figure 3. Characteristic range 
and characteristic height of the 
possible rays in four profiles 
(Table 1). The graphs can be 
interpreted m various ways, 
explained in the text. 
Δχ,ίηη) 
After doing a sensitivity analysis, these relations could be merged into a 
single equation (Eq. 4.3a) that accounts also for combined logarithmic/linear 
profiles as described by Equations 4.3b-d. It contains an 'empirical' con­
stant К of which the value is deduced from the sensitivity analysis. With 
К = 0.62, the characteristic range Δχ
α
 given by equation 4.3a deviates less 
than 1% from the Δχ given by the ray tracing procedure, for all cases con­
sidered in the analysis. This deviation is caused by the influence of z0 
which is not accounted for, by the approximation of the sound velocity gradi-
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ent as proportional to the temperature gradient (by a factor 0.601 тз^К" 1, 
contrary to equation 3.2), and by the influence of the finite thickness of 




's { h (4.3a) 
c(z) = с + c, [ In ( ) ] + С ζ 
cos(o) u. / k + 0.601 T. / k 
(4.3b) 
(4.3c) 
cos(n) u' + 0.601 T' (4.3d) 
Δχ Characteristic range of ray 
ζ Characteristic height of ray 
c0 c(0) sound velocity at z=0 (Eg. 3.2) 
c, scaling sound velocity [m/s] 
z0 Roughness length [m] 
c' linear component in sound velocity profile [(m/s)/m] 
u' linear component in wind profile [(m/s)/m] 
T' linear component in temperature profile [K/m] 
К (numerical) empirical constant; К = 0.62 
If the gradient increases with height (conditions В and С violated), the 
monotonous relation between ζ and Δχ is disturbed. This is the case in the 
с с 
"VEG" profile for the rays with characteristic heights between 0.5 and 1.5 m. 
The corresponding ray paths are shown in Figure 4. At greater heights, where 
the gradient decreases, the monotonous relation between characteristic height 
and range holds again. This relation is crucial for the analysis of ray pat­
terns that we present in the rest of this paper. 
Figure 4. Possible ray pathes in 
the "VEG" profile. Ray paths for 
reflection angle from Θ - 0° to 
Θ = +6° in steps of ¿β = 0.25° 
in the "VEG" profile (see Table 
1). The graph can also be read as 
the ray pattern in this profile 
for a source on the ground, with 
the reflected ray parts not shown. 
x(m) 
It may seem irrelevant to discuss ray paths without reference to a source 
position. However it is quite simple to include a source height in the ray 
path evaluation given above. The source position may be anywhere on the ray 
path; at that position, the angle of the ray Θ becomes the launching angle Θ 0 , 
the horizontal position of the ray χ becomes 0 since the source is (by defini­
tion) placed at χ = 0. At the position χ = Δχ
ε
 the ray has undergone one 
reflection and one turning, its height ζ equals the source height ζ , its 
angle Θ equals Θ. , etc. 
Since a ray cannot reach above its turning point, it cannot originate from a 
source that is located above its turning point height. This means that of all 
rays represented m Figure 3, for a given source height only those rays exist 
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that have characteristic height greater than or equal to the source height. 
Therefore, the anomalous rays in the region below ζ = 1.50 m in the "VEG" 
profile do not occur for sources above this height. This is the reason why 
the ray pattern analysis we present in this paper is valid also for profiles 
in which the sound velocity gradient below the source height increases with 
height. 
4.2. The horizontally launched ray 
A special case is when the source position coincides with the turning point of 
a ray. This is equivalent to considering the ray that is launched horizontal­
ly from a given source; its turning point height equals the source height. 
Therefore we can interpret Figure 3 as a graph of characteristic range of the 
horizontally launched ray versus source height. 
All non-horizontal rays that can be launched from a source have higher turning 
points (characteristic heights) than the horizontally launched ray. Due to 
the monotonous relation between characteristic height and characteristic range 
in the profiles considered, all these rays also have longer characteristic 
ranges. For this reason we can interpret Figure 3 also as a graph of shortest 
possible characteristic range versus source height (with the exception of the 
VEG" profile at ζ 1.50 т.). Below we will see that this interpretation is 
fruitful for the analysis of ray patterns. 
Finally we can state that the horizontally launched ray has of all rays the 
smallest angle of reflection at the ground, and that this reflection angle 
increases with the absolute value of the launching angle (Figure 5.). This 
may become clear from the following explanation. The turning point height 
increases with increasing absolute value of launching angle. The more a ray 
travels from its turning point to the ground, the more its path is curved, and 
the larger its angle of incidence when it hits the ground. 
Figure 5. Ueflection angle. a^ _ Paths of horizontally launched rays in five 
profiles (Table 1); source height z
s
 = 1.50 т. Ь^ _ Angle of reflection Θ 
versus launching angle Θ. for rays launched from a source at ζ = 1.50 m in 
five profiles. The values that correspond to the rays shown in a_ are marked. 
Note that the relation shown in Figure 5b is independent of the receiver 
location. 
4.3. Ray patterns 
In this section we will first consider ray patterns from the point of view of 
the source and then from a certain distance from the source. Figure 6 shows 
two ray patterns that are formed by launching a number of rays at gradually 
increasing launching angle (-). . Rays can be classified according to their 
launching angle in downward launched rays, upward launched rays, and the 
single horizontally launched ray. 
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Figure 6. Ray pattern and caustic pattern for the "LIN" profile (upper) and 
the "LOG" profile (lower). See Table 1 for profile definition. Source height 
ζ = 1.50 т. Up to a distance of χ = 200 m the rays are shown, with launching 
angle from Θ 0 = -13° to 0 = +13° in steps of А-)0 = 0.25°. From 200 m up to 
400 m only the caustics are shown. The arrows indicate the receiver distances 
for which Figure 8, 9, and 10 and Table 3 have been calculated. 
Rays with the same absolute value of launching angle have much in common, 
since their paths are equal except for a shift in horizontal position. It 
can easily be shown that this shift Δχ is equal to twice the distance of the 
first reflection point x( of the downward launched ray (Fig. 2 ) . We charac­
terize the two paired rays by - and +, and their launching angles by tì0 _ and 
(-)„
 + (with Θ 0 _ = - 0 + ) , the following general relations hold: 
ζ_(χ+Δχ) = z^(x) (4.4) 
Θ (χ+Δχ) = Θ,, (χ) 
ί_(χ+Δχ) = t
+
(x| + t_(Ax) 
The two ray patterns m Figure 6 are presented as examples, that is, for a 
certain receiver height, gradient type and gradient 'strength'. Most of the 
other examples in this paper are based on these ray patterns. The striking 
resemblance between the two patterns suggests that their topology is invari­
ant, which is confirmed by the fact that the ray tracing procedure produces 
essentially similar patterns for all profiles satisfying conditions A+B given 
in section 2.3. The topological quantities that are most important, i.e. 
characteristic range Δχ , characteristic height ζ and reflection angle Θ can 
be transformed to other profile types, profile strengths or geometries by 
means of the equations 4.1 and 4.3. 
We now consider the ray pattern from a certain distance from the source, the 
receiver distance (x,). The receiver height iz
c
) ^ 2 at this stage of the 
analysis not relevant. At any given receiver distance, the sound field is 
built up by direct rays, once reflected rays, and zero or more multiply re­
flected rays. Since the gradient is supposed to be positive for all ζ 0, 
all direct rays launched with tì0 90° will sooner or later be turned downward 
and be reflected at the ground. 
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4.4. Cusps and caustics 
In the black regions in Figure 6 rays that are launched with slightly dif­
ferent launching angle cross each other. Since two such rays form a tube, 
the diameter of the tube in this crossing is zero, and the intensity is in­
finitely high. At this point, the geometrical assumption is no longer valid. 
If one still wants to use ray tracing, there are ways to by-pass this problem; 
these will be discussed below. Nevertheless it is very important to know 
where these ray crossings lie. In Figure 6 these crossings are shown also 
separately. They form lines, which are in fact curved planes if the y-direc-
tion is considered as well. These planes are called caustics, and a set of 
two joining caustics is called a cusp. The cusps begin in a single point 
which can be seen as a source image. Cusps are formed at regular distances 
from the source. 
Figure 7 may help to visualize the formation of the cusps. We divide a cusp 
as follows: the source image si at the tip of the cusp; the upper caustic uc, 
going upward from the source image; the initial lower caustic ic, going down­
ward, until it reaches the ground and becomes the inverted lower caustic vc, 
going upward again. Depending on the point of view, one can say that rays 
form a caustic, or that caustics are illuminated or grazed by rays. The upper 
caustic of cusp number η is illuminated from below by all rays launched with 
00 0; these rays have undergone η turns and η reflections. The lower caus­
tic of cusp number η is illuminated by all rays launched with Θ 0 .. 0; the rays 
that have undergone η reflections and η turns illuminate the initial lower 
caustic from above, the rays that have undergone n+1 reflections and η turns 
illuminate the inverted lower caustic from below. 
Figure 7. The formation of a cusp. 
Three tubes of rays with equal 
thickness fJöj = 1") are shown that 
graze the three different parts of 
the first cusp. Reflected rays 
have been drawn as if they are 
launched from an underground image 
source s'. si: source image; 
1c: lower caustic, ic: initial lower 
caustic; vc: inverted lower caustic; 
ve': underground image of inverted 
lower caustic; si,: second source 
image (cusp number 2); F: tube with 
¿£>0 = 1° in free field conditions. 
The horizontally launched ray forms after each reflection a new source image 
at the location where its angle Θ is zero again. Therefore, the distance 
between the source images is equal to the characteristic range Δχ„ of the 
horizontally launched ray, and the height of the source images equals the 
source height. In the four example profiles, with source height z,. = 1.50 m, 
this distance is 75 m. Since the horizontally launched ray never travels 
above source height, its path is fully determined by the profile below source 
height. This again means that the position of source images is determined 
only by the source height and the profile below the source height. Since the 
construction and order of appearance of the cusps is invariant, the profile 
"i—»«лЗгТ! : ¡ν- •.·.'.'·.·' '·.·: · ." 
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above source height cannot influence the number nor the order of caustics 
that are connected to the source image. The only influence is exerted on the 
height of the caustics; in Figure 6 it can be seen that the caustics above 
source height in the LOG profile are less steep than in the LIN profile. 
4.5. The 'state space' 
We will now take a position at a given receiver distance χ and observe the 
rays that arrive. The rays arrive with a geometrically defined arrival time 
t and arrival height ζ . If a large number of rays is launched from the 
source with launching angle B 0 increasing in small steps ΛΘ 0, then the arrival 
time and the arrival height are obtained as functions of
 0 . We will see 
below that these three variables together form a three dimensional 'state 
space' that contains all necessary information on the state of the sound field 
at a given receiver distance; reference to the ray pattern plots (Figure 6) 
becomes superfluous. The state space is specific for source height, receiver 
distance, and sound speed profile, but it can be mapped to other geometries or 
gradient strengths (Section 4.3). 
Figure 8 gives three views of the state space for eight receiver distances. 
The three views can be compared to each other graphically because in all three 
the arrival height is set on the vertical axis. The left hand column contains 
the launching angle plot that gives the arrival height as a function of laun­
ching angle. In the simplest case (receiver before the first source image, 
here χ = 65 m) there are only direct (dO) and reflected (xl) rays, and there 
is a monotonous relation between the arrival height of each of these groups 
and the launching angle (the 'ray groups' and their connected history codes 
will be explained below). In an isothermal windless profile the plot shows a 
'V' shaped line that touches the ground at
 0 = arctan(zs/x ). 
The third column of Figure 8 is the wave front plot that gives the arrival 
height versus 'excess arrival time', that is the arrival time t minus a 'free 
field arrival time' t which is for practical purposes defined as the time 
that a ray needs to travel horizontally at ζ = 0 from χ = 0 to χ = χ . Thus, 
the excess arrival time is t -t
r
 = t -x /c(0). It is plotted with a lateral 
inversion to give an impression of a wave front passing by from left to right. 
In the simplest case (Figure 8, 65 m) the wave front consists of two 'partial 
wave fronts' due to the reflection at the ground. In the isothermal windless 





The second column of Figure 8 contains the geometric intensity plot that gives 
arrival height ζ versus intensity I . In Equation 3.4 it can easily be seen 
that the geometric intensity is found from the derivative of the arrival 
height to the launching angle (Δζ /Д
 0 ) . In the simplest case there are two 
lines corresponding to the direct and the reflected partial wave front, with 




; in an isothermal 
windless profile these lines coincide at I = 0 dB. In the launching angle 
*• geo 
plot and in the wave front plot each calculated ray is represented by a single 
dot; the vertical separation of the dots is inversely proportional to the 
intensity. 
The vertical sequence of plots in Figure 8 attempts to animate the evolution 
of the sound field with distance. It is best interpreted together with the 
'side view' of the ray pattern in Figure 6. The distances selected encompass 
the passage of the wave front through the first two source images. As can be 
seen from all three plot types, the 'state space' becomes more and more com­
plex with distance. However, there is a periodicity with a length scale 
equal to the distance between the source images (here Δχ = 75 m): the plot at 
150 m resembles that at 75 m, the plot at 165 m resembles that of 90 m. In 
the wave front plots it can be seen that folds in the wave front occur that 
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Figure IO. Analysis method of the 
launching angle plot. Illustra­
tion of the method to deduce ray 
histories from the plot of arrival 
height ζ versus the launching 
angle Θ 0. The plot is typical for 
a given profile, source height 
and receiver distance f here: "LOG" 
profile, ζ = 1.50 m; χ = 240 m, 
see arrow in Figure 6), but the 
analysis method is generally 
valid. Each point where 
dz /dtìQ = 0 represents a caustic 
at χ = χ . These points also mark 
a transition in the number of 
caustics that the rays have grazed. Each point with ζ = 0 represents 
a transition in the number of reflections that the rays have undergone. 




Figure 8. Evolution of the sound field. (left). 
Three types of plots characterizing the state of the sound field at eight 
distances. Profile "LIN", source height ζ = 1.50 m. 
Vertical axis: ζ : arrival height of ray at ζ ( * : source height ζ J. 
Horizontal axis: 'Launching angle plot': ray launching angle Θ. in degrees ; 
'Intensity plot ' : geometric intensiry I in dB (Eg. 3.4); 'Wave front plot': 
excess arrival time (t -t
r
) in ms. The arrival tine t is related to the free 
field arrival time t,. at x
r
, with t = x^/c(0). The plot is inverted in order 
to give an impression of a wave front passing from left to right. 
In the launching angle plot and the wave front plot, each dot represents a 
single ray. Rays have been launched with step ¿
 0 = 0.1°. Ray history codes 
are explained in the text and in Table 2. 
Distances : The distances have been chosen such that the further evolution 
of the sound field can be constructed: χ = 150 m corresponds to χ =75 m. 
The relation with the ray pattern plot is shown by the arrows in Figure 6. 
At x, = 75 m and x
r
 = 150 m the sound field passes through a source image. 
At χ = 206.10 m the lower caustic touches the ground. 
Figure 9. The sound field at χ = 165 m in the LOG profile (below). 
See Figure S for full legends. Profile: "LOG" (see Table 1). Launching 
angles Θ0 in steps of aßQ = 0.02°. 
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represent the caustics. These caustics correspond to maxima in the intensity 
(middle plots), and also to maxima and minima in the arrival height (all 
plots). A minimum in the arrival height corresponds to an initial lower 
caustic, and a saddle point corresponds to a source image. Discontinuities in 
the plots that are not due to caustics are marked by the rays that arrive at 
the ground (z
a




 / 0 ) . 
4.6. Ray groups and eigenrays 
We now introduce the concept 'ray group' for all rays that form a continuous 
part of the wave front (a 'partial sound field' or 'partial wave front'). 
There are always at least two ray groups, the direct rays and the reflected 
rays. In Figure 8 at 165 m there are eight ray groups. Ray groups are identi­
fied by their limiting rays, i.e. the rays that mark the discontinuities in 
the wave front. A close relation exists between ray groups and the so-called 
eigenrays. Eigenrays are rays that arrive exactly at a single receiver loca­
ted at (x ,z ). In the launching angle plot eigenrays can be found by drawing 
a horizontal line at the receiver height; each intersection with the curve 
identifies an eigenray. The same line in the intensity plot gives the inten­
sities connected to the eigenrays ('eigentubes', see Section 3). In the wave 
front plot, the set of intersections can be interpreted as the impulse re­
sponse. For a given receiver distance there can only be one or zero eigenrays 
per ray group; if the receiver is above all caustics, there are only two 
eigenrays. 
4.7. Ray histories 
The rays can now be classified according to what they have "experienced" while 
travelling from the source to the receiver. The most relevant 'events' in a 
'ray history' are grazing a caustic ,and being reflected at the ground. All 
rays of one ray group have the same number of these events, and with one 
exception [44], they also have the same order of these events. 
Because the caustic pattern evolves according to very strict rules, we can 
find the ray histories by just analyzing the launching angle plot. An example 
may clarify this. We want to know which rays that arrive at χ = 90 m have 
grazed a caustic (Figure 8). At χ = 90 m, two caustics are identified by the 
minimum and maximum (Θ0 = -1.1° and 0 = 2.1°). Since there are only two 
caustics here, they must both originate from the first source image. This 
source image nas been grazed by the ray
 0 = 0°. Therefore, the rays with 
-1.1°
 0 0° must have grazed the lower caustic (before arriving at 
χ = 90 m), and the rays with 0°
 0 2.1° must have grazed the upper caus­
tic. In a similar way, conclusions can be drawn about the number of ground 
reflections rays have undergone. Sharp edges at z
a
 = 0 represent a change in 
the number of reflections η undergone. A full analysis of a launching angle 
plot is shown m Figure 10 with connected legends (page 3-17). 
In the figures and tables we use history codes to identify ray groups and 
eigenrays. Such codes are useful to understand how the ray pattern evolves. 
The following definition of the history codes can best be read together with 
inspection of Figure 8, starting from x
r
 = 106.10 m, with η = 2. 
Each time a wave front passes through a new cusp, four new ray groups develop 
with distinct differences in ray history. We code these groups with letters 
a, b, c, and d, followed by a number η that corresponds to the number of 
reflections undergone. We use the letter χ for the 'immature' ray group that 
is formed halfway the passage through the cusp and that will split up later 
into the groups b, c, and d. 
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Ray groups with the same value of η appear in the following order: 
an and xn appear between cn-1 and dn-1 when the lower caustic of cusp 
number n-1 touches the ground; (Fig. 8: 106 —> 120m) 
xn splits into bn, en, and dn at source image number n; there, group dn 
consists only of one ray with Θ 0 = 0; (Fig. 8: 150m) 
dn broadens while cusp number η develops; (Fig. 8: 150 —>165 m) 
en and dn touch the ground, that is, the lower caustic of cusp number η 
touches the ground; an+1 and xn+1 appear, etcetera. (Fig. 8: 106 m) 
Some general characteristics of the ray groups are given in Table 2. 
Table 2. information 
History code: 
Launching angle (-)„ : 
May include (-)0 = 0: 
Reflections undergone 
Caustics grazed: 































With these group definitions it is possible to formalize the sound field in 
much more detail than we do here. For example, the history of each group can 
be described as an order of events instead of numbers of events; turning 
(turning points) can be included; also the history code and order of eigenrays 
that will appear with increasing receiver distance can be deduced for three 
situations ζ ζ , ζ = ζ and ζ ζ (441. 
Γ 3 Г 3 г s ι ' 
4.8. Influence of profile shape 
In this section we will discuss the frequency-independent aspects of sound 
propagation by comparing ray patterns m a linear and a logarithmic profile. 
In the section or. meteorology we have seen that a linear profile near to the 
ground is not realistic; however, profiles may have a linear component which 
may even predominate at greater elevations. Therefore, the two profiles can 
be seen as the extremes of the profiles considered in this paper. 
Figure 9 (p. 3-171 gives the 'state space' in the "LOG" profile at a distance 
of 165 m. These plots have been made with the ray emission density five times 
greater than that in Figure 8, which is for the "LIN" profile. There is a pro-
nojnced difference in the intensity at the receiver. This can directly be seen 
from the launching angle plot: in the "LIN" profile all rays with launching 
angle -10° (-)
r
 11° take part in the lowest five meters of the sound field 
at 165 m, whereas in the "LOG" profile this interval is about -4.5° θ 0 5°. 
In the intensity plots we see that the intensities of most ray groups in the 
LOG profile are indeed considerably lower than in the LIN profile. 
In the intensity plot of Figure 9 we see considerable irregularities. At a 
closer look, these variations can be seen as the irregular vertical distance 
between the individual dots in the launching angle plot. This looks like a 
computational error, but it is in fact caused by the division of the air into 
layers with a constant gradient. In numerical experiments we found out that 
the magnitudes and heights of these fluctuations are related to the heights of 
the turning points. A dip in the intensity occurs when of two adjacent rays 
one has its turning point in the too of one air layer and the other has it in 
the bottom of the next layer. For the scope of this paper, these errors are 
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hardly relevant. However they demonstrate the extreme sensitivity of the 
single ray paths to small changes in the profiles. 
The direct sound (ray group dO) in the LIN profile has an intensity of ap­
proximately 0 dB. This is caused by the fact that the curvature of all rays 
in this profile is the same; and as long as the radius of this curve is large 
compared to the range over which the rays travel, they diverge to the same 
extent as the straight rays of the free field do. As we have seen in 
Figure 7, this does not hold for reflected rays, because after reflection a 
diverging tube is sooner or later turned into a converging tube. Therefore, 
all geometrically defined intensity levels in a linear profile must be equal 
to or higher than the free field level. 
In the logarithmic profile, the curvature of the rays decreases with height 
(condition С in Section 2.3) which leads to an extra diverging effect on all 
rays, and therefore to lower levels than in the linear profile. The direct 
field level is always less than the free field level. Depending on whether 
the converging effect of reflection overshadows this extra divergence, a 
smaller or larger part of the level of the reflected sound may be less than 
the free field level as well. 
The wave fronts at χ = 165 m in Figures 
8 and 9 look very dissimilar. In the 
LOG profile, the direct and singly re­
flected wave front parts incline less, 
and the wave front is less dispersed in 
time (or distance). The partial wave 
front a2 lies very near to b2 and it is 
well separated from dl. This is an im­
portant finding because it means that in 
a logarithmic profile the direct, the 
once reflected, and the twice reflected 
parts of the sound field are separated 
in time. 
Figure 11 gives eigenray patterns for 
the symmetrical case where the receiver 
height equals the source height. In this 
case, the eigenrays are either symmetri­
cal themselves (groups d, a, and x) or 
they occur in symmetrical pairs (b with 
c). These paired rays have equal inten­
sity and travel time; such pairs give 
rise to the crossings in the wave fronts 
that lie exactly at the source height. 
An important observation is that even at 
this distance of 165 m the turning 
points of the eigenrays lie very low. In 
the LOG profile the eigenrays tend to be 
more or less uniformly spread over the 
air volume between source and receiver. 
Embleton et al. [16] suggest that the 
eigenrays should be arranged into groups 
with comparable turning points heights 
in order to account for greater cohe­
rence between the rays within such a 
group and loss of coherence between the 
rays of different groups. This sugges­
tion was based on calculations with 
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Fagure 11. Eigenray patterns. 
Eigenrays for a receiver placed at 
source height behind the second 





 = 1.50 m, x
r
 = 165 m. 
Upper: "LIN" profile; lower: "LOG" 
profile. See Table 3 for ray 
histories, launching angles, 
travel times and intensity levels. 
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 = 1.50 m, χ = 165 m. Profiles : "LIN" and "LOG". 
The right half of the table is valid for all gradients that fulfil the 
conditions stated in Section 2, for a receiver placed at source height 
]ust behind the second source image. See also Figures 8, 9 and 11. 
Θ 0 Launching angle 
I Geometric intensity (Eq. 3.4), normalized to free field. 
Calculated with tube sizes varying from ¿θ
α
 = 0.1" to 0.01° 
t Arrival time of ray tip at χ 
sm Type of symmetry in ray or between rays: 
s Symmetrical ray 
— ' Paired rays 
gh number of ground hits (reflection) undergone 
tp number of turning points (refraction) passed 
cs number of caustics grazed; 
the column 'Ray history' gives the order in which the ray 
experiences these events (uc = upper caustic, 1c = lower caustic) 
an arrangement; in Figure 11, d0+bl+cl+a2 would be such a group. However for 
a more realistic profile like "LOG" such an arrangement is not defensible. 
In Table 3, the eigenrays have been sorted according to their history code. In 
this way, a general finding can be illustrated that is very useful in inter­
preting sound propagation. At any receiver distance the order of travel time 
of the ray groups (or eigenrays) is the same as the order in which these 
groups have been formed. The intensity of the ray groups is also proportio­
nal to this order. And since the order of appearance is coupled to the number 
of reflections undergone, this means that there is a proportionality between 
the number of reflections a ray group has undergone, its intensity, and its 
travel time. 
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4.9. Pulse measurements 
In this section we will illustrate the theoretical results obtained up to now 
with pulse responses that have actually been measured. In understanding these 
pulse responses the ray pattern analysis appears to be very valuable even 
without knowledge of the detail of the meteorological conditions. 
The measurements shown in Figure 12 have been selected from large series of 
measurements at several days, sites and weather conditions. More detailed 
reports on these measurements have been presented separately [19,45]. Here a 
short description will do. A high power spark source was used (46) firing 
pulses of 138 dB at 4 m distance with a duration of 0.5 ms. The pulse respon-
ses were recorded by several receivers and analyzed by means of a Bruel & K]=er 
FFT analyzer type 2032. The four pulse responses shown here were recorded at 
500 m distance with source and receiver at 6 m height, on two evenings around 
sunset. Crude temperature and wind neasurements together with observations of 
the sky indicate that on both occasions a temperature inversion was being 
built up. The pulse responses are sorted in order of increasing gradient 
strength. Note that the responses are not normalized; therefore, for com-
parison a free field pulse and a free field pulse spectrum are included in 
Figure 12. 
Figure 12a. gives a pulse response which at first sight looks like one typical 
for a neutral windless case. The direct pulse carries most energy and its 
spectrum (middle plot| doesn't differ much from the free field spectrum (apart 
from air absorption). The second pulse is attenuated and its phase is 
changed, both as a result of ground reflection (which will be discussed in 
Ref. [1]). If analyzed together, the two pulses interfere and yield a spec-
trum with minima and maxima (right plot); the difference between tms spectrum 
and the spectrum of the free field pulse is the excess attenuation. The 
interference pattern in the excess attenuation function looks typical for a 
neutral windless case (middle plot). fiowever, a positive sound speed gradient 
must already be present, because the interference pattern is compressed in the 
frequency domain (1 ] . 
Figure 12b. gives a pulse response recorded about an hour later. The tempera-
ture inversion is now stronger and the reflected pulse now carries more energy 
than the direct pulse. This corresponds to the predictions given m the 
previous section. The time lag between the two pulses is greater and the 
interference pattern in the excess attenuation is further compressed. 
The pulse responses in 12ç_ ana d. have been measured on an evening with more 
(down)wind and an increasing inversion. The sound speed gradient is much 
stronger than on the previous occasion and the response now consists of three 
pulses. There is a striking resemblance between these results and the cal-
culation example for the log profile in Figure 9 and Table 3. The three 
pulses can clearly be interpreted as direct, once reflected, and twice reflec-
ted. The once reflected pulse may well consist of three component pulses, as 
tne ray analysis predicts, because it is dispersed in time (especially in 
case d.) , and because its spectrum shows an interference pattern. It is less 
clear whether the twice reflected pulse consists of two or four component 
pulses, corresponding to a situation where the second source image lies either 
behind or before the receiver (Figure 8: 135 m versus 165 m). Since the 
travel time differences between these component pulses are very small, espe-
cially in a logarithmic profile, the resulting pulse will m both cases look 
like a single pulse. 
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The measurements demonstrate clearly that the relation between number of 
reflections undergone, travel time, and intensity, which we have postulated in 
the previous section, holds very well in practice, even though the effect of 
an absorbing ground has not been included yet. In a double-reflection situa­









Figure 12. Measured pulse responses. 
Four selected pulse responses obtained with a high power spark source. 
Geoiretrv: source height ζ = 6 m; range x
r
 = 500 m; receiver height z
r
 = 6 m. 
Conditions : flat ground, almost clear sky, near sunset in late autumn. 
Selected from measurements of two days and sorted in order of complexity. 
F. Free field pulse response after correction for air absorption; 
a. Double response, direct pulse carrying most energy; 
b. Double response, reflected pulse carrying most energy; 
Çj. Response consisting of three pulses; 
¿¡.Response consisting of three pulses, second pulse considerably broadened. 
Left; Pulse response in time domain. Note that, contrary to Figs 8 and 9, 
the time scale is not inverted. 
Middle: Power spectra analysed in a 2.5 ms time window. 
===== Direct pulse (first arriving); - - - Second pulse; +++++ Third pulse; 
Free field pulse (no correction for air absorption). 
Right: Power spectra analysed in a 10 ms time window. 
Total pulse response; Free field pulse; (the difference between 
the spectra is the excess attenuation function); Shaded: Background noise. 
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5. CONCLUSIONS 
It has been found that in gradients in which downward refraction occurs, a ray 
pattern is formed of which the topological essentials are invariant. This 
pattern could effectively be described by means of an analysis of the cusps 
that occur m it. The positions of the beginnings of these cusps, the source 
images, are given by a single equation for linear, logarithmic, and combined 
linear-logarithmic profiles. 
The state of the sound field at a certain distance from the source is satis­
factorily described by a 'state space' formed by the three variables, ray 
launching angle, ray arrival height and ray arrival time. The state space 
directly gives the local intensity and shape of the wave front. Since the 
state space indicates the height and order of the cusps, important ray history 
characteristics like number of reflections undergone and number of caustics 
grazed can be deduced. It also enables systematic identification of eigenrays 
and of the groups of rays that form a continuous part of the wave front. In a 
following publication [1], the importance of these findings for the calcula­
tion of excess attenuation will become clear. 
The analysis has led to a series of findings which are generally applicable 
to sound propagation near to the ground in downward refractive gradients, as 
long as the conditions imposed by the geometrical acoustics approximation are 
not violated. In logarithmic or partly logarithmic profiles, excess diver­
gence of sound rays results in intensities less than 0 dB (relative to free 
field) for the direct sound and part of the once reflected sound. However 
after reflection sooner or later convergence occurs which leads to higher 
levels and subsequently to the formation of caustics. Eventually sound may be 
reflected two or nore times. The more often sound is being reflected, the 
later it arrives at the receiver, and the higher its intensity if compared to 
less often reflected sound at the same range. In logarithmic profiles, there 
is an almost complete temporal separation between the direct, the once reflec­
ted and the twice reflected sound. The influence of absorption at the ground 
on these findings is studied in Ref [1]. 
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Numerical ray tracing in a stratified medium over an impedance boundary is 
used to study the influence of frequency-dependent ground reflection on sound 
propagation in downward refractive gradients of temperature and wind. The 
purely geometrical ray concept is extended by assigning an amplitude and a 
phase to the rays. Moreover, ground effect is accounted for by including the 
spherical wave reflection coefficient. 
With this extended ray tracing model it is possible to compute excess attenu-
ation. The intensity is calculated from the density of rays crossing a 
wavelength dependent receiver area, thus accounting for difficulties that are 
caused by focussing. Nevertheless the predictions can only be valid in as far 
as the conditions for geometrical acoustics are fulfilled, i.e. the gradient 
of the acoustic refractive index should be small compared to the wavenumber. 
It is shown that in downward refractive gradients, reflection of sound against 
an acoustically very soft soil like loose sand leads to higher sound pressure 
levels than reflection against a moderately hard soil like pastured grass. On 
such a soft soil, the geometrically defined convergence of sound rays [1] 
results in highest intensities of the multiply reflected sound compared to 
intensities of singly reflected and direct sound, even though energy is ab-
sorbed at the ground. On a less soft soil like pasture the effects of ray 
convergence and absorption cancel, however on a hard surface the convergence 
effect is dominant again. 
Since the relevant effects oppose each other to a certain extent, in general 
only a limited rise in sound pressure is predicted compared to neutral wind-
less conditions. However at frequencies where in neutral windless conditions 
the ground dip occurs, higher levels may be expected because of the compres-
sion of the interference pattern in the frequency domain. 
Comparison to an excess attenuation measurement over 40 m indicates correct 
model behaviour in the high frequencies; however in the low frequencies a 
good prediction is only obtained by assuming isothermal still air. The model 
is successfully used to explain a pulse response that was measured under 
multiple reflection conditions. Suggestions are given to improve the model 
in order to make it function correctly for the whole frequency range. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Propagation of sound over a soft ground in a neutral windless atmosphere is 
described by a good and widely accepted approximation known as the Weyl-van 
der Pol equation. However in reality neutral windless conditions are rare, 
and gradients of temperature and wind exert considerable influence on sound 
propagation. If both ground reflection and refraction are to be modelled, one 
can either numerically integrate the wave equation, or use approximate solu-
tions (See Ref. [1] for references). Ray tracing is a high-frequency approxi-
mation since it is based on the condition that the refractive structures 
should be large compared to the wavelength. 
In this paper ground reflection in downward refractive gradients is studied by 
providing the rays of a traditional ray tracing model with a phase and an 
amplitude which are affected at each ground bounce by the spherical wave 
reflection coefficient as calculated from the incidence angle of the ray. At 
the same time the problem of limited validity of ray tracing at lower frequen-
cies is tackled by calculating sound pressure levels energy-averaged over a 
frequency-dependent receiver area [2], thus a posteriori smoothing out all 
overspecificity that occurs on a vertical scale smaller than a wavelength. 
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The advantage of this approach is that the thus extended model reduces to the 
Weyl-van der Pol equation in the case of neutral windless conditions. With 
increasing gradient strength however, the validity of the model depends more 
and more on two assumptions; that is, the correctness of the implementation of 
the spherical wave reflection coefficient (which itself is deduced for neutral 
windless conditions only), and the correctness of accounting for the limited 
low-frequency validity by means of a frequency-dependent receiver area. 
As a reference, the model behaviour is first studied for the neutral windless 
case. Source and receiver heights are assumed to be small compared to the 
range, which leads to very small grazing angles of the incident rays. On 
acoustically soft grounds the spherical wave reflection coefficient has a high 
magnitude. Interference of direct and reflected sound then leads to a minimum 
in the excess attenuation function which is generally referred to as the 
"ground dip" because it strongly depends on the acoustic properties of the 
soil. 
In downward refractive gradients, the curvature of the ray paths leads to an 
increase of the angle of incidence and consequently a decrease of the magni-
tude of the reflection coefficient. The cancellation of direct and reflected 
sound is reduced and therefore the ground dip is 'filled up'. However as the 
gradients become stronger, refraction results also in several other phenomena 
like an increase in the travel time difference between the various partial 
wave fronts, a focussing of sound rays, and the occurrence of caustics and 
multiple reflections. 
In an earlier paper (1] sound propagation over a flat ground in downward re-
fractive gradients was studied purely geometrically. It was found that a 
characteristic ray pattern is formed that can be described in general terms by 
analyzing the cusps that occur in it at regular intervals from the source. 
This description enables interpretation of measured sound propagation even 
without knowledge of the detail of the gradients. Moreover it was shown that 
analysis results obtained for one situation could be applied to other situa-
tions on the basis of relatively simple transformations. 
In this paper, the influence of refraction and ground reflection on excess 
attenuation is discussed on the basis of three experiments. The first is an 
outdoor measurement at 40 m range in which only direct and singly reflected 
sound is involved. Since the frequency range is from 40 to 6000 Hz, it is 
used to discuss the low-frequency applicability of ray tracing. In the two 
other experiments multiple reflection occurs. One is the numerical experiment 
that has been thoroughly analyzed in Ref. (1], the other is a pulse measure-
ment at 500 m range which bears a close resemblance to the numerical experi-
ment. It is discussed whether such a measurement can be used to demonstrate 
the theoretically predicted 90° phase change of partial sound fields that have 
formed a caustic [3-6]. Finally, it appears possible to explain both the 
phase and amplitude of the measured pulse responses. 
The meteorological profiles studied in this paper are defined and discussed 
in Ref. [1]. Generally, all profiles are included that result in a positive 
sound velocity gradient that does not increase with height for all heights 
above the height of the acoustic source. The sample profiles "LOG" and "LIN" 
stand for logarithmic and linear with height. The "VEG" profile is assumed to 
be valid for low vegetation; it has the strongest gradient just below the 
source height. In the "NUL" profile the sound velocity gradient is zero for 
all heights. 
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2. GROUND REFLECTION 
2.1. Calculation method 
The effect of an absorbing ground on a reflected sound ray can be described 
separately as a phase change and an energy loss factor which the ray experien­
ces each time that it hits the ground. Since both phase change and energy 
loss are frequency-dependent, we have to keep track of the phase and energy 
for each ray, for all frequencies that we are interested in. 
The phase change Αφ = arctan(ImlQ)/Re(Q)) and energy loss factor |Q |2 are 
directly found from the spherical wave reflection coefficient Q (Eqs. 2.1) 
[7,8]. This coefficient is a complex function of frequency, incidence angle 
(here -Θ ) , complex normal impedance Z, and the distance between source and 
receiver (here approximated as the horizontal range χ ). A suitable theoreti­
cal model for the description of the impedance of many natural soils is the 
'variable porosity' model by Attenborough [9,10] (Eq. 2.Id). For several 
reasons [10] it is preferred over the still widely used semi-empirical model 
for fibrous materials by Delany and Bazley [11] 
Q = Rp + (1 - R p) F(w) (2.1a) 
( sin(0 ) - 1/Z ) 
4 
R = 
Ρ ( зіп( ) + 1/Z ) 
Ц 
w = [ ί (X
r
/2) (2;rf/c) ] [ sin(0 ) + 1/Z ] 
Ζ = 0 . 4 3 6 ( , T
e
/ f ) + t [ 0 . 4 3 6 ( ( r
e
/ f ) + 1 9 . 4 8 ( o ^ / f ) ] 
Q Spherical wave reflection coefficient 
R Plane wave reflection coefficient 
D 
w Numerical distance 
F(w) Ground wave function [7,8] 
f Frequency 
Ζ Normal impedance relative to air. 
IT Effective flow resistivity, Nsm"1 
α Effective rate of exponential change of porosity, m"* 
In neutral windless conditions, the intensity of the reflected sound is solely 
determined by the magnitude of 0; therefore the value 101og( |Q |2) gives the 
intensity level of the reflected sound relative to free field. If a sound 
speed gradient exists, the geometric intensity I
 0 (based on ray convergence, 
as defined in [1]) is relevant as well, and the value of 101og( |Q |2) cannot be 
interpreted as a level relative to free field; this case will be considered in 
Section 3. In all cases it can be interpreted аь the level relative to that 
in the saire gradient and geometry on an ideally hard ground, since for ideally 
hard soils, the energy loss factor \Q\2 = 1. 
2.2. The reflection coefficient 
Since no analytical solutions exits, numerical integration is the only way to 
approximate ground effect in the profiles considered here. However there are 
good reasons [ 1 ] to augment ray tracing with a ground effect calculation as 
given in the previous section, and to study its behaviour as well as its 
validity. For a neutral windless atmosphere this inplerentation of Q in the 
ray tracing procedure is correct, since in that case the program reduces to a 





Since Q has been mathematically formulated only for neutral conditions, it is 
possible that errors occur if it is used also if there is a sound velocity 
gradient; however the magnitude of such errors is unknown. First we will 
analyze the behaviour of the magnitude of Q in neutral windless conditions and 
then extend the analysis to the other profiles. The phase change is discussed 
together with its effect on the excess attenuation in Section 3. 
The spherical wave reflection coefficient can be thought of as two separated 
functions; one for the effect of the reflected ray itself, and one for the 
reflecting effect of the ground surface as a whole. The former corresponds to 
the plane wave reflection coefficient R , the latter, also called the 'ground 
wave', corresponds to the right-hand side of Eq. 2.1a. In the ray tracing 
procedure, both effects are attributed to the reflected ray. This has the 
result that for soft soils and low values of the incidence angle, the energy 
loss factor may be well above unity. 
In Figure 1 examples are given for two soil types and three profiles [1], 
including the isothermal windless "NUL" profile. These examples indicate the 
range of values that are appropriate for the profiles and geometries of this 
paper. The two sets of soil parameter values can be considered as the ex­
tremes for vegetated soils. In the NUL profile, the angle Θ is very small. 
At such 'near grazing' angles, the effect of the ground wave in the low fre­
quencies is pronounced, as shown in Figure Ibj where the level connected to 
[Q|2 at 100 Hz rises to 5 dB above free field. 
The value of Q depends on the sound velocity gradient because the sound velo­
city gradient has a large influence on the reflection angle Θ . As demonstra­
ted in Ref. [1], Θ is much larger in the four non-zero gradients than in the 
zero gradient "NUL". Note that the relevant values of Θ are independent of 
the receiver position. The gradient below source height strongly influences 
θ , in the "VEG" profile it ^s even smaller than in the "LIN" profile. In the 
"LOG" profile it is largest because this gradient is steepest directly above 
the ground. Generally, we can state that in positive sound velocity gradients 
01 ι L-J 11 1 1 1 
100
 f ( H z ) Ik 10k 100 t ( Η ζ ) Ik 10k 
Figure 1. Reflection coefficient in three profiles. 
Geometry; z_ = z^  -1.50 m; x, = 75 m (eigenray xl, see Ref. ¡11). 
Reflection angle В = 2.3° (profile "NUL'); 4.6° ("LIN"); and 8.5" ("LOG"). 
Launching angle (-)„ = -2.3° (profile "NUL"); 0° ("LIN"); and 0° ("LOG"). 
a. Soil values typical for pastured grass: σ = 125000 Ns/nà ; а = 0 /т. 
b. Very soft soil: σ
ο
 = 7500 Ns/m'' ; α = JO /m. 
Upper : phase change Δψ; Lower: First scale: \Q\; second scale: 101og( |p|2; dB. 
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the angles of incidence are in the range of 4° to 10°, and that the near-
grazing incidence angles that occur in sound propagation near to the ground in 
neutral windless cases do not occur at all. 
In Figure 1 it can be seen that there is a general tendency that with larger 
reflection angle the magnitude of the reflection coefficient decreases. 
Still, the reflection angles are low enough to give rise to the interesting 
effect that a softer ground leads to higher magnitudes of Q (Compare Fig. la 
to b). Overall values for frequencies above 200 Hz range from \Q \ = 1 to 0.4, 
corresponding to an intensity of the reflected sound of 0 to -8 dB relative 
to hard ground. 
3. EXCESS ATTENUATION 
3.1. Incoherent ray tube levels 
In this section we will combine the geometrically determined intensity of a 
ray tube with the loss of energy caused by reflection at the ground. As long 
as the ray tubes are sufficiently narrow, they can be considered as single 
rays with respect to the effect of ground reflection. We therefore can define 
a tube intensity I,
 ь
 that accounts for both effects (Eq. 3.1). For reflected 
tubes this quantity is frequency-dependent because the reflection coefficient 
Q is a function of frequency. 
i.lb = i g c o (|Q|2)n (3.1) 
I Intensity of tube due to ground reflection and geometrical divergen­
ce, for a given receiver position χ and frequency f. 
I Intensity due to geometrical divergence only, noriralized to free 
field (as given in Eq 3.4 ot Ref. [1]); 
Q Spherical wave reflection coefficient (Eqs. 2.1] 
η Number ot reflections the ray (tube) has undergone. 
In this way we can calculate the tube intensities for all 'eigentubes' that 
reach a given receiver at x
r
,ζ and add these intensities to form a summated 
tube intensity I. (Eq. 3.2). This summation doesn't necessarily apply to 
all eigentubes for a given receiver. In some cases it is practical to summate 
first over the eigentubes that have undergone only a certain number of reflec­
tions . 
I u = Σ Ι- к (3.2) 




 . Summated tube intensity, including ground effect, normalized to free 
tubs J ^ ^ 
field; if presented in dB: 101og( I t l l b a ) · 
Summation over a variable number of eigentubes, indicated in the 
text. 
Г . Intensity of single tube number τ 
tub,] * ^ J 
Table 1 gives for a single frequency the values of the reflection coeffi­
cient Q, the tube intensities It b and the resulting summated tube intensities 
I, . . The geometric intensity I is included as well since the single tube 
t u b s ^ J g e o І І 2 
intensities I , are determined by I , 0 , and the number of ref lec-
t j b g e ο ι ι 
tions η. The table is an extension of the frequency-independent analysis 
given in Ref. [1 ] . 
In the logarithmic profile there is hardly any difference between the values 
of Q for the different eigenrays, because the reflection angles in this pro-
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file are practically equal; all values of Θ lie between S.S" and 9.5°. In 
the linear profile there is much more diversity. 
The table gives levels for the three soil conditions that have been introduced 
in Section 2.2. The I. levels are first calculated for the three parts of 
t. L О S 
the sound field that have undergone 0, 1, or 2 reflections. The first soil 
type is 'ideally hard' (all energy is reflectedi. This is the reflection 
coefficient value that we have implicitly been using in the geometrical analy­
sis in Ref. if 1 (0 dB), then I = І^
 ь
. Thus, if we assume an 
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ideally hard ground, the intensity I c u b s of the twice reflected sound is much 
higher than that of the once reflected sound; in the logarithmic profile, the 
direct sound is almost negligible as a result of the diverging effect of the 
decreasing of the gradient with height. On an absorbing ground this relation 
is disturbed. In Table 1 we see that on a relatively hard natural soil like 
pastured grass the amplifying effect of ray convergence in the "LOG" profile 
is almost completely nullified by the energy loss at the ground. On the very 
soft ground the magnitude of the reflection coefficient is higher and the 
difference between the three I. . levels returns again. 
w u b s ^ 
Some interesting conclusions can be drawn from these considerations. First, 
the effect of ray convergence after reflection is counteracted by the effect 
of absorption at the ground. The intensity of the total sound field and the 
relation between the various parts of the sound field is therefore governed by 
both the sound velocity profile and the acoustic behaviour of the soil. On 
moderately soft soils this leads to only a limited rise in intensity compared 
to a neutral windless situation. On very soft soils the intensities are 
considerably higher. On acoustically hard surfaces dramatic effects may be 
expected due to the absence of energy loss at ground reflection. A familiar 
example of the latter is sound propagation by night over water. 
3.2. Incoherent ray density levels 
In Ref. [1] we have seen that artifacts occur if the difference in launching 
angle ¿1Θ0 between two rays that form a tube becomes very small. The problem 
can be overcome by calculating larger tubes, but then difficulties may arise 
if the two rays of the tube belong to different ray groups. We therefore used 
a second method to calculate excess attenuation. Essentially (12] it consists 
of monitoring the density of rays through a given vertical receiver area Az, 
which is defined at the receiver distance χ around the receiver heiaht ζ . 
r r 
From the source a large number of rays is launched with launching angle Θ 
increasing in small steps ùfì^. The number of rays that cross the receiver 
area is related to the number of rays that would cross the receiver area in 
free field conditions. This then gives the geometric intensity from ray 
density I„ (Eg- 3.3, see page 4-101. It is comparable to the sum of the 
geometric tube intensities Σ I over all eigentubes j (Ref. [1]). 
In this and the next section, the method will be expanded further. Instead of 
a single receiver area, a series of height classes is defined at the receiver 
distance. The height classes have vertical size Δζ^. Now the monitoring of 
the crossing of rays through the height classes is essentially the same as 
making a vertical distribution of the ray density. One practical advantage of 
doing this is that the intensities can be evaluated at a range of receiver 
heights after having launched the large number of rays only once. 
However there is another reason why the ray density is calculated as a func­
tion of height. From this density function we can easily evaluate the inten­
sities with various sizes of the receiver area Δζ , (as long as Δζ _ Δζ ) . 
In this way, the receiver area can be made frequency-dependent and/or a cer­
tain minimum receiver size can be set. 
This procedure allows for a certain spatial smoothing or averaging with re­
spect to the wavelength. The pattern obtained by the ray tracing procedure 
itself holds only for the short wavelength (or geometric) approximation to the 
solution of the wave equation. Therefore, the spatial resolution of details 
in the pattern is not appropriate for larger wavelengths or lower frequencies, 
and low frequency intensities based on these details are certainly incorrect. 
A method to avoid this is making the receiver area proportional to the wave­
length; in this paper we have set it equal to the wavelength. A second argu­
ment for spatial averaging leads to a certain minimum size of the receiver 
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area in the high frequencies. This is that we are not interested in the 
details in the range of centimeters or even millimeters. In this paper we 
have set the minimum receiver area equal to 0.20 m, which corresponds to a 
wavelength of approximately 1500 Hz. Practical advantages are the reduction 
of the number of rays that have to be calculated, and, in our ray tracing 
procedure with constant-gradient air layers, the disappearance of the irregu­
larities in the ray arrival height ζ [1J. 
In this ray density procedure, the effect of an absorbing ground can be ac­
counted for in the same way as has been done in the calculation of I 
tub (Eq. 3.1). This leads to an 'Intensity from ray density' I (Eq. 3.4, 
next page) that is analogous to I t u b s but differs in the aspect of vertical 
averaging. Both are intensities summated over either the complete sound 
fields or over one or more partial sound fields. Both are based on the actual 
power contribution of the rays (i.e., influenced by ground reflection), and 
both account for divergence and convergence of rays. 
3.3. Coherent ray density levels 
Up to now we have considered the superposition of partial sound fields only in 
terms of intensity, disregarding the wave nature of sound and hence the pos­
sible existence of interference. If we want to take such effects into ac­
count, we have to return from squared quantities (i.e. intensity) to linear 
quantities (i.e. sound pressure), which are characterized by their magnitude 
and phase. 
We therefore expand the ray density method in order to calculate coherent 
sound pressure levels (Eqs. 3.5). Compared with the incoherent calculation 
(Eqs. 3.4) we now need much more nformation. First we need to know which 
partial sound fields exist at the receiver distance, that is, what limiting 
rays define their boundaries. Second, we need to know the phase and the 
magnitude of each partial sound field as a function of height. 
The phase φ of a ray is found from the geometrical travel time t (as influ­
enced by refraction [1]) and the pnase change Αφ at ground reflection 
(Eq. 2.1). Moreover, for each caustic tnat the ray grazes an extra -/2 phase 
change has to be added. In terms of ray tubes, this accounts for the change 
of sign of the oriented cross-sectional area of the tube when it grazes the 
caustic (See Fig. 7 of Ref. [1]) [3-6]. The magnitude of a ray group is pro­
portional to the square root of its intensity, oecause the rays in one ray 
group (or partial wave front) are in phase by definition. The procedure to 
obtain the coherent Sound pressure from ray density P d e n s is given in Eqs. 
3.5. Since P, is normalized to free field, its level as a function of dens 
frequency is the (coherent) excess attenuation function (defined as actual 
sound pressure level minus free field level). Similarly, we can designate the 










 jm Geometric intensity based on number of rays per area. 
к Number of rays crossing a receiver area with centre position (x ,z ) 
к„ Number of rays that cross the same area in free field 
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I d intensity from ray density, including ground effect, normalized to 
free field; if presented in dB: 101og(I d e n s) 
I(z) Vertical distribution of summed intensity, normalized to free field 
I Summed intensity, including ground effect, of all rays m that cross 
height class c; 
Ip Summed intensity of rays that cross the same area in free field F 
m ray number 
n
m
 Number of reflections that ray m has undergone 
Q Reflection coefficient for ray m 
z Height of receiver area centre. 
z^ Upper limit of receiver area 
z. Lower limit of receiver area 
Az t vertical size of receiver area (Δζι. = ζ - z 1 ) 
ζ Lower limit of height class number с 
Δζ_ vertical size of height class (Δζ„ = ζ j - ζ ) 
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free field; if presented in dB: lOloglP. ) 
v
 J y
 de η s 
P(z) Vertical distribution of sound pressures, normalized to free field 
(Note: Ρ denotes squared magnitude of complex p.) 
ρ Sound pressure of all rays m of ray group j that cross height class c, 
normalized to free field. 
I Summed intensity, including ground effect, of all rays m of ray group j 
that cross height class c. 
f> Average phase, including ground effect and phase change at caustics, of 
all rays m of ray group j that cross height class c. 
к Number of rays of ray group j that cross height class c. 
η Number of reflections that rays of ray group j have undergone. 
1 Number of caustics that rays of ray group j have grazed. 
Q Reflection coefficient for ray m 
t Arrival time of ray m at χ 
(For other symbols see Eq. 3.3 and 3.4) 
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3.4. Excess attenuation in the neutral windless atmosphere 
In isothermal still air, the ground effect and the travel time difference 
between direct and reflected rays determine the excess attenuation function. 
A positive sound velocity gradient influences both factors; if multiple re­
flection occurs, the matter becomes more and more complicated. Therefore we 
will first look at sound propagation in the neutral windless atmosphere. In 
these conditions the coherent ray density method reduces to a traditional 
ground effect calculation procedure; even with the frequency dependent recei­
ver area, the results are in full agreement to those of a traditional non-ray-
tracing program [7,10]. 
Figure 2 gives excess attenuation functions and corresponding phase and mag­
nitude of the reflection coefficient Q. The geometry is chosen such that a 
representative reflection angle occurs of 4.6° (see Figure 5 in Ref. [1]), 
with the ground conditions ranging from acoustically very hard to very soft as 
defined by the parameter σ (Eq. 2.Id). The ideally hard case is simple: the 
reflection causes no energy loss and no phase change (curve a.: |Q |2 = 1, 
Δ^ = 0). The interference pattern in the excess attenuation function is 
determined only by the travel time difference between the direct and the 
reflected ray. At low frequencies, the travel time difference is negligible 
compared to the period; constructive interference leads to a level of +6 dB. 
As the flow resistivity of the ground decreases, two effects occur. The phase 
of the reflected ray increases up to Δρ = 180° (upper plot, a. -> e.1 . This 
leads to a shift of the interference pattern towards the low frequencies 
(lower plot). However, for very low flow resistivities the low frequency 
phase change remains small so that constructive interference in the very low 
frequencies still exists. The second effect is that the magnitude of Q first 
decreases and then, for very soft soils increases again. This leads in the 
high frequency excess attenuation to a decrease and subsequent increase of 
the maxima (lower plot, arrows). 
At very low frequencies the ground effect behaves even more complex as a 
result of ground and surface waves. Especially at low values of σ and high 
values of n
e
 (curve е.', the magnitude of the spherical wave reflection coeffi­
cient can exceed 1 considerably, and the phase change is very low, resulting 
in low frequency levels that may go up to +10 dB. 
The first interference minimum is generally called the 'ground dip'. Strictly 
speaking, this is only correct for soft grounds, because then its frequency 
range is largely determined by the phase of the reflection coefficient; on 
acoustically hard grounds, it is like the higher-order minima only defined by 
the path length difference. 
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Figure 2. The influence of soil 
conditions. 
Spherical wave reflection coef­
ficient and excess attenuation 
for soil conditions ranging from 
very hard to very soft. 
Arrows m the lower plot indicate 
the effect of decreasing the 
parameter effective flow resis­
tivity π . The dotted line 
demonstrates the influence of the 
parameter α (effective rate of 
exponential change of porosity;. 
Parameter values; σ fNs/m4; : 
a.: 1.E9; b: 1.E7; ¿: 500000; 
d.: 50000; .e, ej_: 5000; 
ae fm"1 J: a-e; 0; e_l SO. 
Geometry: zs = ζ = 3.00 m; 
x
r
 = 75 m; profile: "NUL" 
Launching angle Θ 0 = reflection 
angle Θ = -4.6° 
Upper : phase change Δ(ρ 
Middle: first scale: 
second scale: 101og(|0| 
Lower: excess attenuation 
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3.5. Effect of positive gradients 
Positive gradients affect sound propagation in several ways: the geometrical 
spreading changes which may lead to caustics; the magnitude and the phase of 
the reflection coefficient changes (Fig. 1), and the travel time difference 
between the different partial sound fields changes. There is an interdepen-
dency between these factors because all are caused by the same modification of 
the ray pattern. Their combined effect on sound propagation is very compli­
cated since the factors may counteract or cooperate [1]. 
Figure 3 gives an example of a measurement that can be compared to model 
predictions, because both the acoustic behaviour of the soil and the sound 
velocity profile are known from separate measurements [13,14]. Moreover, 
sound propagation is relatively simple since the receiver is placed well 
before the first source image; that is, there is only direct and once reflec­
ted sound. 
In Figure 3a. the temperature profile is shown. The vertical displacement of 
the thermodynamically active surface leads to a steep gradient in the upper 
half of the vegetation, whereas in the lower half the temperature differences 
are small. Qualitatively, the resulting sound speed profile resembles the 
"VEG" profile that has been shown in [1]. In Figure 3e_ and t_, the measured 
excess attenuation functions for two receiver heights are compared to the 
modelled excess attenuation P., . Two sets of predictions are shown: one 
dens r 
made with the measured profile (dashed line), the other made assuming isother­
mal conditions (dotted line). In Figure 3c. and ά_, the same predictions are 
displayed in a contour plot, as a function of height and frequency. The 
intervals between the isobars are 6 dB. A grey tone scale is used which is 
darker for lower levels. By comparing these two plots, most of the predicted 
effects of a positive gradient can be seen, such as the compression of the 
interference pattern, the effect of focusing at source height, and the reduc­
tion of the ground dip. 
In Figure 3e_ and _f_ the predictions and measurements are compared. In the 
high-frequency range we see that the compression ot the interference pattern 
due to the enlarged travel time difference (relative to isothermal conditions) 
is correctly predicted if the measured profile is used. Also we see that the 
measured levels of the high-frequency maxima differ considerably; at these and 
three other receiver heights (not shown) the levels of the maxima range from 
-2 to +9 dB. However the lowest levels were measured at the receiver heights 




 (Fig. 3f). Such a 
disagreement could be expected, because the model assumes a completely flat 
ground whereas in fact it was slightly curved. Even a small curvature can 
easily result in a vertical displacement of the focussing effect; for example, 
a surface slope of only Io in the area between source and receiver leads to 
focussing at 1.75 m height instead of at the source height z 3 = 1.05 m. 
Since the frequency range of this measurement goes down to 4 0 Hz, it is now 
possible to discuss the low-frequency applicability of ray tracing in this 
profile. From Figure 3e_ it appears that both the measured and the isothermal 
profiles lead to satisfactory predictions of low-frequency excess attenuation. 
However if the receiver is at the source height ( 3fj, only the isothermal 
profile yields correct predictions. Here, the long-wave limitation of ray 
tracing becomes apparent. The measured profile induces a focussing of rays 
which is clearly not 'experienced' by sound which is involved in the formation 
of the ground dip. This could be expected, since the wavelengths of this 
sound (approx. 1m) are considerably larger than the changes in the refractive 
gradient near the ground as shown in Figure 3a. Below, suggestions will be 























Figure 3. Predicted and measured excess attenuation. Air temperature and 
excess attenuation measured at 40 m range over a slightly sloping, sheltered, 
high-growing hay field on a windless summer evening after sunset [13]. 
a_ Vegetation structure and air temperature, averaged over 10 minutes. 
b_ Ray pattern in the temperature profile of aj source height ζ = 1.05 m. 
c+d Modelled excess attenuation Pd at xr = 40 m; levels are displayed in 
grey tones as a function of receiver height and frequency. 
The impedance model parameter values σ = 7500 Ns/m* and а =30 /m, have 
been deduced from low-frequency levels of these and other measurements. 




in d. an isothermal, ll'C windless profile. 
e+f Excess attenuation as a function of frequency for two receiver heights 
ζ = 2.50 m fe); ζ = 2.00 m (f): 
Dashed lines; modelled excess attenuation as in c. fmeasured profile;. 
Dotted lines: modelled excess attenuation as in d. (isothermal). 
Solid lines: measured excess attenuation after air absorption correction; 
logarithmic frequency sweeps analysed in 40 bands per octave ¡14]. 
e: 4 consecutive sweeps, fj_ 2 consecutive sweeps within 10 minutes. 
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Figure 4 gives the excess attenuation resulting from the numerical experiment 
that has been discussed in detail m Ref. [1] as well as here in the previous 
sections and in Table 1 and Figure 1. It is a calculation example of the more 
complex case in which multiple reflection and caustics occur. The vertical 
arrangement of the plots resembles that of Figure 3, however a contour plot of 
the intensity I. has been inserted (c). Note that for intensity a different 
* d e n s — ' J 
grey-tone scale is used. In the conventional excess attenuation plots (a. and 
b.) the intensity levels are shown also (easily recognized by the absence of an 
interference pattern). Sound levels in two profiles are compared: the "NUL" 
profile (neutral windless) and the "LOG" profile (fully logarithmic). The 
left-hand plots are calculated for the moderately soft soil, the right-hand 
plots for the very soft soil. 
Figure 4 is calculated for a receiver distance χ = 165 m, where, as we have 
seen in Ref. [1], the sound field has passed the second source image. There­
fore, four caustics are present, in the plots c. and d. marked by small bars 
against the high-frequency line. The effect of the caustics on the inten­
sities is greatest at high frequencies, because there the intensities are 
vertically averaged over a receiver area of only 0.20 m. The highest inten­
sity levels occur in the caustics above the very soft soil; as we have seen 
before, this is due to the high magnitude of Q (plot Cj right). On the moder­
ately soft soil, the magnitude of Q is lower and the energy loss at ground 
reflection counteracts the converging effect to a large extent; therefore the 
caustics are hardly visible. Above the caustics the intensity is very low, 
which is explained by the extra diverging effect of a gradient that decreases 
with height. 
In the "NUL" profile (Fig. 4e.) the ground dip is very pronounced. Above the 
very soft soil, it is deeper and it extends over a larger frequency range. In 
the "LOG" profile (Fig. 4d., see also a. and b.) it has almost disappeared. This 
is partly due to the high angles of reflection [1]. It also is partly due to 
the enlarged travel time difference between the partial wave fronts, which 
causes a compression of the high frequency interference pattern towards lower 
frequencies (compare the minima in d. and e_) . The frequency at which the 
ground dip occurs is hardly changed. 
Recent computations using the full wave model FFLAGS [15] show that such 
differences in ground dip shape as seen here between NUL and LOG are not to be 
expected; indeed the low-frequency side of the ground dip looks very similar 
for NUL and LOG. This is in full correspondence to the measured low frequency 
excess attenuation shown in Figure 3. Once more, it is concluded that ray 
tracing is not appropriate to model low-frequency sound propagation in gradi­
ents with such small structures compared to the wavelength. Below, sugges­
tions will be given do deal with this problem. 
In the high frequencies, the compressed interference pattern above the caus­
tics (z 2.50 m) is the result of the superposition of only two partial wave 
fronts and looks therefore more or less 'normal'. Between the caustics a 
complicated interference pattern occurs; due to the wavelength-dependent 
receiver area this pattern is gradually averaged out as frequency decreases. 
Figure 4. Excess attenuation compared for NUL and LOG. (right) 
Excess attenuation in the two profiles (NUL and LOG) for two soil types. 
Intensity I d e n 3 (a. b. c) and sound pressure P d e„ s fa. b. d. e). 
Soil parameters: <т
е
 = 125000 Ns/m4 , o
e
 = 0 /m (left) : 
a
e
 = 7500 Ns/m*, a = 30 /m (right). 
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ДО 100 1000 6000 <0 100 1000 6000 
Frequency -Hz Frequency - Hz 
Geometry: source height z
r
 = 2.50 m; range χ, = І65 m; 
receiver height z_ = 3.50 m (a_), 1.50 m (b_) or variable i'c-e) . 
Profiles f Ref. [ 1~] ) "LOG" (a. b: 7 cj dj ; "NUL" (a. b: - - - ; ej . 
Receiver area Az^ equal to the wavelength, with Δζ. > 0.20 т. 
Bars at the righthand side of c_ and d_ indicate heights of the caustics. 
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3.6. Phase change at a caustic 
A phenomenon that needs some discussion is the phase change after grazing a 
caustic. We will consider this on the basis of a pulse measurement which has 
been presented and discussed in Ref. [1] and which is reproduced here in Fi­
gure 6. The most important advantage of this pulse technique is that the 
partial sound fields with different number of reflections undergone can be 
temporally separated. Moreover, an analysis of the phase can be made. A 
proper analysis would involve normalization to the free field pulse (shape) 
after correction for air absorption; comparison to model predictions would 
involve transformation of the predicted sound pressures to a delta pulse 
response. However for the illustrative purposes here, an analysis on the 
basis of the received signal will suffice. The spectrum of the received 
signal implies that the analysis concerns the frequency range of 500 to 
3000 Hz. 
We will first investigate whether it is possible to verify the existence of 
caustics directly by means of such a pulse measurement near to the ground. 
There are several difficulties to be dealt with. First, on top of the phase 
change due to the caustics, there is also a phase change caused by ground 
reflection; second, the reflected pulses consist out of several partial sound 
fields with different histories ana different pressures; third, the caustics 
lie almost horizontal. To clarify the last two statements we will compare 
qualitatively the twice reflected sound arriving at the receiver before the 
second source image with that arriving after it (Figure 5; see also Ref. (1)). 
We confine this discourse to the geometry with receiver height equal to the 
source height and to the LOG profile; however it is also valid for other 
geometries and profiles with positive gradients decreasing with height as 
defined in Ref. [IJ. We will first consider the effect of the phase change in 
the twice reflected pulse on the sound pressure level, and then consider how 
the phase change would appear m the phase of the twice reflected pulse. 
If the receiver is before the second source image (Fig. 5a.) two ray groups 
are involved, a2 and x2, if it is behind it (Fig. 5b.) x2 is split up into Ь2, 
c2, and d2. in the pulse measurements these two or four groups arrive at the 
receiver as one pulse (Figure 6c. and d.) . We will consider the intensity and 
phase averaged over a certain receiver area, as is shown in the figure. Let 
us assume that the relative effect of ray group a2 in the two situations is 
the same. We concentrate now only on the three ray groups b2, c2, and d2 
that originate from x2. Of these, d2 has grazed one caustic more than the 
other two. The travel times of Ь2, c2, and d2 are almost equal. In the inten­
sity plot (Fig. 5b., left) we can see that the intensity of d2 is approximately 
equal to that of Ь2 and c2 together. If the pressures of the three groups are 
added coherently, with the extra phase shift of itll for group d2, the net 
effect is the same as incoherent addition of the three groups; and this again 
is equivalent to considering the three groups as one group x2 ]ust like in the 
situation with the receiver before the source image. Thus, there is no sudden 
]ump in the coherent sound pressure as the wave front passes through the 
source image. The intensity raised by the caustics themselves depends on the 







4-оггІ аІ time t. 
Figure 5. The twice reflected sound before and after a source usage. 
Schematic representation of the state space of the twice reflected sound in a 
logarithmic sound velocity profile, for a receiver with vertical size Δζ and 
a height ζ equal to the source height ζ , for two receiver distances. See 
Ref. [1] for a complete analysis. 
a. Receiver before the second source image; 
b. Receiver behind the second source image. 
Vertical axis: Ray arrival height ζ 
Left plots: Geometric intensity level I 
and divergence, relative to free field). 
Right plots: Ray arrival time t plotted with lateral inversion. 
Ray groups: a2: 0 caustics grazed x2, b2, c2: 1 caustic grazed; 
d2: 2 caustics grazed. 
(determined by ray convergence 
With the pulse technique we might also look for a sudden phase change after a 
source image. As the wave front progresses behind the source image, the 
contribution of the group d2 to the sum of the three groups b2, c2, and d2 
gradually increases; therefore the effect of the π/2 phase shift becomes 
gradually apparent in the average phase of this sum as well. Note that a 
prerequisite for this reasoning is that the difference between the travel 
times of the ray groups is negligible; if it is not, a frequency dependent 
phase shift comes into the sum. In practice since we can only measure this 
sum (in fact, often with a2 in it as well), a sudden phase ]ump will not be 
found empirically. As long as one cannot separate the groups b2, c2, and d2, 
the apparent effect will be a slow rise of the phase with increasing distance 
from the source image, up to a value of approximately π/4. Relative to the 
original phase, another phase change of ir/2 has to be added since the three 
ray groups have grazed the first cusp as well. With a similar argument, we 
expect a phase change of only π/4 for the once reflected pulse (Figure 9 in 
Ref. [1], ray groups Ы , el, and dl, of which only dl has grazed a caustic). 
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3.7. Interpretation of pulse measurements 
On the basis of the results obtained up to now, we will try to explain quali­
tatively the approximately 90° phase change of the twice reflected pulse in 
Figure 6d. As has been stated in the previous section, we have to assume 
that the travel time differences between the various partial wave fronts 
(Fig. 5) that form the twice reflected sound are negligible compared to the 
period length of the relevant spectral components. In Ref. [1] it is shown 
that for this reason the once reflected pulse cannot be analyzed in this way; 
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Figure 6. Measured pulse responses. 
Four selected pulse responses obtained with a high power spark source. 
Geometry: source height ζ = 6 m; range χ = 500 m; receiver height ζ = 6 т. 
Conditions: flat ground, almost clear sky, near sunset in late autumn. 
Selected from measurements of two days and sorted m order of complexity. 
F. Free field pulse response after correction for air absorption; 
a. Double response, direct pulse carrying most energy; 
b. Double response, reflected pulse carrying most energy; 
c. Response consisting of three pulses; 
d. Response consisting of three pulses, second pulse considerably broadened. 
Left: Pulse response m time domain. Note that, contrary to Figs 8 and 9, 
the time scale is not inverted. 
Middle: Power spectra analysed in a 2.5 ms time window. 
===== Direct pulse (first arriving;; - - - Second puise; +++++ Third pulse; 
Free field pulse (no correction for air absorption;. 
Right: Power spectra analysed in a 10 ms time window. 
Total pulse response; Free field pulse; (the difference between 
the spectra is the excess attenuation function); Shaded: Background noise. 
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In Ref. [1) it is also shown that the pulse responses indicate a logarithmic 
shape of the profile rather than a linear. The influence of the ground can be 
deduced from the simple case in Figure 6a.. Although this case looks typical 
for neutral conditions, a gradient must already be apparent. This can be seen 
from the displacement of the second interference minimum in its excess at­
tenuation function (The first minimum, the ground dip, can hardly be seen in 
these measurements). This minimum lies at a frequency of 1100 Нг, whereas in 
neutral conditions it would lie at f = 2200 Hz (Fig. ба^ right hand plot). 
From the pulse response it can be estimated that the reflected pulse has 
undergone a phase change of approximately 160°. Reference to Figure lb. shows 
that in the frequency range of interest this can be attributed only to the 
effect of a 'very soft soil'. This is corroborated by earlier conclusions 
(Section 2.1) that only on such a soft soil the reflected sound has higher 
intensity than the direct sound. 
To find the phase of the twice reflected pulse in Figure 6^, the relevant 
approximate phase changes have to be added. If it is assumed that the second 
source image lies before the receiver, this leads to a satisfactory result: 
two times 160° for ground reflection; almost 90° because three of the four ray 
groups have grazed the first cusp (the fourth, a2, carrying the least energy), 
and an additional phase change in the order of 45° for the influence of the 
second cusp (as has been discussed in the previous section). Summated, this 
leads to a phase change of 455° which corresponds well to the observed 90°. 
4. CONCLUSIONS 
We have presented a sound propagation model that is capable of computing 
interference by tracing the phase as well as the amplitude of rays. Its 
validity is restricted by the limits of the geometrical solution of the wave 
equation; its applicability is restricted by the prerequisites of a laterally 
homogeneous medium and a flat, homogeneous ground. Within these restrictions, 
a full excess attenuation function can be calculated for given sound velocity 
profiles and ground impedances. 
The model satisfactorily predicts levels and interference patterns in downward 
refractive gradients at ranges, heights and frequencies where ground and 
surface wave components vanish. Unwanted details in sound pressure caused by 
geometrical focussing effects are avoided by using a wavelength-dependent 
receiver area. However it is observed that low-frequency sound propagation is 
inadequately modelled in zones where strong gradients cause ray convergence; 
this especially affects the destructive interference in the ground dip. In 
fact a much better description is obtained if neutral windless conditions are 
assumed. 
We here suggest two improvements that are based on the idea of wavelength-
dependent vertical averaging. In the current model, such an averaging is done 
a posteriori; the sound pressures are energy-averaged after interference of 
the various partial wave fronts has been computed. Instead it can be shown 
that especially in interference minima, the model behaviour will improve if 
the averaging is applied to the local intensities and local phase of the 
partial wave fronts, before the complex addition into the final sound pressure 
takes place, i.e. before Equation 3.5d is evaluated. The second improvement 
consists of a wavelength-dependent smoothing of the sound velocity profile 
before the rays are traced. With these improvements, the prerequisites of 
the geometric solution of the wave equation are ensured so that the ray trac­
ing approximation becomes valid for all frequencies, except for the effects of 
diffraction. 
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The geometrical analysis of the ray pattern [1] yields the delimiting rays as 
well as the histories of the ray groups, i.e. the number of ground reflections 
and grazed caustics of the rays is known. By accounting for their influence 
on phase and amplitude of the rays, the excess attenuation can be calculated. 
It is shown that the presence of caustics as given by the ray pattern analysis 
will in reality be observed only indirectly for various reasons. First, the 
successive caustics are aligned close to each other with vertical separation 
in the order of a wavelength. Second, the partial sound fields that have 
undergone the same number of reflections (and grazed different numbers of 
caustics) are difficult to separate in the time domain. Third, slight fluc-
tuations of sound velocity profiles as well as slight variations in terrain 
surface lead to considerable displacements of caustics. Nevertheless the 
existence of the caustics is demonstrated indirectly with pulse measurements 
in which the direct, the reflected and the twice reflected sound is temporally 
separated. 
Combination of the ray patterns as geometrically analyzed in Ref. (1] with the 
influence of ground reflection leads to the following generalized conclusions. 
In downward refractive gradients, reflection of sound against an acoustically 
very soft soil like loose sand leads to higher sound pressure levels than 
reflection against a moderately hard soil like pastured grass. On such a soft 
soil, the geometrically defined convergence of sound rays results in highest 
intensities of the multiply reflected sound compared to intensities of singly 
reflected and direct sound, even though energy is absorbed at the ground. On 
a less soft soil like pasture the effects of ray convergence and absorption 
cancel, however on a hard surface like water the convergence effect is domi-
nant again. 
Since the relevant effects oppose each other to a certain extent, in general 
only a limited rise in sound pressure ,is predicted comparea to neutral wind-
less conditions. However at frequencies where in neutral windless conditions 
the ground dip occurs, higher levels may be expected because of the compres-
sion of the interference pattern m the frequency domain. 
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THE EFFECT OF WOODLAND ON NOISE TRANSMISSION, WITH SPECIAL 
ATTENTION TO Α-WEIGHTED IMMISSION LEVELS OF ROAD TRAFFIC NOISE. 
Summary o f C h a p t e r s 11 and 12 
Introduction 
Chapter 11 t r e a t s some aspects of measuring outdoor sound transmiss ion and ap­
plying i t t o environmental noise p r e d i c t i o n , discussing some c l a s s i c a l e r r o r s 
t h a t have occurred frequently in l i t e r a t u r e . These e r r o r s preclude unequivo­
cal l i t e r a t u r e - b a s e d conclusions on the ef fect of vegetat ion on noise immis­
s ion. I t w i l l be summarized here by r e f e r r i n g t o a s e r i e s of f i g u r e s . 
Chapter 12 t r e a t s the outcomes of a model study 1 in which eleven d e t a i l e d 
sound transmission measurements were analyzed with respect to noise t ransmis­
sion in general , and a f t e r t h a t extrapolated t o the speci f ic s i t u a t i o n of road 
t r a f f i c n o i s e . 
CHAPTER 11: MEASURING OUTDOOR SOUND TRANSMISSION 
Figures 1 to 5 illustrate the effect of ground reflection on the transmission 
of sound from a point source to a receiver. The details of the ground effect 
model 'DifLevel'2 will be given in the next section. 
In Figure 1, the influence of the acoustic characteristics of the soil is 
shown. The mid-frequency minimum in the excess attenuation function (the 
ground dip) shifts to higher frequencies for a acoustically more hard ground. 
This means that an 'insertion loss function' that is measured as sound levels 
due to a point source in a woodland minus the levels in the same geometry over 
open field, reflect in fact the influence of both the vegetation and the 
difference in soil conditions. 
Figure 2 demonstrates the non-linearity of the around effect with respect to 
geometry: the excess attenuation at 10 m range (a.) cannot be linearly extrapo­
lated to the excess attenuation at 100 m (b.) . For this reason, a model for 
the ground effect is indispensable for the interpretation of measured excess 
attenuation as well as for prediction of sound transmission. 
Figure 3 shows the two spectra that are needed to obtain a measured excess 
attenuation function3. This excess attenuation is found by subtracting a free 
field immission spectrum (bj from the m situ measured immission spectrum (a.) . 
This free field spectrum is deduced from measurements of the emission of the 
source in a well-controlled situation; here, the high-frequency emission was 
established in an anechoic room whereas the low-frequency emission was found 
from measurements over asphalt. With the usual corrections for source power, 
distance, and air absorption, the free field spectrum gives the immission 
spectrum at the receiver in the absence of ground, vegetation, and gradients 
of temperature and wind. 
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Figure 1. Influence of soil 
conditions. Modelled excess 
attenuation EAT at source and 
receiver heights 1.00 m and 
range 30 m. Model Dl fLevel, 
step I s 2 (see box below). 
a. soft pine forest floor: 
effective flow resistivity 
σ = 7500 Nsm'A; eff. rate of 
change of porosity а = 25 m' ; 
b. sandy soil: 
σ = 75000 Nsm~A; η = 0 m'1; 
e e 
c. asphalt: 
σ = 25Μ0 6 Nsm"4; α = 0 m" ' . 
e с 
Figure 2. Influence of geom­
etry. Soil and model like m 
Figure la; source and receiver 
at 1.00 m; 
a. range 10 m; b¿_ range 100 m. 
Figure J. Measured spectra. 
a. Measured sound pressure 
levels SPL m a pine forest. 
Mean of 4 frequency sweeps. 
Source and receiver height 
1.00 m; range 100 m. Stem 
diameter 0.16m, 0.19 stems/m2 . 
b. Free field levels FFL at 
100 m from this source. 
Figure 4. Measured and model-
led excess attenuation: 
a. Measured sound pressure 
level minus free field level 
(SPL-FFL, see Figure 3); 
b. Modelled excess attenuation 
for this geometry; soil param-
eters as in Figure la. 
The speckled area is the veg-
etation absorption over 100 m. 
Figure 5. Level difference 
method: scale on the right 
gives sound pressure level 
difference &SPL; scale on the 
left gives excess attenuation 
difference AEAT, SO after cor-
rection for spherical spread-
ing (AFFL = -20 dB). 
a. Measured SPL at 100 m (Fig. 
3a) minus measured SPL at 10m; 
b. Modelled excess attenuation 
at 100 m distance minus the 
modelled EAT at 10 m (Fig. 2). 
Speckled area: vegetation 





Figure 4 demonstrates the procedure to deduce the acoustical characteristics 
of the soil from the measured excess attenuation. Part of the ground effect 
model is a submodel that gives the normal surface impedance of the soil Ζ as a 
function of frequency. The 'variable porosity' impedance model·2 used here is 
governed by two parameters, effective flow resistivity σ
β
 and effective rate 
of exponential change of porosity a : 
Ζ = 0.436 ((J
e
/f) + J [ 0.436 (<7
e
/f) + 19.48 (Q
e
/f) ] 
The values of these two parameters influence the low-frequency part of the 
excess attenuation m such a way that they can be adapted until a good fit to 
the measured excess attenuation is obtained. Their influence on the mid- and 
high-frequency parts is négligeable for the soft soils and the geometries 
concerned here. 
The assumption in using this procedure for woodland is that the direct effect 
of vegetation is restricted to the mid- and high frequencies. This assumption 
is supported by both theory and measurements. If the effects of ground re-
flection and of vegetation are assumed to be additive, the 'vegetation effect' 
can be directly read off from the graph as the difference between the measured 
excess attenuation and the excess attenuation modelled by the ground effect 
model with the empirically found soil parameter values. This vegetation ef-
fect is shown as the speckled area in Figure 4. A further assumption made in 
this study is that the vegetation effect can be described as an absorption 
that is linear with distance, and that can therefore be expressed in dB/100 m. 
These assumptions are further discussed elsewhere . 
Figure 5 displays a measured and a modelled 'level difference' function. The 
level difference function is obtained by subtracting the levels of a reference 
microphone near to the source from those of a remote test microphone, with 
correction for spherical spreading. This method is often used if the free 
field spectrum is unknown, for example, if the emission of the source cannot be 
independently established. If the source is well-defined, a modelled level 
difference function (Figure 5b.) is obtained by subtracting the modelled excess 
attenuation functions for the two microphone positions (Figure 2J . 
In an attempt to find in older literature the effect of vegetation on sound 
transmission, most of the difficulties that were encountered appeared to be 
caused by the fact that the non-linear effect of reflection at the ground was 
not understood . If the difference in acoustic properties of soils of wood-
land and open field are not recognized, insertion loss measurements will lead 
to an incorrect attribution of a mid- and low frequency effect to the vegeta-
tion (the difference of lines a and b in Figure 1.) If ground effect is con-
sidered as an absorption that is linear with distance, excess attenuation 
will be incorrectly extrapolated and level difference will be interpreted as 
excess attenuation; both leading to erratic conclusions on the effect of 
woodland on sound transmission. 
CHAPTER 12: APPLICATION TO ENVIRONMENTAL NOISE 
Method 
The effect of woodland on noise transmission was deduced by analyzing eleven 
large measurement series with the aid of the ground effect model; an extended 
version of the same model was subsequently used to extrapolate the results to 
the specific situation of road traffic noise. The model2 is summarized m the 
box on the next page, in nine steps which are referred to in the further text. 
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The model DifLevel2 in nine steps. 
1. The transmission of sound from a point source to a receiver over an 
absorbing ground is described by the Weyl-van der Pol equation. The 
ground is assumed to be flat, horizontally homogeneous, and locally 
reacting; wind and temperature gradients are assumed to be absent. 
2. Soil impedance is given by the variable porosity model, with two 
(acoustically) empirically established parameter values σ and or . 
3. Air absorption is given by ISO/DIS 3891. 
4. The vegetation effect is described as an absorption which is linear 
with distance; this absorption is an empirically established func­
tion of frequency. 
5. A line source is modelled as a series of incoherent point sources; 
the excess attenuation function for the line source is computed from 
the excess attenuation functions of the individual point sources. 
6. The thus obtained line source excess attenuation is averaged into 
1/3 octave bands and added to the emission spectrum of road traffic 
noise with correction for geometrical spreading. The emission spec­
trum is taken from reference 6. This yields the 1/3 octave band 
spectrum of the Immission of road traffic noise. 
7. The Α-weighted Immission level is calculated from the Immission 
spectrum. 
8. Procedure 1-7 is repeated with values typical for pastured grass­
land; the two immission levels are subtracted which yields the 
'woodland effect'. 
9. Procedure 1-8 is repeated for 10 woodlands and various geometries; 
through the results, a simple function is fitted (the metamodel) 
that describes the effect of woodlands on road traffic noise in such 
a way that it can be fitted as a 'woodland effect term' in the Dutch 
prediction scheme 'Standaardrekenmethode I'7. 
Analysis results: ground effect. 
The forest soils of all measurement sites appeared to be acoustically very 
soft; values of the main parameter rr ranged from 6000 - 30000 Nsm"'1 whereas 
the pastured grassland was only moderately soft (IT = 125000 Nsm" 4). Such 
differences are also reported in literature. As is shown in Figure 1 and in 
Table 1, the excess attenuation over the very soft forest floor, if compared 
to that over pasture, has a more pronounced ground dip which is shifted to the 
lower frequencies. This effect is not taken into account in the 'Dutch-Scan­
dinavian' prediction scheme, as is shown m Table 1; in this scheme all soft 
grounds, whether forest floor or pasture, are assumed to have the same in­
fluence on sound propagation. 
Analysis results: vegetation effect. 
The vegetation effect was found, as described above and shown in Figure 4, by 
subtracting the modelled ground effect from the measured excess attenuation. 
It appeared to be invariably increasing with frequency with large differences 
between the various measurement sites. In Table 2, vegetation absorption 
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functions are given for three somewhat arbitrarily defined vegetation density 
classes that will be specified below (page 5-8). The table also gives the 
values that are currently in use m two prediction schemes . The demand of 
the Dutch scheme that vegetation should be planted in rows in order to be 
effective is not adopted here, although it could neither be falsified nor 
verified. Instead, vegetation is seen as a more or less continuous medium 
that exerts an influence that is proportional to depth and density of the 
vegetation. The low- and mid-frequency vegetation absorption specified in the 
German VDI scheme is clearly incorrect; however it may be that m practice it 
functions as a compensation for the fact that this scheme neglects the effect 
of the soft forest soil. Both schemes impose a limit to the effect that 
vegetation can have; such a limitation is not being proposed in this study 
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Application: road traffic noise immission spectra 
Figure 6 shows the frequency-dependent implications of the analysis results 
for the Immission spectrum of road traffic noise. The combined effect of the 
shift of the ground dip to lower frequencies and the vegetation absorption 
makes the immission spectrum levels in the woodland lower than those above the 
pasture for almost all frequencies. The total immission level is therefore 
also lower; in the case of Figure 6 this 'woodland effect' is 9.9 dBA (step 7 













Figure 6. Road traffic noise immission spectra. 
'Free field'; Α-weighted Dutch road traffic noise spectrum for 15% trucks, 
according to réf.'; arbitrarily calibrated to yield a total Immission level 
of 60 dBA at 100 m from the line source in free field conditions. 
'Pasture' and 'Pine': Corresponding immission spectra calculated by model 
'DifLevel', step 1-6. Geometry: source height 0.75 m; line source length 
600 m; receiver height 1.00 m; distance from source 100 m; 
'Pasture': σ 125000 Nsm' 0 m' = 7500 Nsm 25 m' 
Air absorption: ISO 3891, temperature 10° C, relative humidity 80 i. 
Vegetation absorption I'Pine' ) : values for a 'normal woodland' as in Table 2. 
Extrapolation: woodland effect 
Figure 7 and 8 demonstrate the calculation of the woodland effect for a range 
of distances and receiver heights. Figure 9 gives for a single receiver 
height the woodland effect calculated for all 10 woodlands of which measure­
ments were analyzed (Step 1-9 of the model). Since these measurements were 
all carried out at distances up to 100 m, the results for these distances are 
considered realistic whereas those for longer distances should be seen as 
model extrapolations; this will be discussed below in some more detail. 
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Figure 7. Road traffic noise 
immission level as a function 
of distance. 
'Free field'; Free field level 
(3 dB loss/doubled distance). 
'Pasture' and 'pine': see 
Figure 6. Calculated with 
model step 1-7. Arrows mark 
the levels calculated from the 
spectra of Figure 6. 
Figure 8. Woodland effect as 
a function of distance and 
height. Difference between 
the immission level in pine 
forest and immission level 
over pasture for four receiver 
heights ζ , calculated with 
model step 1-8. The arrow 
corresponds to the two arrows 
of Figure 7. See previous 
figures for further legends. 
Figure 9. woodland effect for 
various woodlands and general­
ized 'woodland effect term' 
for receiver height ζ = 2 m. 
Symbols: Woodland effect for 
all analyzed woodlands. Model 
step J-8. Lines: woodland 
effect term according to the 
metamodel fmodel step 9) for 
woodland types "very thin", 
"normal" and "very dense". 
Generalization: the 'woodland effect term' 
In order to enable implementation of the thus found woodland effect in the 
Dutch frequency-independent road traffic noise prediction scheme 'Standaard­
rekenmethode I'7, a simple metamodel was formulated that describes a 'woodland 
effect term' that fits reasonably to all calculated values of the woodland 
effect. This metamodel is specified in the box below; for receiver height 
1.00 m the 'woodland effect term' values are drawn in in Figure 9. Apart from 
the Dutch prediction scheme, the woodland effect term can be seen also as a 
description or prediction of the effect of woodland on road traffic noise if 
compared to pasture. 
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The metamodel for prediction of woodland effect on road traffic noise. 
The 'woodland effect term' 
"wdl is a function of woodland type, range, 
and receiver height. It is specific for road traffic noise over flat 
ground. Its value ranges from 0 to 16 dB(A); a positive value means 
decrease of the immission level. The calculation proceeds as follows. 
Dwdl = Fwdi Í 1 - e x P I - p < 2 > χ 3 / 2 J ) d B< A> 
P(2) = 0.0025 exp [ -0.21 ζ ] 
F
w d l = factor that gives dependence on woodland type 
(= Θ, 12 or 16 dBfA), see below) 
χ = range from road axis to receiver [m] 
ζ = receiver height [m]; 
if ζ <" 1 m, then the value ζ = 1 m should be used; if 
the road pavement lies above ground level, then the road 
pavement height should be added to the receiver height. 












Not "Very thin" and not "Very dense" 
OR not enough information available 
No foliage or needles at eye level 8 
AND diameter times trunk density .02 /m 
Dense needle-carrying branches at eye level 16 
Summary of discussion and conclusions 
The frequency-dependent analysis of the measurements reveals that in noise 
prediction schemes a woodland effect should be incorporated in a form in which 
ground effect and vegetation absorption are treated separately. The current 
'Dutch-Scandinavian' ground effect description should be refined to enable 
discrimination between at least a woodland soil and a pasture. Vegetation 
absorption is incorrectly described in all investigated prediction schemes; it 
is proposed that the values given in Table 1 should be used instead. 
In the application of the results to road traffic noise, uncertainties arise 
at those points where the application situation differs much from the modelled 
situation or from the situation in which the measurements were performed. It 
is assumed that the errors thus raised are in a woodland to a large extent the 
same as over pasture, and that subtracting the immission levels over pasture 
from those in the woodland therefore leads to reliable values of the woodland 
effect. 
The validity of these assumptions, or the validity of the woodland effect term 
itself should be further investigated by experiments and by comparative immis­
sion level measurements. Some conclusions can however be drawn on the basis 
of model sensitivity analyses. The effect of the discontinuity in soil im­
pedance caused by the eage of the road pavement was neglected ^n tne model 
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'DifLevel', however calculations by the model 'WAL' by de Jong* revealed that 
its influence on the difference in excess attenuation over pasture with that 
in a woodland was négligeable. Similarly, the percentage of trucks as well as 
the relative velocity of the traffic types do influence the traffic noise 
emission spectrum but have no significant effect on the woodland effect. 
An effect that had to be neglected in this study is refraction by gradients of 
temperature and wind. As pointed out in other chapters of this thesis, these 
effects are most likely unequal for woodland and open field; however measure-
ments indicate that in woodland the effect is négligeable up to 100 m. In 
Chapter 12 it is argued that in the environmentally most important case of 
downward refraction (temperature inversion or downwind sound propagation!, 
Immission levels over open field will be raised whereas in woodland they will 
remain unaltered; this is an indication that the woodland effect in a downward 
refraction case is even larger than the values given here. 
It is concluded that the value of the woodland effect term becomes uncertain 
for distances that are much larger than 100 m; however, for want of anything 
better, it might also be used for longer distances. 
The effect of a belt of 100 to 300 m woodland on road traffic noise is a de-
crease in immission level of 4 to 16 dB(A), with a typical value of 10 dB(A) 
at 100 m in a normal woodland at 1.50 m receiver height.' 
Notes 
1
 The full report on this study is in Dutch: 
Beekwilder, R.W.B. & W.H.T. Huisman, 1989. De invloed van bos op wegver-
keerslawaai. Research Report, Dept. Exp. Botany, Univ. Nijmegen, 32pp. 
2
 Step 1 and 2 of model 'DifLevel' are described in Chapter 2 of this thesis; 
the full model is described in: 
Huisman, W., 1989: Description of program DifLevel. Research Report, 
Dept. Exp. Botany, Univ. Nijmegen, 24pp. 
3
 The pine forest measurements are described in detail in Chapters 2, 8 and 9 
of this thesis. The other measurements that are reported on are described 
in the report1 and by: 
Price, M.A., Attenborough, K., & Heap, N.W., 1988. Sound attenuation 
through trees: measurements and models. J. Acoust. Soc. Am. 84(5) 1836-
1844. 
Martens, M.J.M., 1981. Noise abatement in plant monocultures and plant 
communities. Applied Acoustics 14(3), 167-189. 
4
 See Chapter 1 and 2 of this thesis. 
5
 A literature list is included in the report1. A discussion of these errors 
together with some examples in given by: 
Heijden, L.A.M, van der, 1984. The influence of vegetation on acoustic 
properties of soils - measurements of acoustic impedances of outdoor 
surfaces with application to traffic noise. Thesis, Univ. Nijmegen, the 
Netherlands, 139pp. 
6
 Oosting, W.A., 1977. Berekeningsmethode wegverkeerslawaai voor zonerings-
doeleinden. TCG-rapport VL-HR-22-01, 's-Gravenhage. 
7
 The noise prediction schemes are the following. 
For industrial noise: 
Brackenhof f, Η.Ε.Α., Buis, P.M., von Meier, Α. 1981. Handleiding meten 
en rekenen industrielawaai. ICG-rapport TL-HR-13-01. 
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For road traffic noise: 
ReJcen- en Meetvoorschrift VerJceerslawaai. Regeling als bedoeld m 
Art. 102, eerste en tweede lid. Wet geluidhinder. Staatsuitgeverij, 
1981 . 's-Gravenhage ISBN 90 12 03579 1. 
German prediction scheme for noise propagation outdoors: 
Schallausbreitung im Freien. VDI-Richtlinie 2714, Januar 1988, VDI-Hand-
buch Larmminderung. 
With thanks to dr. Bart de Jong. His model 'WAL' enables calculation of 
excess attenuation over an impedance discontinuity. It is described in: 
Jong, B. A. de, Α. Moerkerken, & J.D. van der Toorn, 1983. Propagation of 
sound over grassland and over an earth barrier. J. Sound Vib. 86(1) 23-46. 
Recently, a publication was found on extensive forest measurements, includ­
ing those with road traffic as sound source: 
Mitscherlich, G., & D. Scholzke, 1977. Schalldämmung durch Wald. 
Allgemeine Forst- und Jagdzeitung, 148. Jg. Heft 7, 125-143. 
The measured Α-weighted immission levels appear not to decrease as strongly 
with distance as is predicted by the theoretical model (Figure 7). How­
ever, the 'woodland effect' presented by Mitscherlich and Scholzke is quite 
close to the predicted values presented here. Measured is an average 
difference of 8dB(A) between the immission m various forests and the 
immission over hayfields, over distances ranging from 100-300m at a recei­
ver height of 3.20m. The metamodel presented here predicts values from 8.7 
to 12.0 dB(A) for these circumstances; however the conditions are not fully 
comparable. Still, the main conclusion about the underestimation of the 




MICROCLIMATE INFLUENCE ON SOUND PROPAGATION IN VEGETATIONS 
Willibrord H.T. Huisman 
Proc. Internoise München, 1985, 453-456. 
In vegetations, sound propagation is influenced by soil surface (van der Heij-
den, 1983), plant absorption (Martens, 19Θ0) and plant reflection (Martens et 
al., 1985). Sound velocity gradients have often been neglected, presumably 
because they are generally weak. 
However, two reasons urge a closer investigation of these gradient influences. 
First, when comparing sound propagation in high-growing vegetations to open 
field sound propagation, the gradient difference may be quite important and 
hence be one of the main factors to be considered. Second, within a vegetati­
on complex gradients may occur, which can be expected to cause unusual long 
distance sound propagation. 
This pilot study was made in order to assess the gradient effects to be ex­
pected in a research program consisting of simultaneous measurements of veget­
ation structure, micro-weather, and sound transmission. 
Methods and model input 
A simple ray tracing model was used based on the 'very-large-scale-plot' meth­
od given by Rudnick (1957). This model considers the ground surface to be 
hard and vegetation reflection and absorption to be absent.1 
Besides drawing a ray pattern from a point source, the model calculates for 
about thousand rays with slightly increasing starting angles the height these 
rays reach at a given distance. From these heights a distribution is made by 
counting the number of rays n. entering height interval j. This number of 
rays η is related to the number of rays n0 that would enter the same inter­
val ] in a zero gradient situation. Since the number of rays entering a 
height interval is considered to be proportional to the acoustic energy flux 
density, the results are expressed as an intensity difference Δι for each 
class ]: 
ΔΙ = 10 log ( n, / n0 n ) [dB) 
As model input three types of vegetation were assumed, i.e. open field, wood­
land, and closed forest, in which two temperature profiles were drawn based on 
assumptions of radiation and sensible heat budget for a bright night and a 
bright day (Fig. 1). Although the profiles are fictitious, their shape and 
magnitude are considered realistic on the basis of field measurements and lit­
erature (Geiger, 1961). Wind was set to zero; source height was set to 1.50 m. 
Results and discussion 
Since the model has considerable restrictions, the results can at best be 
discussed qualitatively. In Figure 2 and 3 the intensity difference Δι is 
displayed as a function of height at regular distances from the source; ampli­
fication (compared to zero-gradient situation) is plotted to the right and 
attenuation to the left. Height intervals where no rays enter (sound shadow, 
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Figure І. Vegetation structure and 'nigtìt' and 'day' temperature profiles 
for aj_ open field; bj_ open woodland; çj_ closed forest. 
Fig 2M Open field by night I 
Leftj Ray pattern up tp 200m ' 
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Distance from source [m] 
Figure 2. Ray patterns and Intensity difference by night, m the profiles 
of Figure 1; aj_ open field; bj_ open woodland; ç_L closed forest. 
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100 150 250 300 350 
Distance from source [m] 
Figure 3. Ray patterns and Intensity difference by day, m the profiles 
of Figure 1; aj_ open field; bj_ open woodland; cj_ closed forest. 
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The propagation by night in field and woodland (Fig. 2a, b) show the well-
known pattern, but the propagation in the closed forest (Fig· 2c) resembles 
this pattern only after some distance. This effect is due to the absence of a 
gradient beneath the canopy by night, resulting m neutral sound propagation. 
At a certain distance the rays refracting in the canopy inversion reach the 
ground. It should be noted that this distance will be proportional to the 
canopy height and the slope of the inversion. For downwind conditions the 
same velocity profile shape differences occur between the vegetation types. 
Consequently, these results suggest that a high-growing, closed forest may 
effectively be used to overcome or weaken the effect of sound bending over a 
noise screen by night or at downwind conditions. 
Figure 3a shows an 'absolute' sound shadow beneath a certain height. There is 
a peculiar enhancement of intensity in the lowest non-shadow heights, typical-
ly produced by the model when a logarithmic velocity profile is given as 
input. Both the enhancement and the absolute sound shadow disappear when the 
profile is flattened to a zero gradient at the ground (Fig. 1, 3b).2 
A third phenomenon concerns the effect of the daytime inversion beneath the 
forest canopy (Fig. 3c). For long distances this would mean that the '6 dB 
law' should be replaced by a 3 dB intensity decline per doubling distance. 
Given a line source, it would even mean no intensity decline at all3. More 
realistically, this may mean that the ground and vegetation attenuations as 
calculated from long distance excess attenuation measured on quiet, bright 
days (Martens, 1981) are too low. 
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Notes to Chapter б 
з 
This early version of the model RayFlux differs from later versions in the 
following aspects: 
1. The computed intensity level difference ΔΙ is the intensity level in 
the modelled situation (hard ground with gradient) minus the level over 
hard ground in a zero gradient. Zero gradient stands for constant 
temperature and no wind. In all later versions, levels are normalized 
as 'excess attenuation'. that is, level of modelled situation minus 
level of free field; free field being windless isothermal air without 
ground. Since reflection on hard ground is total, the excess attenua­
tion equals Δι + 3 dB. This quantity (Δι + 3) is identical with the 
'Geometric intensity from ray density I ' in Chapter 4, Eq. 3.3. 
•*
 J
n u m * ^
1 
2. In later papers, most results presented are made with more sophisticated 
parts of the model, involving a soft ground, a frequency-dependent 
receiver area and coherent summation of partial wave fronts. 
The plane with high intensities is called a caustic: it is formed by all 
adjacent rays that cross each other (See Chapter 3). 
These findings are based on the assumption of hard ground. Absorption at 
the ground affects the modelled sound transmission in a very complicated 




MEASURED AND MODELLED TEMPERATURE EFFECTS ON OUTDOOR SOUND TRANSMISSION 
W.H.T. Huisman, M.J.M. Martens & W. van Asseldonk 
Proceedings Institute of Acoustics 9, 63-70 (1987) 
Introduction 
As a pilot study for extensive measurements of sound transmission in forests, 
a short series of measurements was performed over a hayfield near the labora-
tory. Air temperature profiles and sound transmission were recorded simul-
taneously and analyzed both real-time and afterwards. The sound transmission 
measurements involve a new technique facilitating analysis of about twenty 
pure tones at the same time. In this paper this technique is described and 
some preliminary results are shown. In the discussion a comparison with model 
output is made by which many measured phenomena are explained. 
Measurement location and weather conditions 
The measurements were made over a lean hayfield with grass and herbs up to 
80 cm high. The field is about 60 by 30 meters, surrounded by bushes and 
trees, and nearby is a building of 30 m high. The soil is dry loose sand and 
the ground level is curved a little. 
During the measurements (performed 11 August 1987) there was few wind; its 
direction was perpendicular to the loudspeaker-microphone direction. The sky 
was hazy blue but around 18:00 hours there were some thin clouds. 
Meteorologie measurements 
Field set-up 
A mast of 15 meters high supported a windvane, four cup-anemometers and thir-
teen shielded thermometers. A little mast nearby supported another anemometer 
and seven thermometers. These two masts were used to sample the vertical tem-
perature profile. Five rods placed at intervals of 2 m supported thermometers 
all at 1 m elevation m order to assess horizontal deviations. 
Apparatus 
The thermometer shields are especially designed to reduce radiation and permit 
as much natural ventilation as possible. The accuracy of the thermometers is 
0.1 "C. The lowest wind speed measurable by the anemometers is 1 m/s. A data 
logger samples all temperature values every second and counts the cup-anemome-
ter rotations over ten seconds; the data are averaged over one minute and 
stored together with minima, maxima, and standard deviations. 
Results 
Figure 1 shows a registration of wind and temperature for a period in which 
some clouds gradually reduced the insolation. Although the wind hardly chan-
ges, the high temperature difference between the upper and lower thermometers 
vanishes. The six interwoven dashed lines show the representativeness of the 
measurements, at least for a height of 1 m. 
Figure 2 shows vertical temperature profiles at intervals of one hour. The 
reduction of the temperatures due to the clouds can be seen at the 17:40 hour 
profile, which lies somewhat out of the normal order. 
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Figure la 
Registration of wind speed at 
14 m height. Analysis is made 
over l-mmute intervals. 
The measuring linut is I m/s. 
The arrows mark the time of 
the 'afternoon' measurement. 
Figure lb 
Registration of air temperature 
at various heights z. 
The vertical line ( ·-; at 
17:40 corresponds to the 
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Figure 2. 
Vertical temperature profiles 
at one-hour intervals. Shown 
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Acoustic measurements 
Field set-up 
A Dynacord D310 loudspeaker box with tweeter disconnected was placed on a 
tripod with its conus 1.05 m above the ground. At 40m distance a stand sup­
ported four GenRad 1961-9601 h microphones at 1.00 m, 1.50 m, 2.50 m, and 
4.50 m height. The microphone signals were amplified by Faculty-built field 
amplifiers to give a measuring range of 20 to 90 dB. 
Apparatus 
The loudspeaker was connected to a Quad 303 amplifier to which various signals 
can be fed. Via an interface the microphones were connected to two Sony TC505 
stereo AM recorders. The interface passed the signals of two selectable 
microphones to a Norwegian Electronics dual channel 1/3 octave band real-time 
analyzer type 830 as well. 
Oscilloscope observations 
Variations in the sound travel time were observed qualitatively on an oscillo­
scope. A pure tone was fed to the loudspeaker and to the trigger input of the 
oscilloscope. Two microphone signals were connected to the Y-inputs of the 
oscilloscope. In this way, horizontal movements of the two sines are directly 
related to the sound travel time variations. Moreover, amplitude variations 
can be observed easily. 
The chord' technique. 
A digitally synthesized chord consists of 27 superimposed pure tones from 
32 Hz up to 12.5 kHz in 1/3 octave steps. It is recoraed on tape ard played 
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back into the amplifier and the speaker. In the field it sounds like an 
augmented triad on a large pipe organ. At a certain distance, the fluctuati­
ons caused by the changing weather conditions are very well audible. On ana­
lysis, the 1/3 octave band real time analyzer splits the chord into its con­
stituent tones. In 'transient mode', it may store up to 1200 successive 
spectra of short-term averaged levels, the shortest averaging time being 4 
milliseconds. In this way, a recording of the temporal variations of the 
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Figure 3 
Temporal variations 
іл transmission of 
the 'chord'. Shown 
are, for a number of 
pure tones, the sound 
pressure levels (SPL) 
of the individual 
512-ms samples minus 
the energy-averaged 
level (Leg) of all 
samples. In the ver­
tical scale, 1 dash 
corresponds to 2 dB. 
a : 'afternoon': level 
variations of 558 
samples, started 
at 17:17; 17 tones 
analyzed; 
b: 'evening': level 
variations of 212 
samples, started 




In this paper, the analysis of only two measurements of one microphone (at 
2.50 m height) is treated. It concerns the chord measurement made from 17:17 
to 17:21, during which a lapse temperature gradient existed, and the chord 
measurement made from 20:59 to 21:01 at typical night inversion conditions 
(Figure 7). These measurements will be called 'afternoon' and 'evening' 
measurement. 
The analysis was performed only for the pure tones from 160 Hz up to 6300 Hz 
because of the high background levels (traffic and crickets). The short-term 
averaging time (the duration of each sample) was 512 ms. Long-term equivalent 
levels (L ) were obtained by energy-averaging the levels of all samples of a 
measurement. Due to time constraints, no attempt was made to relate measured 
levels to free field levels, nor to correct for atmospheric absorption. 
Results 
During two minutes after the finishing of the afternoon measurement, a 4 000 Hz 
tone received by the microphones at 4.50 m and 2.50 m was observed on the 
oscilloscope. It was found that the travel time shifted in this period within 
a range of 0.2 milliseconds for both microphones. There was no correlation 
between the movements of the two signals. The amplitude fluctuations appeared 
SPL - Leq 
1 | ' ' ' 


















SPL of 2500 Hz6tone. 
Figure 4. Frequency distribution of 
short-term levels of 5 tones of the 
chord relative to the Leg over all 
55Θ samples. 'Afternoon' measurement. 
Figure 5. Short-term levels 
(SPL) of 3 tones versus the 
levels of the 2500 Hz tone. 
'Afternoon' measurement. 
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to be strongly frequency-dependent, although it was difficult to find out at 
what frequencies the fluctuations were maximal. After the 'evening' measure­
ment there was no movement at all. 
The temporal variations of the levels are depicted in Figure 3; the frequency 
distribution of the levels of five different tones is shown in Figure 4. In 
Figure 5 the levels of three tones are plotted versus the levels of the 
2500 Hz tone. The resulting patterns do not appear completely random. A 
Fourier transform of the level variations was made for some tones, but this 
did not give much new information. 
A traditional way of dealing with temporal variations is simply averaging them 
out into an equivalent sound level L . This is done in Figure 6a. The 
absence of large temporal variations in the low frequencies (Figure 3) appears 
to last over hours, since the two spectra of Figure 6a are essentially equal 
in the low frequencies. There is a marked difference in the high frequencies. 
As an approximation of the free field levels, an anechoic chamber measurement 
of the chord is added, but please note that its calibration is arbitrary. 
Fiaure 6а 
Measured equivalent levels of 
the chord: markers indicate 
the pure tones. Afternoon: 
average over S minutes f558 
samples J; evening: over 2 
minutes (212 samples). Cali­
bration of anechoic room refe­
rence spectrum is arbitrary. 
Background: markers indicate 
1/3 octave band SPL. 
Figure 6b 
Computed excess attenuation of 
sound pressure for three values 
of eff. flow resistivity σ 
ι
 e 
(with α = 0 m' ) . 
The model (Wempen, 1986) as­
sumes isothermal, still air. 
Figure 6c and 6d 
Computed excess attenuation 
of sound pressure for four 
receiver 'areas' by the model 
RAYFLUX. Only the dotted 
curves for ζ s. 2.50 m are 
compared to the measurements. 
Inputs; Source height 1.05 m; 
range 40 m; soil parameters: 
effective flow resistivity 
σ = 12500 Nsm~A , α = 0 m' i ; 
ρ ' e 
receiver area 0.25 m; no wind; 
temperature profiles see 
Figure 7. 
'00 Frequency (Hz) "X» 'MM 
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Model results and discussion 
Ground effect 
In Figure 6b three excess attenuation curves produced by a model for isother­
mal, still air written by Wempen (1986) are shown1. With the 'variable poro­
sity' ground impedance model of Attenborough (1985)2 it gives the best results 
when an effective flow resistivity of about 12500 Ыз/т4 is input: then, the 
frequency at which the first ground dip occurs corresponds to the measure­
ments. However, such a flow resistivity is more typical for a forest. Pos­
sibly, the slight curvature of the ground level of the measurement site plays 
a role 3. 
Ray tracing: convergence 
To merge, finally, the meteorologie and the acoustic aspects of this study, 
the ray tracing program 'RAYFLUX' (see Huisman & Martens, 1986) was used4. 
The 17:17 and the 20:59 temperature profiles (Figure 7) were entered, result­
ing in the ray patterns of Figure 8. In the rotated histograms of Figure 8 
the excess attenuation of the sound intensity ASIL at 1000 Hz and 40 m dis­
tance is shown as a function of height. It corresponds more or less to the 
'blackness' of the ray pattern at this distance. The irregular shape is 
caused by the irregularities in the input profiles: the rays that are con­
verged yield high intensity levels at some 'focus' positions. 
This explains partly the level fluctuations observed in Figure 3: in the 
afternoon the air temperature profile varied considerably, (Figure 7), hence 
these focus points moved up and down and backward and forward, giving rise to 
fluctuating levels at a fixed receiver position. 
Ray tracing: phase 
The level fluctuations cannot be explained by this convergence only, because 
in that case the correlation between the frequencies should be high (it is 
not, see Figure 5), and, moreover, the fluctuations should be larger with 
higher frequency since short wavelengths can be focussed sharper. 
Here, the phase must be taken into account. Figures 6c and 6d give the high 
frequency output of RAYFLUX for four receiver positions. The positions which 
showed (in Figure 8) the irregular intensity levels now show rather anomalous 
curves of excess attenuation of sound pressure (ASPL). However, such curves 
are found by Klug and Radek (1987) to exist indeed. 
For the receiver at 2.50 m the interference dips appear to shift in frequency: 
in the lapse condition (Fig. 6c) there is a shift to the higher frequencies; 
in the inversion the dips shift to the lower frequencies. As a reference here 
the excess attenuation for neutral conditions (Figure 6b) is taken; in that 
case the RAYFLUX model equals the model by Wempen (1986). 
Since the afternoon profile is fluctuating, the interference pattern must vary 
too. This means that the levels in the frequency region of the interference 
dips have to vary strongly; from Figure 6c we would expect this to happen 
between 2000 Hz and 4000 Hz. In Figure 3 we see that this is indeed the case. 
Finally, the evening profiles were more or less constant. This means that we 
may expect the measured time average (Figure 6a) to resemble the predicted 
excess attenuation (6d). With some phantasy, it does. At 1600 and 2000 Hz, 
where a dip is predicted to replace the afternoon amplification, the measured 
evening levels are considerably lower than the afternoon levels. 
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Figure 7 
Temperature profiles during 
the two measurements. The 
continuous lines indicate the 
profiles used as input for 
RAYFLUX; the dotted lines 
indicate the profiles in the 
four following minutes. 
Figure 8 
Ray patterns and excess at-
tenuation for the two input 
profiles (Fig. 7). 
Ray patterns: 21 rays with 
starting angle -5° to +5''. 
Excess attenuation of sound 
intensity ASIL for 1000 Hz at 
40 m from the source, as a 
function of height in inter-
vals (receiver areas) of 
0.25 m. For a full explanati-
on of the model RAYFLUX, see 
Huisman s Martens, 1986. 
Distance (m) ^6 0 +S" ÛSIL (dB) 
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Notes to Chapter 7 
Wempen's program uses the Weyl-van der Pol approximation to calculate 
ground effect at near-grazing incidence over soil of finite impedance, 
assuming local reaction. It is identical to the kernel of program DifLevel 
(See Chapter 2, Equations 5.1a, 5.1d-g) and to the spherical wave reflec-
tion coefficient Q in RayFlux (See Chapter 4, Equations 2.1). 
The parameter values in the original text apply to the impedance model as 
given by Attenborough, 1985. In this thesis, they have been converted to 
correspond to Attenborough's corrected version (Chapter 2, Equation 5.2). 
Later analysis of other measurements with a higher frequency-resolution 
and correct free field levels resulted in good fits for five microphone 
heights for parameter values ae = 7500 Ns/m4 and ae = 30 m" 1 (See also 
Chapter 4, Figure 3). It is therefore unlikely that the low values are an 
artifact. Note that the soil was described as 'dry loose sand'. 
In this version of the model RayFlux (Huisman & Martens, 1986), an error 
led to an exaggeration of the effects of convergence and divergence of 
curved rays on the levels of only the (coherent) sound pressure (here 
called ASPL, in Figure 6c and 6d) . The error did not influence the fre-
quencies of minima and maxima; therefore it doesn't affect the discussion 
in this paper. 
The quantity ASIL corresponds to the 'Intensity from ray density I d e n r' 
given in Chapter 4, Eq. 3.4. A fixed receiver area of 0.25 m is used. 
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Chapter 8 
MEASURED AND MODELLED SOUND TRANSMISSION IN A PINE FOREST 
W.H.T. Huisman, M.J.M Martens, R.W.B. Beekwilder, and A.M.J.A. binders 
Proceedings Internoise Avignon, 1988, ρ 1583-1586. 
Introduction 
In september 1987 extensive measurements of microweather and sound transmissi­
on were carried out in a young Pine stand. This paper treats preliminary 
results of analysis of a small part of the gathered data1. 
Microweather 
Temperatures were recorded with 24 shielded thermometers on a mast extending 
3 m above the tree tops. Figure 1 shows a typical sequence of profiles for a 
cloudy night, a clear but somewhat variable day and a very clear windless 
evening. Generally, at day a temperature maximum exists in the crown layer, 
and at night the entire air volume below the canopy assumes minimum temperatu­
res. These effects are most pronounced with no wind and a clear sky, and 
virtually absent with much wind and cloudiness. 
sunrise local time - hr sunset 
Figure 1. Typical temperature profiles for a cloudy night, a clear but vari­
able day and a very clear windless afternoon. Compiled from measurements of 
several days. Temperatures at z=0.50 m are typed in. 
Sound transmission 
A single loudspeaker with cone height 1.00 m produced a variety of signals, of 
which pure tones, logarithmic frequency sweeps, and a chord consisting of pure 
tones at one-third octave intervals are shown here. The sound was received by 
two microphones at 10 m distance and four at 100 m distance. The received 
signals were analyzed and stored directly by a two-channel 1/3-octave band 
real time analyzer in transient mode. With the appropriate software, the 
frequency sweep is represented as forty equivalent sound levels per octave, 
with an inaccuracy of at worst 1/80 of an octave2. The chord is split up 
into its tones by the analyzer and represented as equivalent levels of 512 ms 
duration'. 
The pure tones were received by a 'gliding microphone' and recorded on a level 
writer. The microphone was moved back and forth over a range of 90 cm, from 
a distance of 15 meter, by pulling on strings which were fixed to the micro­
phone and to the paper of the level writer4. 
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Ground effect 
The received sweeps were corrected for air absorption and expressed as excess 
attenuation by subtracting the free field levels. These levels were derived 
from anechoic room and asphalt measurements. Results are shown in Figure 3. 
With the 'variable porosity' model by Attenborough (1985)5 reasonable fits 
could be 
(Fig. 3). 
made but not with equal parameter values for all distances 
Vegetation effect 
A striKing effect of vegetation on sound transmission is the pronounced inter-
ferencp pattern between the stems of the trees (Fig. 2). This effect is very 
well aLdible in pure tones and in the chord, but not at all in noise. Using 
the 'gliding microphone' the spatial variations in sound level were inves­
tigated in all three directions and at various frequencies. With a mean stem 
diameter of 16 cm, the interference pattern appeared to exist down to a fre­
quency of 500 Hz Vertical variations were far less than horizontal varia­
tions. With 1/3 octave band noise there was no spatial variation at all. 
Figure 2. Excess attenuation 
of a 1000 Hz tone in a hori­
zontal plane at χ = 30-31 m 
from the source. Source and 
receiver height 1.00 m. Iso­
bars in steps of 1 dB; the 
black line is 0 dB. Leg over 
the total area is -2.2 dB. 
Excess attenuation due to 
ground reflection as modelled 





y-direction (m) 0 50 
The stem interference is also believed to cause the irregular patterns of the 
sweep results above 500 Hz (Figure 3). These patterns were constant for each 
microphone over a full week of measurements, probably due to the fact that the 
microphones and the loudspeaker were not moved at all. 
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 : averages over 4 
consecutive frequency sweeps. 
Black bands le & d): deviations as 
Max-L and Min-L „ fdB;. 
Curves •· model fits for isothermal 
still air: 
eff. flow resistivity <т
г
 = 5000 Ns/m1 ; 
eff. rate of exponential change of 
porosity α : 
Fig. 3a & b: a
e
 = 37.5 /m; 
Fig. 3c i d: o
e
 = 25 /m. 
Dashed lines le i dì: curve minus 
assumed vegetation effect at J00 m of 
6 dB/octave from fn 800 Hz. 
Geometry: 
Source height 1 m; Distance from 
source 10 m ia. b): 100 m (с. dl; 
receiver height 1 m la. с, d) and 
0.02 m (b) 
Weather conditions: 
Fig. 3c_: early morning, clear sky, 
no wind, temperature profile like 
the 22:00 hr profile in Figure 1; 
Fig. 3d.· sunny afternoon with few 
wind, temperature profile liice the 














Generally, the deviation of the measured excess attenuation from the fitted 
line shows a vegetation effect increasing with about 6 dB/octave from a cut­
off frequency of 800 Hz (Fig. 3c & d, shaded area). Also, an extra attenuati­
on at the higher frequencies is visible, thus corroborating the modelling of 
the vegetation effects by Price et al. (1988). 
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Temperature effects 
All sweep results shown in Figure 3 have been averaged over four repeats which 
were recorded in four subsequent minutes. The variations between these re­
peats (Figure 3, black bands) show clearly the difference between the stable 
conditions in a clear windless night (fig. 3c) and the unstable conditions at 
a sunny day (fig. 3d). Apart from background noise influence at the very low 
frequencies and in the ground dip, fluctuations are most marked in the high 
frequencies. 
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Figure 4. Fluctuations of 
the levels of a chord of 
tones in 1/3 octave inter­
vals, received at 100 m from 
the source. Frequency of 
the individual tones is 
shown on the right, m Hz. 
Levels have been averaged 
over 512 ms. Plotted are 
these levels (SPL) minus 
the energy-averaged level 
over 180 s (L ) , m dB. 
1
 eq ' ' 
Each dash on the vertical 
scale marks 2 dB 
a: early morning; 
b: afternoon; 
See legends of fig. 3c s d. 
A. 
60 120 
Time (seconds trom 14:50) 
Figure 4 shows the temporal variations of the levels of the tones of the chord 
received at 100 m from the source. There is a capricious relation between the 
fluctuations of the tones which is yet unexplained. At present, the only 
explanation is that the interference pattern caused by stem reflection is 
influenced by fluctuating sound velocity gradients8. 
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Figure 3c and 3d represent two extremes in temperature profiles. However, 
there is a remarkable resemblance in excess attenuation at 100 m range. This 
appears to be general: as far as the data has been analyzed at present, there 
is hardly any difference in the averaged sound transmission at the various 
weather types. 
Discussion 
Both theoretically and from the measured temperature profiles it may be de-
duced that in a forest the crown layer is thermodynamically active. Quite 
contrary to open field microweather, this will both at day and at night lead 
to a temperature inversion at an elevated height. Therefore, there is no 
reason to assume that general meteo-correction terms for outdoor sound trans-
mission are valid for sound transmission through a forest. 
The transmission measurements with source and receiver near to the ground 
suggest that temperature effects are négligeable up to at least a distance of 
100 m. This might be due to the mostly isothermal and fairly still air layer 
below the canopy. For such profiles this is supported by ray tracing calcula-
tions (Huisman, 1985; Huisman & Martens, 1986), where it was found that the 
sound refracted by the crown layer inversion comes down only at some hundreds 
of meters distance, depending on profile shape and canopy height'. 
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Notes to Chapter 8 
Chapter 2 treats many aspects of this paper in much more detail. 
The sweep technique basically records the frequency dependence of the 
excess attenuation. It is described in Chapter 9. 
The chord technique records temporal variations of sound transmission by 
measuring fluctuations of the levels of a number of pure tones at the same 
time. It is described in some more detail m Chapter 7. 
The gliding microphone technique records spatial variations of sound trans-
mission by measuring the level of a single pure tone as a function of one 
or more spatial directions. 
Attenborough's model gives the complex normal surface impedance of the 
soil, relative to air, as a function of frequency. The parameter values 
given here correspond to Attenborough's corrected version (Chapter 2, 
Equation 5.2 ) . 
Calculations made with the program 'DifLevel'. It uses the Weyl-van der 
Pol approximation to calculate ground effect at near-grazing incidence 
over soil of finite impedance, assuming local reaction, flat ground, no 
wind, and isothermal air. In this paper, all model calculations assume 
the vegetation to be transparent (no vegetation absorption). For a des-
cription and further discussion, see Chapter 2. 
See Chapter 2, Figure 9 for spatial variations measured at other frequen-
cies. 
Although interesting enough (compare to Figure 3 in Chapter 7 and Figure 7 
in Chapter 10), the subject of temporal variations of sound transmission 
was not pursued any further in this study. 
In Chapter 2 it is shown that, on the contrary, ray tracing through the 
steepest measured profiles leads to a predicted temperature effect at 100 m 
in the order of 5 dB. Since such effects were not measured, this raises 
questions to the applicability of traditional refractive ray tracing in a 
forest. It does, however, not affect the conclusion about the apparent 
negligeability of the weather influence at 100 m, since this conclusion is 
based on measurements. 
Chapter 9 
Appl ied A c o u s t i c s 29 ( 1 9 9 0 ) : 241 -245 . 
Technical Note 
Narrow-Band Frequency Analysis Using a 1/3-Octave-Band 
Real-Time Analyser 
ABSTRACT 
A technique is presented that yields a narrow-band/requeue v-.sweep analysis 
hv making use of the ability of the Norwegian Electronics RTA830 analyser 
to store m its transient mode hundreds of consecutive ¡/3-octave-band 
spectra. The narrow-band analysis is performed by the computer program 
that transforms the data ulule transmitting it from the analyser into the 
computer. 
The technique simulates a 2/'3-octave-band tracking filter and thus 
eliminates overtones of the signal and part of the background noise. The time-
to-frequency conversion and the synchronization of the tracking filter are 
solely based on information in the received spectra, precise information about 
the signal produced or about the transmission path is not needed. By selecting 
the speed and type of the frequency sweep, a wide range of analysis band 
widths can be realized. 
The technique has been used successfully to measure sound transmission in 
forests under varying weather conditions. 
INTRODUCTION 
In a series of outdoor sound-propagation measurements with a loudspeaker 
used as a source, it appeared important to have a high frequency-resolution. 
A pure-tone frequency sweep was preferred to use of wide-band noise 
followed by FFT. First, no FFT analyser was available; second, a 
logarithmic frequency sampling was preferred; and third, the loudspeaker 
yields a more powerful signal when emitting a pure tone. 
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The traditional way of feeding the received signal to a level writer was 
abandoned in favour of analysing it with a 1/3-octave-band real-time 
analyser in transient mode (the Norwegian Electronics RTA830). This 
analyser can store hundreds of spectra. The graph of the total level against 
time yields the same information as (he level-writer recording does, but in 
digital form and hence readily available for transmission to the laboratory 
computer. Gradually, this technique has been improved and refined as 
described in this paper. 
SIGNAL PRODUCTION 
The requirements of the analysis technique for the signal produced are few. 
It must be a tone the frequency of which changes with time in a more or less 
predictable way. Overtones, due, for example, to distortion by the 
loudspeaker, may be present, since they will be filtered out on analysis. 
Background noise may be present as long as its level in the frequency range 
of interest is considerably lower than that of the signal. The signal-
production unit may be completely separated from the analyser. 
TIME-TO-FREQUENCY CONVERSION 
The analyser stores the spectra of the received signal, each spectrum si 
representing the equivalent 1/3-octave-band sound-pressure levels over a 
period of time from /, to /, + ΔΛ The time interval At and the number of 
spectra to be stored depend on the speed of the frequency sweep and on the 
frequency range of interest (Δ/ should also be much longer than the 
integration time required for the level determination). This speed and the 
time interval determine the frequency resolution of the final analysis. 
It is convenient to set the triggering facility so as to store only those 
spectra that are relevant, i.e. where the received signal sounds in the 
frequency range of interest. However, the triggering is not very important 
because the time-to-frequency conversion is established independently. 
This conversion is needed to find out which spectrum corresponds to 
which frequency of the pure tone in the received signal. For this, use is made 
of the characteristics of the 1/3-octave-band filters of the analyser having 
slopes of limited steepness: if, for example, a 4000-Hz tone is fed to the 
analyser, both the 3200-Hz and the 5000-Hz bands will show a level of 20 dB 
below the 4000-Hz-band level (Fig. 1). In this way, the spectra corresponding 
to all 1/3-octave-band mid-frequencies can be easily identified. 
If the function relating the frequency of the signal to time is simple and 
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Tot 100 Ík Ьк 8к 
Frequency (Hz) 
Fig. I. Modified reconstruction ofthe display ofthe RTA830 two-channel l/3-octavc-band 
analyser The Figure shows one of the 300 two-channel spectra stored from a single frequency 
sweep. Measurement sel-up: loudspeaker at 1-m height placed in a pine forest; receiver at 
10-m distance and 1-m height (upper spectrum) and a receiver at 100-m distance and 2-5-m 
height (lower spectrum); analysed simultaneously. The upper spectrum is the one that 
corresponds to a received tone of 4000 Hz. The first overtone at 8000 Hz is well visible, as is, 
in the lower frequencies, the background noise. The lower spectrum does not correspond to 
the4000-Hz tone, since it lakes the sound about 0-3 s to travel from the first receiver at 10 m 
to the second at 100 m. 
reliable, only one or two spectrum identifications are sufficient to find the 
time-to-frequency conversion. For example, for the logarithmic sweep, we 
identified the spectrum corresponding to the 4000-Hz and the 1000-Hz 
received signal and used the following conversion equation: 
f. = i o " ' - ' " " ' or li = b + ai0\og(f\) 
with a = (Uooo - 'moo)/ 10log(4000/1000) 
/> = ' iooo-" 1 0 log(1000) 
TRACKING FILTER 
Now that the time-to-frequency conversion function is known, the total 
(linear) levels of all spectra can be plotted against the frequency scale 
(Fig. 2(c)). In this way, we have simulated a digital, accurate, and flexible level 
writer, and the problem of a possibly unknown time-delay scale between 
source and receiver shifting the frequency has been overcome. 
But we can do more, since we are interested only in the pure tone of the 
received signal and not in overtones and background noise. If we would just 
look at the 1/3-octave band in which the tone sounds, much of the 
background noise and all overtones would be excluded. However, if the tone 
is near the limits of the 1/3-octaveband, the level in this band is incorrect; the 
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Fig. 2. Analysis oCthc signal received at 100m from the source (see Fig 1) The sweep (lines 
ί-ί') is analysed in time intervals of I28njs With a sweep speed of 0 2 octaves/s, this yields a 
band width of 1/39 octave (a) Background noise m l/3-octave bands, (b) background noise in 
2/3-octave bands, (c) the total level of the spectra, after applying the time-to-frequency 
conversion Note that the levels cannot be lower than the total background-noise level 
(50-60 dB), (d) the levels passed by the 2/3-octave-band tracking filler Note the reduced 
influence of the background noise m the 200-400-Hz region and in the high frequencies, (c) 
free-field levels at 100m from the source (level in absence of trees and ground) The dilTerence 
between line d and Ime e is the excess attenuation (the effect of trees and ground) 
level of the adjacent band has to be added to yield the right sound level. 
Thus, if we take, instead of the total level, the summed levels of the two 1/3-
octave bands that are nearest to the pure tone, we obtain the sound level of 
the tone with the overtones and much of the background noise excluded 
(Fig. 2(d)). This procedure is equivalent to applying a 2/3-octave band 
tracking filter, but with the filter tracking the received instead of the emitted 
pure tone. 
BAND WIDTH 
The band width of the spectrum finally obtained depends on the speed of the 
frequency sweep and the duration of the time interval ΔΛ For a linear sweep 
with speed s Hz/s, the band width equals s*At Hz. For a logarithmic sweep 
with speed n octaves/s, the band width is «*Δ/ octaves. 
The accuracy of the time-to-frequency conversion depends on the 
reliability of the frequency-sweep generator and on the accuracy of the 
identification of the spectra by using the leakage of the filters. The latter is 
typically Δ//2 (corresponding to half of the frequency-band width), since 
there is always only one spectrum in which the two 'shoulders' are most 
equal (Fig. 1). By identifying several spectra per sweep, one can keep the 
error within this Δ//2 even when the frequency-sweep generator is not 
producing repcatable sweeps. 
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10k 
In our outdoor measurements,' we identified two spectra per sweep as 
described above. It appeared that the sweep speed (the factor a) was constant 
over a full week, whereas the time shift (the term b) varied. This was caused 
by the triggering: the analyser was set to trigger on the 1000-Hz level of the 
received signal, which is quite strongly dependent on meteorological 
conditions. 
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Vegetatiestructuur, microklimaat en 
geluidsoverdracht 
Dit artikel is gebaseerd op een voordracht, gehouden op 
het symposium 'Microklimaat, vegetatie en fauna', 
26 maart 1987 te Amsterdam. 
Op het Botanisch Laboratorium te 
Nijmegen wordt sinds 1973 onderzoek 
verricht aan de overdracht van geluid in 
bossen. De aanvankelijke vraagstelling 
was milieukundig en sterk gericht op de 
mogelijke toepassing van groengordels 
ter vermindering van verkeers- en 
industrielawaai (Martens, 1980b; zie ook 
Fig. 1). Naderhand is daar de meer 
fundamentele vraagstelling bijgekomen in 
welke mate het akoestisch milieu van 
dieren de evolutie van hun communicatie 
beïnvloed heeft (Martens, Foppen & 
Huisman, 1985; Martens & Huisman, 
1986). Inmiddels ligt het accent meer op 
de beschrijving van de mechanismen die 
de overdracht van geluid bepalen. Hiertoe 
wordt onder andere een computermodel 
vervaardigd dat de belangrijkste factoren 
combineert (Huisman & Martens, 1986). 
De verwachting is, dat hiermee prognoses 
gemaakt zullen kunnen worden van zowel 
de overdracht van lawaai als van 
diergeluid over langere afstand. Tevens 
kan men met zo 'n model de effectiviteit 
van verschillende 
lawaaibeheersmgsmaatregelen vergelijken 
door voor elke situatie bij diverse 
weersomstandigheden de 
geluidsoverdracht te berekenen. 
Dit artikel beschrijft voor een publiek van 
met-akoestici de factoren die van invloed 
zijn op de geluidsoverdracht, alsmede de 
huidige stand van zaken van het 
onderzoek. Het eerste gedeelte behandelt 
de noodzakelijke akoestiek voor de lezer 
die daar met (meer) in thuis is. 
Fig 1 De facetten van het 'geluid-en-groen -onderzoek (zie tekst) 
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Geluid, frequentie en klank 
Geluid is een hoorbare schommeling van 
de luchtdruk Geluid is dus een trilling met 
een tnllmgstijd (T) en een frequentie (f = 
i/T), die zich voortplant met de geluids-
snelheid (c) en dan een golflengte (λ = c/f) 
heeft (Fig 2) Geluiden met hoge frequen­
tie klinken hoog' Een smusvormige trilling 
heet een zuivere toon, deze klinkt als een 
'brom', een 'oe'-klank of een fluittoon Tril­
lingen kunnen echter ook complexer van 
vorm zijn, dan bestaan ze uit meerdere ge-
superponeerde zuivere tonen van verschil­
lende frequenties Als de frequenties van 
deze extra tonen veelvouden zijn van één 
grondfoon-frequentie, dan klinkt de trilling 
nog steeds als één toon, waarbij de bijdra-
ge van de boventonen als de klank van de 
toon ervaren wordt Een voorbeeld is een 
gezongen 'aa' (Fig 3) Zeer veel geluiden 
in de natuur bestaan uit zon stelsel van 
grondtoon met boventonen. 
Meerdere frequenties tegelijkertijd die met 
zo'n regelmatige boventoonreeks vormen, 
klinken als een samenklank of akkoord lig-
gen ze dicht op elkaar, dan heet dit een 
cluster Wanneer evenwel vele frequenties 
erg dicht op elkaar liggen, horen we dit als 
ruis. We kunnen ruis ook omschrijven als 
een volkomen willekeurige trilling van de 
lucht In dit geluid komen alle frequenties 
tegelijkertijd voor, en daarom wordt het in 
analogie met licht witte ruis genoemd 
Witte ruis klinkt ongeveer als een waterval 
van dichtbij Bandruis, dat is ruis in een be-
perkt frequentiegebied, bestaat ook, voor-
beelden zijn de klanken 'f' en 's' 
Geluidsniveaus 
De luidheid van geluid wordt doorgaans 
weergegeven met het geluidsdrukniveau 
(Sound Pressure Level, SPL) in decibel 
(dB). Deze kan worden berekend door de 
luchtdrukschommellmgen op een bepaalde 
manier te middelen; dit levert dan de effec-
tieve geluidsdruk pe« in Pascal, welke ver-
volgens wordt gedeeld door een referen-
tiegeluidsdruk pref Dit quotiënt wordt ge-
kwadrateerd, en de 10log hiervan geeft dan 
het geluidsdrukniveau in Bel Tenslotte 
vermenigvuldigen we met een factor 10 
om op decibel te komen Belangrijk in deze 
formule is nu, dat de decibel dus een rela-





De geluidsdruk is weliswaar 'wat we ho­
ren' (en meten), maar voor eenvoudig re­
kenwerk is de intensiteit (energie per tijds­
eenheid per oppervlakte-eenheid) een veel 
inzichtelijker maat Deze kennen we im­
mers ook van bijvoorbeeld licht. Ook het 
geluidsintensiteitsmveau (Sound Intensity 
Level, SIL), wordt in decibel uitgedrukt 
SIL= 10,0Іод(І/Ігеі) 
Nu geldt voor vlakke en bolvormige golven 
dat de intensiteit evenredig is met het kwa­
draat van de effectieve geluidsdruk, het 
geluidsdrukniveau is dan gelijk aan het ge-
luidsintensiteitsmveau Indien geluid zich 
vanuit een puntvormige bron ongehinderd 
uitbreidt, ontstaat er z o n bolvormige golf 
Net als bij een lichtbron neemt de intensi­
teit dan af met het kwadraat van de af­
stand Een verdubbeling van de afstand 
betekent dus een afname van 1010log(22) = 
6 dB Deze algemene regel voor bolgolven 
wordt de '6 dB-wet' genoemd 
ι ι 
IC--- tnllmgstijd Τ % 
Fig 2 Grafiek van geluidsdruk ρ tegen de 
tijd t voor een zuivere toon met tnllmgstijd 
Τ seconde en frequentie 1/T Hz 
BIJ ρ = 0 Pa is de luchtdruk gelijk aan de 
•KNMI'-luchtdruk 
De effectieve geluidsdruk Peff is een tijds-
gemiddelde, deze wordt gebruikt voor be­
rekening van de luidheid 
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Met de formule voor het intensiteitsniveau 
kunnen we gemakkelijk berekenen dat een 
verdubbeling van de verkeersintensiteit op 
een weg bij gelijk blijvende snelheid een 
verhoging van het SIL met 1010log(2) = 3 
dB zal opleveren Een dergelijke verhoging 
van 3 dB bij verdubbeling van de bron-
sterkte geldt in het algemeen ook voor het 
geluidsdrukmveau (SPL) 
Alleen indien twee of meer bronnen bij pre-
cies dezelfde frequenties geluid maken 
wordt de zaak ingewikkelder men dient 
dan rekening te houden met interferenties 
tussen de verschillende golven Als voor-
beeld nemen we twee gelijkgestemde, 
even luide orgelpijpen Deze zullen 3 dB 
meer geluidsmtensiteit leveren dan één af-
zonderlijke pijp De geluidsdruk is evenwel 
sterk afhankelijk van de positie van de luis-
teraar de golven kunnen elkaar versterken 
(SPL wordt maximaal 6 dB hoger) of uitdo-
ven (SPL = -oo dB) 
Frequentie [Hzi 
Fig 3 (Geïdealiseerde) frequentiespectra 
van enkele bekende geluiden De frequen-
tie is logaritmisch uitgezet, omdat deze zo 
wordt waargenomen, elke verdubbeling 
van de frequentie klinkt als een gelijke stap 
(één octaaf) 
a Een zuivere toon (fluittoon) van 2000 
Hz, 
b Een gezongen 'aa', het geheel van 
grondtoon met boventonen (de lijnen 
in het spectrum) wordt waargenomen 
als één toon van 190 Hz, 
с Een sisklank vormt een continu spec­
trum in de hoge frequenties, 
d Het geluid van een straalmotor bevat 
op grote afstand geen hoge frequen­
ties meer omdat deze door de lucht 
worden geabsorbeerd 
Geluidsoverdracht 
Geluidsoverdracht wordt vrijwel altijd ge­
relateerd aan het zogenaamde 'vrije veld' 
Deze situatie treft men aan wanneer men 
hoog in een stoeltjeslift spreekt met 
iemand in de stoel vóór zich Er zijn dan 
geen reflecterende objecten zoals het 
bodemoppervlak, bomen of huizen Ook 
zijn er geen gradiënten van wind of lucht-
temperatuur die de voortplantingsnchting 
van het geluid beïnvloeden (Fig 4a) De 
enige afwijking van de 6 dB-wet die op-
treedt is de demping van geluid door de 
lucht zelf Deze is een (grillige) functie van 
luchttemperatuur, luchtvochtigheid, fre-
quentie, en uiteraard afstand (Fig 4b) Om-
dat de luchtdempmg precies berekend kan 
worden, worden resultaten van geluids-
overdrachtsmetmgen altijd gecorrigeerd 
voor luchtdempmg weergegeven 
Nabij het bodemoppervlak zijn er belangrij-
ke storende factoren, waardoor we met 
meer van bolvormige golfuitbreiding kun-
nen spreken Door reflectie van geluid te-
gen de bodem komen bij de ontvanger 
twee geluidsgolven aan, een rechtstreek-
se en een gereflecteerde De bron en de 
'spiegelbron' zijn vergelijkbaar met de eer-
dergenoemde twee orgelpijpen, en er ont-
staat een interferentiepatroon Dit patroon 
is sterk afhankelijk van de golflengte van 
het geluid, omdat het weglengteverschil 
tussen de rechtstreekse en de gereflec-
teerde golf bepalend is voor versterking of 
uitdoving van de twee golven (Fig 4c, 4d) 
Een complicerende factor hierbij vormen 
de akoestische eigenschappen van de bo-
dem Geluid dringt er een beetje binnen, 
wordt gedeeltelijk geabsorbeerd en bo-
vendien vertraagd Door dit effect verschilt 
de geluidsoverdracht boven akoestisch 
zachte bodems zoals bosbodems sterk 
van die boven harde bodems als water of 
asfalt (Fig 4e, van der Heijden, 1984) 
Reflectie kan nog op andere manieren een 
rol spelen Geluid kan tegen boomstam-
men en takken weerkaatsen, hetgeen voor 
een bosrand een echo oplevert, en in een 
bos galm Ook hier gaat bij reflectie een 
deel van de geluidsenergie verloren 
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De bodem heeft ook indirect een belangrij-
ke invloed: dankzij de bodem of de daarop 
groeiende planten ontstaan er wind- en 
temperatuurgradiënten die de voortplan-
tingsrichting van het geluid wijzigen. Voor 
wind is dit eenvoudig in te zien: men kan, 
rekening houdend met de richting, de 
windsnelheid bij de geluidssnelheid optel-
len. Dit betekent dat bij wind in de richting 
bron-ontvanger de geluidssnelheid op gro-
tere hoogte hoger is dan dicht bij de grond 
(op de grond is de windsnelheid immers 
nul). Het gevolg hiervan is dat het geluid 
naar de grond toe afbuigt en zodoende 
over obstakels heen kan wippen. De ver-
hoogde geluidsniveaus die dit met zich 
meebrengt kent ieder die in de buurt van 
een lawaaibron woont uit eigen ervaring. 
De invloed van temperatuurgradiënten is 
vergelijkbaar met die van de windgradiën-
ten, omdat daar de geluidssnelheid toe-
neemt met de temperatuur. Globaal kun-
nen de effecten van gradiënten als volgt 
worden samengevat: bij meewind en bij 
nachtelijke temperatuurgradiënten (inver-
sies) buigt geluid naar de bodem toe; bij te-
genwind en dagtemperatuurgradiënten 
buigt geluid van de bodem af. 
Vegetatie en microklimaat 
Barkman en Stoutjesdijk (1986) geven dui-
delijk aan, hoezeer het microklimaat in en 
vlak boven een vegetatie afhankelijk is van 
de structuur van deze vegetatie. Het mi-
croklimaat kan men redelijk goed bereke-
nen indien de vegetatie horizontaal is en 
enkele honderden malen zo breed als hoog 
(Goudriaan, 1977). Bossen die aan deze 
eis voldoen zullen we in Nederland niet 
aantreffen. Voor minder ideale bossen 
moeten we ons beperken tot kwalitatieve 
uitspraken over de vorm van de tempera-
tuur- en windgradiënten die we er kunnen 
verwachten. Deze uitspraken kunnen we 
afleiden uit de strahngs- en energiebalans. 
Eerst de situatie 's nachts bij heldere he-
mel. De langgolvige straling is onder de 
kroonlaag grotendeels in evenwicht, daar 
de temperaturen van de planten en de bo-





















F/g. 4. Geluidsoverdracht ten opzichte van 
het vrije veld. 
a 'Stoeltjeslift ' op korte afstand: deze si­
tuatie is gelijk aan het akoestisch vrije 
veld; de overdrachtsfunctie is dus nul 
dB. 
b Idem over 100 m, maar zonder correc­
tie voor luchtdemping; temperatuur 
0°C; relatieve vochtigheid 60%; 
с Aanwezigheid van een zachte bodem: 
bronhoogte 1 50 m; afstand 10 m; 
ontvangerhoogte 1.50 m; 
d Als c, maar ontvangerhoogte 0.50 m; 
e Als c, maar met harde bodem {asfalt). 
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ontvangt aan de bovenzijde echter minder 
langgolvige straling uit de atmosfeer dan 
ze zelf uitzendt, daardoor koelt de kroon-
laag met de zich daarin bevindende lucht 
af Deze koude (zware) lucht zakt deels 
naar beneden en mengt daar met de war-
mere lucht Boven de kroonlaag vindt ook 
wal menging plaats als gevolg van de 
wind We verwachten dus het volgende 
temperatuurprofiel isothermie in de stam-
laag, en een sterke inversie in de kroon-
laag, die naar boven toe geleidelijk af-
neemt (Fig 5a) 
Overdag is de situatie vrijwel omgekeerd 
De kroonlaag absorbeert nu meer straling 
dan ze afgeeft, omdat de kortgolvige stra-
ling van de zon erbij gekomen is Daardoor 
warmt de kroonlaag op, en deze warmte 
wordt aan de lucht afgegeven De aldus 
opgewarmde (lichtere) lucht wordt boven 
de kroonlaag gemengd met de daar aan-
wezige koelere lucht Onder de kroonlaag 
wordt de koude lucht maar langzaam op-
gewarmd Het temperatuurprofiel heeft 
dus een maximum in de kroonlaag (Fig 
5b) 
De invloed van de wind hierop is groot 
wind versterkt namelijk de menging Hoe 
minder wind, hoe steiler dus de tempera-
tuurgradienten zullen zijn Omgekeerd 
wordt ook het windprofiel, dat ontstaat 
doordat de wind door de vegetatie geremd 
wordt (Fig 5c), weer beïnvloed door de 
temperatuursverhoudmgen 
Vegetatie en geluidsoverdracht 
Uit experimenten met kleine bosjes van 
jonge bomen m een echovrije kamer is ge-
bleken dat bladeren, takken en stammen 
geluid in de hoge frequenties absorberen 
(Martens, 1980a) Er is een duidelijke rela-
tie tussen vegetatiedichtheid en absorptie, 
en zelfs tussen de karakteristieke afmetin-
gen van de bladeren en de grootste golf-
lengte waarbij de absorptie optreedt In 
echte' bossen zijn deze effecten kwalita-
tief wel terug te vinden, maar het precies 
vaststellen van de absorptie wordt be-
moeilijkt door de invloed van de meteoro-
logische gradiënten Men moet als het 
ware weten waar het geluid doorheen is 
gegaan alvorens men conclusies kan trek-
ken, geluid dat alleen door de stamlaag ge-
gaan is zal immers veel minder gedempt 
zijn dan geluid dat in de kroonlaag geweest 
is Hierdoor ziet het er vooralsnog met naar 
uit dat de geluidsabsorptie gebruikt kan 











Luchttemperatuur ( 0 C) 
25 -//- 0 3 6 
Windsnelheid (m/s) 
F/g 5 Typische profielen in een vegetatie met gesloten kroonlaag 
a s Nachts Ьц windstil helder weer 
b Overdag bij windstil, helder weer 
с Windprofiel 
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Microweer en geluidsoverdracht 
We hebben nu gezien hoe de geluidsover-
dracht beïnvloed wordt door de bodem, de 
vegetatie, en het microklimaat. Het ligt nu 
voor de hand deze effecten te combineren 
om tot kwalitatieve of zelfs kwantitatieve 
uitspraken te komen, we begeven ons 
daarmee op nagenoeg onontgonnen ter-
rein Het computersimulatiemodel RAY-
FLUX (Huisman & Marlens, 1986) is een 
eerste stap m deze richting Het berekent 
voor gegeven bronhoogte, bodemcondi-
ties en temperatuur-, wind- en vegetatie-
dichtheidsprofielen de geluidsoverdracht 
door gebruik te maken van het met licht-
stralen vergelijkbare concept van geluids-
stralen 
Figuur 6 toont zon stralenpatroon, met 
daaronder de daaruit berekende geluidsm-
tensiteit en geluidsdruk, beide gerelateerd 
aan het vrije veld, voor een frequentie van 
1000 Hz Als invoer is een temperatuur-
profiel gebruikt dat typisch is voor een ge-










Fig. 6 Simulatie van de geluidsoverdracht in een gesloten bos in een onbewolkte, wind­
stille nacht (Huisman & Martens, 1986) 
Invoer bronhoogte 1.50 m, naaldbosbodem; geen wind, bij 1000 Hz geen absorptie 
door de vegetatie, temperatuurprofiel zie fig 5a 
a Geluidsstralenpatroon voor stralen tussen -6° en +6°, let op het verschil tussen de af-
stands- en de hoogteschaal 
b Intensiteit ten opzichte van het vrije veld, berekend voor vier afstanden bij 1000 Hz 
Versterking is naar rechts uitgezet 
с Geluidsdruk ten opzichte van het vrije veld De geluidsdruk wordt berekend uit de in 
tensiteit en het interferentiepatroon. 
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Het patroon is, uiteraard, in overeenstem-
ming met de verwachting m de isotherme 
stamiaag zijn de geluidsstralen recht, en in 
de steile inversie in de kroonlaag wordt het 
geluid naar beneden afgebogen, hetgeen 
op grote afstand leidt tot hoge geluidsni-
veaus In het verband van dit artikel is ech-
ter het 'brandpunt' op 200 m afstand inte-
ressant Het model voorspelt voor allerlei 
gradiënten dit soort brandpunten of brand-
vlakken Het zou de moeite waard zijn deze 
punten eens via metingen op te zoeken af-
hankelijk van het temperatuurprofiel moe-
ten er plaatsen zijn met ongewoon hoge 
geluidsniveaus 
De meteorologische omstandigheden vor-
men daar dan een soort fluistergewelf 
Uit metingen blijkt, dat inderdaad onge-
woon hoge en ongewoon lage geluidsni-
veaus optreden Het vergelijken van de 
meetresultaten met de modeluitvoer levert 
echter weinig op De belangrijkste verkla-
ring hiervoor wordt door het model zelf 
aangereikt men kan de profielen met 
nauwkeurig genoeg bepalen Een kleine af-
wijking in de vorm van het ingevoerde pro-
fiel resulteert in een grote afwijking in de 
gesimuleerde geluidsoverdracht 
Een tweede verschijnsel dat de zaken let-
terlijk vertroebelt, wordt geïllustreerd in fi-
guur 7 er blijken grote fluctuaties in de ge-
luidsoverdracht voor te komen Bij wind-
stilte 's nachts zijn ze kleiner en langzamer, 
maar doorgaans zijn ze groot genoeg om 
een poging tot validatie van het model te 
doen stranden De fluctuaties hebben veel-
al dezelfde orde van grootte als de door 
het model voorspelde stationaire effecten 
Hier brengt een zorgvuldiger behandeling 
van de micrometeorologie verheldering 
Het microklimaat en de daaruit afgeleide 
profielen pretenderen namelijk met meer te 
geven dan een gemiddelde De feitelijke 
temperatuurverdehng in en boven de vege-
tatie volgt met het fraaie, horizontaal ho-
mogene, stilstaande profiel, maar een 
voortdurend wisselend patroon van men-
gende koudere en warmere luchtbellen van 
verschillende afmetingen De gemeten ge-
luidsoverdracht ziet deze bellen in een 
soort 'snapshot , gemaakt met de snelheid 
van het geluid De snelle veranderingen 
overdag kan men dus beschouwen als het 
voortdurend voorbij flitsen van de brand-
punten zoals die door het model voor één 
bepaald profiel voorspeld worden 
z r - 5 00 m 
Fig 7 Fluctuaties van de geluidsover-
dracht 
Uitgezet is het verschil tussen de momen-
tane geluidsniveaus en de gemiddelde ni-
veaus over 10 seconden, voor drie ver-
schillende frequenties en twee microfoon-
posities 
Meetopstelling bron is een luidspreker-
box bronhoogte 1 05 m. afstand 60 m 
over vlak weiland, gesluierde middagzon, 
zijwind tot 2 m/s Het meetsignaal is een 
akkoord waarin 26 tonen tegelijkertijd 
klinken deze tonen worden bij analyse 
weer van elkaar gescheiden Het geluid 
wordt tegelijkertijd opgevangen door twee 
microfoons op 5 00 m en 0 75 m hoogte 
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De toekomst van het onderzoek van de ge-
luidsoverdracht zal daarom op twee benen 
moeten staan Ten eerste worden gecom-
bineerde metingen van meteorologische 
omstandigheden en geluidsoverdracht uit-
gevoerd Dit levert een berg informatie op, 
die statist isch verwerkt moet worden , en 
die dan nog alleen met behulp van theoret i -
sche vooronderstel l ingen te interpreteren 
valt Het tweede deel van het onderzoek 
word t daarom gevormd door het ombou-
wen van het model voor f luctuerende pro-
fielen Hier lijken stochast ische technieken 
veelbelovend, de modelui tvoer wo rd t dan 
een statistische beschri jving van de ge-
luidsoverdracht, en als zodanig waar-
schijnlijk beter vergelijkbaar met meetre-
sultaten 
Samenvatting 
De geluidsoverdracht buiten is een com-
plexe functie van vele, deels onderl ing af-
hankelijke, factoren bron- en ontvanger-
positie, luchttemperatuur, luchtvocht ig-
heid, bodemcondit ies, vegetatiestructuur, 
en temperatuur- en wmdgradienten De in-
vloed van de meeste factoren is goed be-
kend en kan voor met al te ingewikkelde 
omstandigheden berekend worden De ef-
fecten van het (micro-)weer zijn echter 
weinig onderzocht, hoewel het belang er-
van uit de dagelijkse ervaring maar al te 
goed bekend is Redenen hiervoor zijn de 
complexiteit van het microweer zelf, de in-
vloed van het microweer op het effect van 
de overige geluidsoverdrachtsfactoren, en 
de beperktheid van de meettechnieken 
Hoewel het huidige onderzoek gestaag 
nieuwe inzichten oplevert, is het nog met 
zover dat redelijke kwanti tat ieve voorspel -
lingen van de geluidsoverdracht over af-
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VEGETA TIEDEMPING IN NEDERLAND: 
DOOR DE BODEM HET BOS NIET MEER 
ZIEN 
WILLIBRORD H. T. HUISMAN* 
De overdracht van geluid in bossen is aflxankelijk van de bron-pad-ontvangergeome-
trie, bodemeigenschappen, vegetatiestructuur en microweer. Voor niet al te gecompli-
ceerde situaties kunnen deze effecten beschreven worden door metingen en modelbere-
keningen op de juiste wijze te combineren. Zowel meetresultaten als theoretische be-
schouwingen tonen aan, dat de beschrijving van de vegetatiedemping in de diverse 
rapporten rondde Wet Geluidhinder niet in overeenstemming is met de huidige inzich-
ten op dit terrein en derhalve — liefst op korte termijn — herzien dient te worden. 
Inleiding 
D e Werkgroep Eco-akoestiek van de K U Nijmegen onderzoekt onder 
meer de overdracht van geluid in bos-
sen,met als toepassingsgebieden de ge-
luidhinderproblematiek, de akoesti-
sche communicatie van dieren, en het 
akoestisch bepalen van de verdeling 
* Drs. W.H.T. Huisman verricht een promo-
tiestudie naar de geluidoverdracht in bossen. 
Hiju ab zodanig werkzaam inde Werkgroep 
Eco-akoestiek, Vakgroep Experimentele 
Plantkunde, Fakulteil Wiskunde & Natuur-
wetenschappen, Toemooiveld, 6525 ED Nij-
megen. 
van de biomassa. Het onderzoek is in-
middels zo ver gevorderd, dat een rede-
lijk inzicht is verkregen in de invloed 
van de vegetatie op het geluidveld. In 
dit artikel wordt deze invloed beschre-
ven aan de hand van modelberekenin-
gen en literatuurreferenties, waarbij ei-
gen meetresulaten als illustratie ge-
bruikt worden. Daartoe worden eerst 
enkele begrippen gedefinieerd en be-
sproken. Vervolgens worden bodemef-
fect en vegetatie-effect gescheiden be-
handeld ; de invloed van het microweer 
blijft in dit bestek buiten beschouwing. 
Tenslotte wordt kwalitatief ingegaan 
op de consequenties voor de bereke-
ning van verkeerslawaai. 
11-1 
Geschiedenis 
D e invloed van vegetatie op geluid is in 1946 voor het eerst onderzocht 
door Eyring,4 daarna gevolgd door 
tientallen anderen. Een overzicht van 
de oudere literatuur geeft van der 
Toorn;12 ccn uitgebreide lijst referen-
ties geeft Martens.8 Vaak gaat het om 
zorgvuldig uitgevoerde overdrachts-
metingen, gevolgd door een wat ondui-
delijke verwerking van de meetresulta-
ten, soms uitmondend in nogal specu-
latieve conclusies. Zo zou een beplan-
ting in opeenvolgende regels meer ef-
fect sorteren dan een continue beplan-
ting. Daarbij zou een jong bos beter 
werken dan een oud. Volgens sommige 
auteurs zou de vegetatie in de hoge fre-
quenties dempen, volgens anderejuist 
in de middenfrequenties (zie voor refe-
renties noot 12). Meer in het algemeen 
is er zo weinig overeenstemming in de 
meetresultaten, dat er nauwelijks een 
algemene beschrijving van het vegeta-
tieeffect uit te destilleren is. 
In verschillende rapporten van de 
Interdepartementale Commissie Ge-
luidhinder(die gebaseerd zijn op de in 
noot 12 verzamelde literatuur) komen 
enkele van deze—nu wat wonder lij ke -
conclusies naar voren,9·2 terwijl in an-
dere de zaak in het midden wordt gela-
ten." Als gevolg van de officiële status 
van deze rapporten heerst nu, speciaal 
in Nederland, een onmiskenbare ver-
warring omtrent de invloed van vege-
tatie op geluidoverdracht. 
Indien we vanuit de huidige kennis 
over geluidoverdracht de literatuur 
over het vegetatie-effect opnieuw be-
studeren, blijkt dat de meetgegevens 
wel degelijk tot eenduidige conclusies 
kunnen leiden. Van der Heijden5 heeft 
aangetoond dat de schijnbare tegen-
strijdigheden veroorzaakt zijn doordat 
indertijd het effect van de bodem nog 
niet goed begrepen werd. Bovendien 
beschreven veel auteurs niet duidelijk 
hoe ze de gepresenteerde niveaus uit de 
meetresultaten afleidden. Op die ma-
nier werden allerlei artefacten aange-
merkt als vegetatie-effect. 
Het bodemeffect 
Inmiddels is algemeen bekend, dat de geluiddruk boven een bodem het re-
sultaat is van interferentie tussen 
rechtstreeks geluid, gereflecteerd ge-
luid, "grondgolP' en eventueel "opper-
vlaktegolf. Dit interferentiepatroon, 
dat wel met de term "bodemeffect" om-
schreven wordt, hangt sterk af van fre-
quentie, geometrie, en bodemeigen-
schappen. In veel praktische situaties is 
alleen het eerste interferentiemini-
mum van belang, dat de "bodemdip" 
genoemd wordt. De diepte ervan en de 
frequentie waarbij hij het diepst is, zij η 
afhankelijk van de bodem (figuur l)en 
van de geometrie (figuur 2). 
De Babylonische Niveauvcrwarring 
Oude literatuur is vaak moeilijk te interpreteren, omdat men onder 
"verzwakking" verschillende groothe­
den verstaat. In het kader staat een lijst 
met de in dit artikel gebruikte definities 
van niveaus en niveauverschillen. Er zij 
op gewezen dat ze bijna allemaal een 
functie van de frequentie zijn. 
De figuren 1 tot en met 5 maken de 
betekenis van de gegeven definities 
van de niveaus aanschouwelijk. Het be­
treft metingen en modelberekeningen 
voor een puntbron boven een vlakke 
bodem. Aan de hand hiervan bespre­
ken we nu drie "historische" fouten in 
de analyse van meetgegevens. 
De eenvoudigste fout is aan te ne­
men dat de extra verzwakking recht 
evenredig is met de afstand (zoals de 
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Figuur /. Effect van bodemeigenschappen. 
Modelberekening van de extra respons R
r
( = 
— DJ btjbron- en ontvangerhoogte 1.00 m en 
afstand 30 m. 
"Variable porosity " model flj: 
a. zachte dennenbosbodem: 
effectieve stromingsweerstand σ = 30000 
Ns/m4(zie[tj) 
eff. verandering porositeit O. = 50 /m; 
Het rondje duidt de R
e
-waarde bij 1000 Hz 
aan (ivm. figuur 6) 
b. schrale zandbodem: 
σ = 300000 Ns/m'; a = O/m; 
c. asfalt: 
σ = 100 * 1 (f Ns/m"; α --- О/т. 
Figuur 2. Effect van geometrie. 
Bodem en model als in fig la; bron- en ont­
vangerhoogte 1.00 rn 
a. afstand 10 m; 
b. afstand 100 m. 
Figuur 3. Meetresultaten. 
a. Gemetengeluiddrukniveaus L. in een den­
nenbos: 
(gemiddelde van vier frequentiesweeps, ge­
analyseerd in veertig bandjes per octaaf) 
bron- en ontvangerhoogte 1.00 rn; afstand 
100 m; 
Stamdiameter 0.16 m, 0.19 stammen/m2 
b. Vrijeveldniveaus Lp,op 100 m van de be­
treffende bron. 
Figuur 4. Gemeten en berekende extra re­
spons: 
a. Gemeten geluiddrukniveau L. min vrije-
veldniveau L . na correctie voor luchtabsorp-
tie, zie fig. 3; 
b. Berekende extra respons voor deze geome­
trie, met bodemparameters als in fìg la. 
Het gespikkelde gebied is de vegetatiever-
zwakking Dv over 100 m. 
Figuur 5. De niveauverschilmethode: 
Rechter schaal geeft AL.; linker schaal geeft 
Δ Л^ dus na correctie voor sferischegeluiduit-
breidmg (AL^ = -20 dB). 
a. Gemeten gelu iddruk op 100 m afstand (fig 
За) min de gemeten geluiddruk op 10 m af­
stand; 
b. Berekende extra respons op ¡00 m afstand 
min de berekende extra respons op 10 m af-
stand (fig 2). 
Het gearceerde gebied geeft de "klassieke"f out 
die ontstaat door het bodemeffect te ver-
onachtzamen. Het gespikkelde gebied geeft nu 
de vegetatieverzwakking over 90 m. 
100 1000 
Frequent-ie (Hz) 





geluiddrukniveau (sound AL. 
pressure (squared) level): 
het geluiddrukniveau ten 
gevolge van de bron op een 
bepaalde ontvangerpositie. 
vrijeveldniveau(free field level): 
het geluiddrukniveau dat op een 
bepaalde afstand van de bron 
zou heersen indien er geen 
bodem, objecten, 
geluidsnelheidsgradiënten en ARC 
luchtabsorptie zouden zijn. 
extra respons: Re = L — L f; 
Rc > 0 betekent versterking. 
NB: in de vakliteratuur is de 
gebruikelijke.maarvcrwarrende AR,. 
term hiervoor "excess 
attenuation". 
extra verzwakking: = — Rc 
verzwakking welke uitsluitend 





het verschil ín geluiddrukniveau 
tussen twee ontvangerposities 1 
en 2 ten gevolge van dezelfde D1V 
bron. 
AL„ = L,,, — Ln, 
P P1 P 2 
pf 
vrijeveldniveauverschil (free 
field level difference): 
het verschil in vrijeveldniveau 
tussen twee ontvangerposities 
ten gevolge van dezelfde bron. 
Voor eenvoudige situaties volgt 
A L p r u i t d e 6 d B - ofde3 
dB —wet. 
ALpf = Lpri — Lpf2 
(onafhankelijk van de frequentie) 
extra-respons-verschil (excess 
attenuation difference) 
het verschil in extra verzwakking 
tussen twee ontvangerposities 
ten gevolge van dezelfde bron. 
=
 R<rl _ R<:2 
= (Lp, - Lpf) - (LP2 - Lpr.) 
= A L p - A L p f 
= AL indien 1 en2opdezelfde 




het verschil in geluiddrukniveau 
in twee situaties a en b bij gelijke 
geometrie en bron. 
= L - L
 K 
Ρ» Pb 
= R „ - R t b (omdat 
-•pfa = Lp l b). 
luchtdemping) . F iguur 2 laat zien dat 
een tien maal g rotere afstand helemaal 
geen t ien maal grotere verzwakking als 
gevolg van de b o d e m oplevert. D e ver­
zwakking als gevolg van de vegetatie 
zelf (het gespikkelde gebied in figuur 4) 
is overigens wel recht evenredig met de 
afstand, en kan dus u i tgedrukt w o r d e n 
in decibel per h o n d e r d meter . Verder­
o p w o r d t hier nog o p ingegaan. 
D e tweede fout is aan te n e m e n dat 
een beboste en een niet-beboste b o d e m 
akoestisch gelijk zijn. M e n zou d a n 
twee m e t i n g e n uit k u n n e n voeren en 
aldus het tussenvoegvcrl ies d l v, van het 
bos als " v e g e t a t i e d e m p i n g " k u n n e n be­
schouwen. Figuur 1 laat zien hoe groot 
de fout is die op die m a n i e r gemaakt 
w o r d t : het verschil tussen de lijnen a en 
b i s veroorzaakt d o o r verschillen in bo­
d e m h a r d h e i d , en niet door de toevoe­
ging van b o m e n . 
D e derde, meest v o o r k o m e n d e , fout, 
is a a n n e m e n dat uit het verschil tussen 
het signaal van een verre microfoon en 
v a n een referentiemicrofoon direct de 
ext ra verzwakking volgt. M e n stelt dus 
A L of A R
r
 gelij к a a n R
e
. Het gearceer­
de gebied in figuur 5 wordt dan als "bo­
d e m d e m p i n g " ge ïnterpre teerd , of, er-
ger nog, als "vegetat iedemping". 
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Het gebruik van een bodemmodel bij 
gegevensanalyse 
B ij analyse van geluidoverdracht-metingen is het mogelijk het bo-
demeffect van het vegetatie-efTect te 
scheiden door de meetresultaten te 
vergelijken met de uitvoer van een mo-
del. Zo'n model berekent de extra re-
spons in isotherme, stilstaande lucht 
boven een vlakke bodem, die door en-
kele parameters gekarakteriseerd 
wordt. Men veronderstelt dus dat de 
invloed van temperatuur- en windgra-
diënten verwaarloosbaar is, wat voor 
afstanden tot honderd meter in hoge 
vegetaties bij bewolkt weer en een wei-
nig wind zeker is toegestaan.6 
Tevens veronderstelt men, dat de in-
vloed van de vegetatie verwaarloos-
baar is. Deze veronderstelling is alleen 
geldig in de lage frequenties (zie on-
der). Juist in die frequenties bevindt 
zich de bodemdip, waardoor de laag-
frequentc "zij kant" van de gemeten bo-
demdip gebruikt kan worden om de 
bodemparameters voor het model te 
vinden. 
Figuur 4 geeft hiervan een voorbeeld 
voor een dennenbos. In dit geval kan 
direct de gemeten extra respons uitge-
zet worden, omdat de vrijeveldniveaus 
van de bron bekend zijn uit metingen 
in een echovrije kamer (voor de hoge 
frequenties) en boven asfalt (voor de la-
ge frequenties). Het model levert de be-
rekende extra respons voor de betref-
fende geometrie en voor twee door trial 
and error gevonden bodemparame-
ters. 
In het geval dat geen vrijeveldniveaus 
beschikbaar zij n, zij η doorgaans wel de 
geluidniveaus op twee posities be­
paald. Men dient dan de gemeten AL 
te vergelijken met de berekende AL 
voor de gegeven geometrie (Figuur 5). 
Het vinden van de waarden voor de bo­
demparameters is dan iets moeilijker, 
vooral als de twee ontvangerposities 
weinig verschillen. Deze methode 
wordt de niveauverschilmethode ge­
noemd. Ze heeft het voordeel dat de 
vrijeveldniveaus niet bekend hoeven te 
zijn, maar het nadeel dat de presentatie 
van AL of ΔΚ^ minder inzichtelijk is 
dan de extra respons R
c
 zelf. 
De niveauverschilmethode kan 
goed gebruikt worden om oude onder­
zoeksresultaten die verkregen zijn on­
der veronachtzaming van het bodem­
effect, opnieuw te analyseren. Essenti­
eel is daarbij wel de informatie over de 
gebruikte geometrie en het karakter 
van de bron. 
Vegetatie-effect 
D e invloed van vegetatie op geluid is al in 1966 door Embleton kwanti­
tatief beschreven op theoretische gron­
den.3 De resultaten van zijn metingen 
in bossen kwamen echter in het geheel 
niet overeen met de verwachting, het­
geen tot de conclusie leidde dat de 
theorie niet voldeed. Inmiddels is ech­
ter duidelijk dat ook bij de interpretatie 
van deze metingen geen rekening ge­
houden is met het bodemeffect. Uit re­
cent onderzoek van Price et al. in blijkt 
dat een model volgens de theorie van 
Embleton in combinatie meteen model 
voor geluidoverdracht boven een bo­
dem een goede voorspelling van de ge­
luidoverdracht in bossen geeft. 
Embleton beschrijft het bos als een 
bodemloze ruimte, die willekeurig ge­
vuld is met lange verticale cilinders. 
Deze cilinders weerkaatsen het geluid, 
waardoor een interferentiepatroon 
ontstaat. Dit patroon zelf is in de prak­
tijk niet relevant omdat het zeer plaats­
en frequentieafhankeiijk is en bepaald 
wordt door de exacte positie van de ci­
linders. Figuur 6 geeft een "kaart" van 
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zo'n interferenticpatroon voor een 
toon van 1000 Hz. 
Emblcton komt nu op een bruikbare 
waarde uit, door de (gekwadrateerde) 
efTectieve geluiddruk over een hori­
zontaal oppervlak te integreren ; het in­
terferentiepatroon wordt dan uitge­
vlakt. Deze waarde noemen we dan 
"vegetatieverzwakking" D
v
. Deze is 
rechtevenredig met de afstand vanaf de 
bron en bij benadering rechtevenredig 
met de dichtheid (aantal cilinders per 
oppervlak). Voorts is de verzwakking 
een functie van het golfgetal maal de 
straal van de cilinder, hetgeen betekent 
dat bij een halvering van de cilinder-
grootte dezelfde verzwakkingswaar­
den een octaaf hoger optreden. Voor 
harde cilinders is deze functie mono­
toon stijgend : hoe hoger de frequentie, 
of hoe dikker de cilinders, des te groter 
de verzwakking. 
Nu bestaat een bos niet enkel uit 
stammen; er zij η ook nog takken, twij­
gen, naalden en bladeren, die voorna­
melijk in de hoge frequenties invloed 
uitoefenen.7 Ook deze effecten kunnen 
verklaard worden door de plantedelen 
als kleine verstrooiende elementen te 
beschouwen. 1 0 Dit is een belangrijk ge­
geven omdat daardoor dezelfde wet­
matigheden betreffende afstande­
lijkheid, dichtheid, afmetingen en fre­
quentie geldig zijn als voor de stam­
men. 
Tenslotte heeft een bos ook nog een 
bodem. M e n zou verwachten dat de in­
terferentie boven de bodem en de in­
terferentie tussen de stammen elkaar 
op een ingewikkelde manier beïnvloe-
den. Niettemin blij kt als eerste benade-
ring een eenvoudige superpositie van 
de twee effecten heel aardig overeen te 
komen met meetresultaten.10 Het bo-
demeffect en de vegetatieverzwakking 
kunnen dus vooralsnog gescheiden be-
handeld worden. 
Ontvangerpositie in clwarsnchtinR (m) 
Figuur 6. Interferentiepatroon in een hori-
zontaal vlak tussen de stammen van een 25 
jaar oud dennenbos; slamdiameter 0.16 m, 
dichtheid 0.19 stammen/m2. 
Bron- en ontvangerhoogte 1.00 m. Afstand 
vanaf de bron 30 tot 31 m. 
Uitgezet zijn de isobaren ("contouren ") van 
de extra respons voor een zuivere toon van 
1000 Hz. Deze zijn berekend uit 350 punten 
die in drievoud werden gemeten met een op 
afstand beweegbare microfoon. 
Niveauverschil tussen de isobaren is telkens 1 
dB; de zwarte lijn is de 0-dB isobaar. Maxi-
mum: 3.3 dB; minimum: —16.7dB;Rf ge-
middeld over het gemeten oppervlak: —2.2 
dB; Rt volgens bodem model: — 1.0 dB (zie fig 
la.). 
Hieruit volgt een vegetatieverzwakking Dt, 
van 1.2 dB over 30 m; in figuur 4 zien we bij 
1000 Hz een Dv van ± 3dBoverl00m. 
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Toepassing voor verkeerslawaai 
We kunnen nu enkele kwalitatieve uitspraken doen over de invloed 
van bossen op de overdracht van ver­
keerslawaai. Hiervoor dient eerst de 
stap van een puntbron naar een inco­
herente lijnbron gemaakt te worden, 
door een reeks puntbronnen op de juis­
te wijze te middelen. Figuur 7 illus­
treert dat dit in de praktij к een aanzien­
lijke vereenvoudiging betekent : de bo-
demdip komt vrijwel overeen met die 
van dedichtstbijzijnde puntbron,en in 
de hoge frequenties zijn de interferen­
tie-effecten vrijwel volledig uitgemid-
deld. Dit laatste betekent dat we in de 
hoge frequenties de geluiddruk kun­
nen berekenen als de incoherente som 
van rechtstreeks en gereflecteerd ge­
luid van de dichtstbijzijnde puntbron. 
De tweede stap is het optellen van de 
extra respons bij het spectrum voor 
verkeerslawaai, de derde (eventueel) 
het omrekenen van de resultaten naar 
terts- of octaafbanden, de vierde het 
toevoegen van een A-filter, en tenslotte 
het berekenen van een totaalniveau. In 
verkeerslawaai is het aandeel van de 
zeer hoge frequenties gering. Het A-fil­
ter onderdrukt de zeer lage frequenties. 
Rond de 500 Hz bevindt zich de bo-
demdip, die zeker op grote afstanden 
erg diep is. 
Het gevolg van dit alles is, dat het to­
taalniveau in belangrij ke mate bepaald 
wordt door de niveaus in het frequen­
tiegebied rond de 2000 Hz. Deze ni­
veaus vloeien voort uit de diepte en 
breedte van de bodemdip, en in een bos 
uit de invloed van de stammen. De 
dunne takken en bladeren verzwakken 
de hogere frequenties aanzienlijk, 
maar hebben op het totaalniveau wei­
nig invloed. 
Dit resultaat plaatst duidelijke 
vraagtekens bij de uitspraken over ve­
getatie-effect in de "Berekeningsme­
thode verkeerslawaai voor zonerings­
doeleinden" u i t l 9 7 7 . 9 O p grond van de 
bovenbeschreven verzwakkingsme­
chanismen, is er geen reden te veron­
derstellen dat de hier voorgestelde re-
gelbeplanting beter werkt dan een 
doorlopend bos. Omdat de stammen in 
een redelij к ontwikkeld bos het belang­
rijkste werk doen is de bebladering en 
de ondergroei van ondergeschikt be­
lang, en valt er voor het totaalniveau 
van verkeerslawaai weinig te duchten 
van bladval in de winter. Een oud bos 
met dikke stammen zal meer effect heb­
ben dan een jong bos, omdat dunne 
stammen alleen in de hoge frequenties 
werkzaam zijn. 
Het belangrijkste vraagteken dient 
evenwel geplaatst te worden bij het fre­
quentie-onafhankelijk beschrijven van 
het vegetatie-effect. Bodem, stammen 
en bladeren zijn in verschillende fre-
quentiegebieden werkzaam, en de in­
vloed daarvan op het totaalniveau van 
100 1000 
F r e q u e n t i e (Hz) 
Figuur 7. Gemodelleerde extra respons voor 
puntbron en incoherente lijnbron. 
Bodem ab in figuur la; bron- en ontvanger­
hoogte 1.00 m. 
a. Puntbron op 10 m van de ontvanger; 
b. Oneindig lange rechte rij puntbronnen 
waarvan de dichtstbijzijnde op 10 m van de 
ontvanger staat; 
с Extra respons bij incoherent optellen van 
het rechtstreekse en gereflecteerde geluid van 
één puntbron op 10 m van de ontvanger. 
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verkeerslawaai is sterkafhankelijk van 
de overige omstandigheden. Deze in-
vloed is alleen kwantitatief te omschrij-
ven als de effecten frequentieafhanke-
lijk worden meegenomen vóórdat het 
totaalniveau berekend wordt. 
Conclusie 
Eг is inmiddels voldoende inzicht in de invloed van bodem en vegetatie 
om tabellen of nomogrammen op te 
kunnen stellen ten behoeve van de be­
rekening van de overdracht van lawaai 
in bossen. Met de juiste analysetech­
nieken kan nog veel extra informatie 
gewonnen worden uit de bestaande li­
teratuur. Waarschijnlijk zal ook de be­
rekening van het bodemeffect moeten 
worden uitgebreid voor bosbodems. I 
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Chapter 12 
HET BOS ALS GELUIDSCHERM 
Willibrord H.T. Huisman en Renée W.B. Beekwilder 
Samenvatting 
Het effect van bos op de overdracht van geluid werd gekwantificeerd door be-
staande resultaten van geluidoverdrachtmetingen te analyseren met behulp van 
een theoretisch model. Daarna werden deze analyseresultaten met een uitge-
breide versie van hetzelfde model geëxtrapoleerd om te komen tot prognoses van 
het effect van bos op de immissieniveaus van wegverkeerslawaai. 
Uit de frequentie-afhankeli]ke analyses van het boseffect blijkt dat het 
gelijktrekken van bosbodems met andere 'zachte' bodems, zoals in de Standaard-
rekenmethode II gebeurt, tot systematische fouten in de lage en middenfrequen-
ties leidt die meestal een onderschatting van het effect van het bos tot ge-
volg hebben. Het effect van de planten zelf is een hoogfrequente absorptie, 
waarvan de grootte door alle onderzochte prognosemethoden wordt onderschat. 
Uit de extrapolaties blijkt, dat het effect van bos op de A-gewogen immissie-
niveaus van wegverkeerslawaai op korte afstanden zeer gering is, maar toeneemt 
bij grotere afstanden totdat op 100 tot 300 meter een maximum van 8-16 dBA 
wordt bereikt. Over de invloed van bos op grotere afstanden kan geen kwanti-
tatieve uitspraak worden gedaan daar te weinig bekend is omtrent meteorologi-
sche effecten op de geluidoverdracht in bossen. 
Inleiding 
Wat er met geluid gebeurt als het door een bos gaat, is een vraag die vaak 
opduikt in groene omgevingen waar lawaai bestreden wordt. Zou het niet prach-
tig zijn als een bescheiden strookje beplanting eenzelfde effect had als een 
betonnen scherm.·1 Helaas, het geluidwerende effect is vrijwel verwaarloosbaar; 
pas bij een strookbreedte van zo'η honderd meter begint het wat voor te stel­
len. Daaroij heerst grote onduidelijkheid over wat deze verzwakking nu bete­
kent in concrete lawaaisituaties. De officiële prognosevoorschriften dragen 
met hun ongelukkige formulering van het vegetatie-effect alleen maar bij tot 
deze verwarring [6]. 
Dit artikel geeft een overzicht van de effecten van bos op lawaai. Het vat 
daarbij de resultaten samen van vijftien jaar onderzoek naar geluidoverdracht 
in bossen. Gedeeltelijk vloeit het voort uit een studie [3) die in opdracht 
van het Rijksinstituut voor Natuuroeheer werd uitgevoerd. De doelstelling 
daarvan was het effect van bos op de A-gewogen immissieniveaus van wegver-
keerslawaai op een dusdanige wijze te beschrijven dat het inpasbaar is in de 
'Standaardrekenmethode I' [12]. In dit artikel worden de gevonden effecten 
eerst frequentie-afhankelijk beschreven en met enkele prognosemethoden verge-
le<en. Oaarna worden ze geëxtrapoleerd ten behoeve van specifieke prognoses 
voor wegverkeerslawaai-immissies. Tenslotte worden de effecten kwalitief 
bespreken er. worden aanwijzingen gegeven hoe een optimaal geluidwerend bos er 
uit zou kunnen zien. 
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Modellen 
De methode die in dit onderzoek gebruikt is, is nogal ingewikkeld omdat resul-
taten van metingen en berekeningen van een theoretisch model op verschillende 
manieren gecombineerd worden. Een bespreking van deze methode is gepubliceerd 
in een eerder artikel [6], dat als introductie op dit artikel wordt aanbevo-
len. De details zijn beschreven in [3] en in de documentatie van het computer-
programma [8]. In onderstaand kader staat een stapsgewijze beschrijving van 
de methode. De diverse stappen zullen in het verloop van dit artikel worden 
toegelicht aan de hand van grafieken en tabellen met resultaten. 
Bet theoretisch model 'DifLevel' in stappen. 
1. De geluidoverdracht van een puntbron naar een ontvanger boven een 
bodem wordt beschreven door de zogenaamde 'Weyl-van der Pol'-
vergelijking (1]. Daarbij wordt verondersteld dat oneffenheden of 
discontinuïteiten in de bodem ontbreken, en dat er geen wind is en 
geen luchttemperatuurgradient. 
2. De bodemimpedantie wordt beschreven door het 'variable porosity 
model' [2], (zie ook [8]), met twee empirisch bepaalde parameter-
waarden σ en a . 
e с 
3. De luchtabsorptie wordt beschreven volgens ISO/DIS 3891. 
4. Het vegetatie-effect wordt net als de luchtabsorptie beschreven als 
een absorptie die lineair is met de afstand; deze absorptie is een 
empinscn bepaalde functie van de frequentie. 
5. Een lijnbron wordt opgevat als een incoherente serie puntbronnen; de 
geluidoverdracht van de lijnbron wordt berekend uit die van de afzon­
derlijke puntbronnen. 
6. De aldus verkregen gcluidoverdracht wordt omgerekend in tertsbanden, 
gecorrigeerd voor geometrische uitbreiding, en opgeteld bij het 
(empirisch bepaalde (10]) emissiespectrum van wegverkeerslawaai. 
Dit levert dan een tertsbandspectrum van de immissie van wegverkeers­
lawaai . 
7. Het A-gewogen immissieniveau wordt op de gangbare wijze uit het 
immissiespectrum berekend. 
8. De berekeningen worden herhaald met bodemparameterwaarden die karak­
teristiek zijn voor weiland; het verschil tussen de immissieniveaus 
in bos en die in weiland is het boseffect voor wegverkeerslawaai. 
9. Het boseffect wordt berekend voor een tiental bossen voor allerlei 
ontvangerposities,· een metamodel wordt opgesteld dat de gevonden 
boseffectwaarden voldoende nauwkeurig beschrijft. 
Het theoretisch model zullen we verder aanduiden met de naam van het computer­
programma 'DifLevel' [8] dat het mooel doorrekent. DifLevel is in feite een 
combinatie van een aantal submodellen voor bijvoorbeeld geometrische uitbrei­
ding, luchtdemping, vegetatie-effect, bodeneffect, etcetera. Het wordt een 
theoretisch moael genoemd omdat het gebaseera is op theoretiscne beschouwin­
gen; deze leiden met behulp van wisKunde en een computer tot een oruikbare 
weergave van de wernelijkheid. Overigens zijn daarbij in sommige submodellen 
toch weer empirische gegevens nodig; het model is dus niet zuiver theoretisch. 
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Het model is in twee fasen van het onderzoek gebruikt, namelijk eerst om expe-
rimentele meetresultaten te analyseren, en vervolgens om met de analyseresul-
taten lawaai-immissies te berekenen. 
Een geheel ander soort modellen wordt in dit artikel ook besproken: de be-
schrnvende modellen. Deze geven een weergave van de werkelijkheid die geba-
seerd is op grote aantallen metingen. De officiële methoden voor de prognose 
van lawaai-immissies, zoals de Standaardrekenmethoden I en II, zijn beschrij-
vende modellen, ook al is bij het opstellen ervan natuurlijk wel degelijk 
gebruik gemaakt van theoretische inzichten. 
Bij alle modellen behoort een geldigheidsbereik. Binnen dit bereik geeft het 
model resultaten die in voldoende mate overeenstemmen met de werkelijkheid. 
Bij beschrijvende modellen wordt dit bereik voornamelijk bepaald door de 
kwaliteit er representativiteit van de metingen waarop het model gebaseerd is. 
Bij theoretische modellen wordt het bepaald door de aannamen die gemaakt zijn 
bij het opstellen van het model. Een theoretisch model kan gevalideerd worden 
door de modelresultaten met meetresultaten te vergelijken. Zoals verderop zal 
worden besproken, kon het model DifLevel slechts gedeeltelijk gevalideerd 
worden als gevolg van een gebrek aan bruikbare metingen van verkeerslawaai. 
Een vreemde mengvorm is een metamodel: het beschrijft de resultaten van een 
theoretisch model alsof het meetresultaten zijn. Het is dus een beschrijvend 
model van een theoretisch model. Veelal bestaat het uit een set van regres-
s^elijnen of pen serie tabellen. Het prettige van een metamodel is dat het de 
hoofdzaken η eenvoudige termen beschrijft zonder dat daarvoor telkens het 
hele theoretische model hoeft te draaien. 
FREQUENTIE-AFHANKELIJKE ANALYSE 
Gebruikte meetresultaten 
Uit de literatuur [11] en uit onderzoek van de werkgroep [9], [i) zijn twaalf 
grote meetseries geselecteerd die zich lenen voor de hier beoogde analyse. 
Het betreft ir alle gevallen metingen in nauwkeurig gedefinieerde experimente­
le situaties, waarbij gebruik gemaakt is van een goed bckenae kunstmatige 
geluidbron, boven een vlakke en homogene bodem, bij verwaarloosbaar aciter-
grondgelu-d en verwaarloosbare invloed van de weersomstanaigheden. De eerste 
kolommen van tabel 1 geven een overzicht over deze -netingen. 
Het bleek dat veel literatuurgegevens die op praktijksituaties betrekking heb­
ben, niet voor deze analyse korden vrorden gebruikt [3]. Meestal was de reden 
hiervoor dat de methode van gegevensverwerking niet goed omschrever was, waar­
door de resiltaten niet tot de gewenste frequentie-afhankenjke extra resoons 
Konden worden omgerekerd. Vaak ook zijn er zo veel storende mvloeder aan te 
tonen, dat van een betrouwbare kwantitatieve analyse geen sprake kan zijn. In 
het algemeen werden de bevindingen van deze studie wel kwalitatief bevestigd. 
Bodemeffect 
Figuur 1 geeft een mooi voorbeeld van de manier waarop de waarden van de mo­
delparameters gevonden worden, die de akoestische hardheid van de bodem be­
schrijven. De geluidoverdracht (a_) is als functie van de frequentie gemeten, 
en weergegeven als extra respons' (Eng: Excess attenuation|. Voor dezelfde 
bron- en ontvangerpositie wordt de extra respons ook berekend (b.) met stap 1 
en 2 van het theoretisch model. Daarbij worden verschillende bodemparameter-
waarden geproD=erd, totdat de lijnen in het laagfrequent= geoied over elkaar 
heen vallen (het bodemetfect is in het hoogfrequente cjpbied vrijwex orafhanke-
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li]k van de bodemcondities). Uiteraard wordt dit niet bi] slechts één meting 
gedaan, maar bi] alle beschikbare. De bodemparameterwaarden die dan het beste 
resultaat geven worden beschouwd als kenmerkend voor de betreffende bodem. De 
reeds geanalyseerde resultaten van Pnce [11] konden rechtstreeks worden over-
genomen. 
De bodemparameterwaarden staan opgesomd in tabel 1. Er is een groot verschil 
in akoestische bodemhardheid tussen bosgrond {σ = 6000 - 30000 Nsm"'1) en wei­
land (<τ = 125000 Nsm" 4). Binnen de bosbodems valt nog een onderscheid te 
maken tussen loof- en naaldbossen; de resultaten van Pnce [11] vallen wat dit 
betreft iets uit de toon omdat ze met een wat ander bodemimpedantiemodel gefit 
zi]n. De gevonden bodemparameterwaarden worden in het algemeen door litera­
tuurgegevens bevestigd. 
Bi] de berekening van wegverkeerslawaai zullen we nog zien hoe belangri]k deze 
bodemhardheid is voor de geluidoverdracht: indien het emissiespectrum van een 
bron ]uist een maximum heeft bij die frequenties waar de geluidoverdrachts-
functie een minimum heeft, wordt het totale immissiemveau lager dan wanneer 
deze twee niet samenvallen. Het is dus zaak om niet alleen de grootte maar 
ook de frequentieafhankeli]kheid van het bodemeffect goed in prognosevoor­
schriften op te nemen. 
De Standaardrekenmethode II bevat een aantal exponentiele functies die tezamen 
het bodemeffect beschrijven. Tabel 2 geeft voor twee verschillende ontvanger­
posities het effect van een volledig zachte bodem volgens de Standaardreken­
methode II. Daarnaast staan de octaafbandgemiddelden volgens het theoretisch 
model 'DifLevel' voor weiland en voor bos. Dit 'theoretische' bodemeffect 
komt veelal bijzonder goed overeen met feitelijke meetresultaten, al is het 
niet altijd zo mooi als in figuur 1. Uit de tabel blijkt, dat het bodemeffect 
volgens de Standaardrekenmethode qua frequentiebereik overeenkomst vertoont 
met het theoretische effect van een bosbodem, en qua grootte meer overeenkomt 
met dat van een weiland. Voor een ccrtrrecte weergave van de geluidoverdracht 
zou de standaardrekenmethode II onderscheid moeten maken tussen de verschil­
lende soorten 'zachte' bodems. 
Tabel 2. Bodemeffect in octaafbanden [dB re vrije veld] 
Geometrie: Puntbron 0.75 m hoog, afstand 100 m. 
SRM II: Standaardrekenmethode II 
Bodemparameters 'DifLevel': zie tabel 1. 
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Figuur I. Gemeten en beredende 
extra respons. 
a: Gemeten geluiddruJcniveau min 
vrijeveldmveau na correctie voor 
luchtabsorptie ¡6,7]. 
b: Bodemeffect berekend met het 
theoretisch model, stap 1-2. 
Oostenrijksedennenbos (zie tabel 
1); afstand 100 m; puntbron- en 
ontvangerhoogte 1 m. 
Figuur 2. Luchtabsorptie bij 10" 
С en 80% rel. luchtvochtigheid. 
Figuur 3. Vegetatieabsorptie voor 
het Oostenrijksedennenbos, afge­
leid uit het verschil tussen 
gemeten en berekende respons 
(figuur 1 en tientallen andere 
metingen). 
Figuur 4. Extra respons voor een 
puntbron in het Oostenrijkseden­
nenbos en boven weiland. Bere­
kend met stap 1-4 van het model. 
Geometrie: bronhoogte 0.75 m, 
ontvangerhoogte 1 m, afstand 
100 m. Parameterwaarden en 
absorptiefuncties als m voor­
gaande figuren en tabel 1. 
Figuur 5. Extra respons voor een 
lijnbron m het Oostenrijkseden­
nenbos en boven weiland. Bere­
kend met stao 1-5 van het model. 
Li -jnbronhoogte 0.75 m. 
Figuur 6. Immissiespectra van 
wegverkeerslawaai (15Î vrachtwa-
gens; emissie volgens ¡10]). 
Vrn veld: op 100 m afstand, bij 
afwezigheid van bodem en vegeta-
tie; wei : boven weiland; bos : in 
het Oostenrijksedennenbos. Bere-
kend met stap 1-6 van het model; 
parameterwaarden en absorptie-
fancties als in voorgaande figu-
ren. De calibratie is zodanig 
dat het immissiemveau op 1 m van 
de bron 80 dBA bedraagt (Emissie-
getal = 80 dBA). 







Fig 4 Puntbron 
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In het model wordt op grond van theoretische overwegingen aangenomen dat nen 
het effect van de vegetatie zelf kan beschrijven als een absorptie, die een 
functie is van de frequentie. Figuur 1 laat zien hoe deze vegetatieabsorp-
tiefunctie uordt gevonaen door het gemodelleerde bodemeffect van de geneten 
geljidoverdracht af te trekken. Ook alt wordt natuurlijk voor alle beschikba­
re metingen van een bos gedaan, zodat voor leaer bes een кептегкегае "egeta-
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tieabsorptiefunctie verkregen wordt (Figuur 3, tabel 1). De waarden komen 
goed overeen met de absorpties door takken, naalden en bladeren die bepaald 
zi]n in een echovrije (dus bodemloze) kamer. Opvallend hierbij is, dat een 
duidelijke relatie tussen absorptie en vegetatiedichtheid of vegetatiestruc-
tuur niet gevonden kan worden. De enige bossen die er enigszins uitspringen 
hebben op zichthoogte een dicht pakket naalddragende takken. 
Omgerekend naar octaafbandgemiddelden zouden de absorptiefuncties direct 
kunnen worden opgenomen in frequentie-afhankelijke prognosemethoden zoals de 
Standcardrekenmetho'e II, de Duitse VDI-norm [13], en het Nederlandse voor-
schrift voor industrielawaai [4]. Tabel 3 vergelijkt de absorpties die deze 
methoden aangeven met de hier gevonden waarden. De Standaardrekenmethode II 
geeft überhaupt geen vegetatie-effect aan. De twee andere methoden geven in 
de hoge frekwenties veel te lage absorptiewaarden, en in de middenfrequenties 
te hoge. Ook geldt in beide methoden een maximum voor de werkzaamheid van de 
vegetatieabsorptie, terwijl daar eigenlijk geen theoretische grondslag voor 
gegeven kan worden. Mogelijk is dit ingevoerd omdat anders de (overschatte) 
absorptie in de middenfrequenties te veel invloed zou krijgen. 
Tabel 3. Vegetatieabsorptie volgens frequentieafhankelijke methoden 
Absorptiewaarden m dB 
Oktaafbandmiddenfrequentie [Hz] 
32 63 125 250 500 Ik 2k 4k Bk 
Hand!. Industrielawaai [41 
per regel: 
maximaal 4 regels: 
VDI-richtlnn I 13 ; 
per 100 m: 
maximaal 200 m: 
Dit onderzoek [31 
per 100 m: 
idem, "zeer dun": 













































EXTRAPOLATIE NAAR WEGVERKEERSLAWAAI 
Methode 
Hoe groot het effect van bos in lawaaisituaties in het algemeen is kan niet 
worden aangegeven, omdat het sterk afhankelijk is van de geometrie en van het 
emissiespectrum van de bron. Wanneer we ons echter beperken tot wegverkeers-
lawaai wordt alles veel overzichtelijker en kunnen we doorrekenen tot de 
gewenste A-gewogen totaalniveaus. Dit gaat dan met stap 1 tot en met 7 van 
het r.odel; de figuren 4 tot en met 7 illustreren dit. 
Allereerst wordt de geluiaoverdracht berekend voor een bepaalde bodem en bos, 
een bepaalde geometrie, en voor een enkele bron OD 0.75 π hoogte. Figuur 4 
toont het resultaat voor het dennebos en het weiland uit tabel 1. Belangrijk 
is de positie van de 'bcdemdip', d^e boven de bosbodem naar de lage frequen­
ties verschoven is. Daarbij bewerkstelligt de vegetatiedemping in de hoge 
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frequenties dat de verzwakking in het bos in bijna het hele frequentiebereik 
groter is dan boven het weiland. 
Een weg met continu rijdend verkeer kan worden beschouwd als een lijnbron. 
Een lijnbron wordt in 'DifLevel' gemodelleerd als een lange rij incoherente 
puntbronnen. Ook daarvan kan een extra respons worden uitgerekend (het ge-
luidniveau in de werkelijke situatie min het niveau dat er zou zijn als er 
geen bodem en geen bomen waren). Figuur 5 laat zien dat deze slechts enkele 
dB verschilt van de extra respons van de puntbron. 
we zijn echter geïnteresseerd in iiranissies in plaats van overdrachtsfuncties. 
Het immissiespectrum kan nu vrij eenvoudig worden berekend door het karakte-
ristieke emissiespectrum van de bron [10], na correctie voor geometrische uit-
breiding, op te tellen bij de extra respons (stap 6 van het model). Figuur 6 
laat zien dat de immissiespectra boven weiland en in het bos flink verschil-
len: in het bos is het stiller, behalve in de zeer lage frequenties. 
voor bepaling van de geluidbelasting moeten deze spectra nog omgewerkt worden 
naar totaalniveaus (stap 7 van het model). Figuur 7 laat niet alleen de ni-
veaus zien die uit de spectra van figuur 6 berekend zijn, maar ook de niveaus 
voor andere ontvangerafstanden. Voor andere ontvangerhoogten dan de hier 
gebruikte 1 m zijn de resultaten vergelijkbaar, hoewel het verschil tussen 
weiland en bos geringer wordt naarmate de ontvangerhoogte toeneemt. 
Figuur 7. Immissieniveau als 
functie van de afstand. 
Угп veld; bij afwezigheid van 
bodem en vegetatie (afname 3 dB 
per afstandsverdubbeling;,· wei: 
boven weiland; bos: m het Oos-
tennjksedennenbos. Berekend met 
stap 1-7 van het model; zie 
verder figuur 1-6. De pijlen 
markeren de niveaus die berekend 
zijn uit de spectra van figuur 6. 
Figuur 8. Boseffect als functie 
van afstand en hoogte. 
Immissieniveau in het Oosten-
rijJcsedennenbos min het immis­
sieniveau boven weiland voor vier 
ontvangerhoogten. Stap 1-8 van 
het model. De pijl komt overeen 
met het verschil tussen de pijlen 
in figuur 7. 
Figuur 9. Soseffect en bosef-
fectterm voor ontvangerhoogte lm. 
Stap 1-9 van het model. 
Symbolen : boseffect berekend voor 
de bossen m tabel J. De vier­
kantjes komen overeen met de 
doorgetrokJcen lijn in figuur S. 
Li inen: boseffectterm volgens 
het metamodel voor bostypen 
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Het boseffect 
Zoals hierboven gesteld, laten modellen alti]d een deel van de werkelijkheid 
buiten beschouwing. De meest in het oog springende verwaarlozingen betreffen 
hier de neutrale weersomstandigheden en de geïdealiseerde bodem. In praktijk-
situaties zijn de weersomstandigheden zelden neutraal en is de bodem zelden 
vlak; bovendien rijden auto's in het algemeen niet over de zachte bosbodem 
maar over asfalt. 
In dit onderzoek is dit probleem omzeild door aan te nemen dat de hierdoor 
veroorzaakte fouten voor een bos even groot zijn als voor een weiland. De 
modelberekeningen werden een tweede maal uitgevoerd, maar nu met de bodempara-
meterwaarden kenmerkend voor weiland en zonder vegetatieabsorptie (stap 8 van 
het model). De aldus verkregen 'weilandniveaus' werden telkens van de 'bosni-
veaus' afgetrokken; daarbij vallen de fouten weg. Dit leverde dan het 'bosef-
fect' op, in feite het verschil tussen twee A-gewogen iiranissieniveaus van 
wegverkeer: dat boven een weiland en dat in een bos. 
Figuur 8 laat het boseffect van het Oostenrijksedennebos zien voor allerlei 
ontvangerposities. Dit bos heeft ten opzichte van de overige onderzochte 
bossen een middelmatig effect, hoewel de afname van het boseffect op zeer 
grote afstanden niet algemeen is. De laatste kolommen van tabel 1 laten het 
boseffect op 100 m zien voor twee ontvangerhoogten. Figuur 9 laat hPt bosef-
fect als functie van de afstand zien voor alle onderzochte bossen. In het 
algemeen valt op dat er een grote spreiding in het effect van de verschillende 
bossen te zien is, terwijl een samenhang met bodem of vegetatietype maar 
moeilijk te vinden is. 
De 'boseffectterm' 
Voor praktijktoepassingen zijn we meer gebaat met uitspraken over bossen in 
het algemeen. Daarom werd op basis van alle berekende boseffectwaarden een 
metamodel opgesteld, waarmee voor willekeurige ontvangerposities het bosef-
fect kan worden geschat voor drie verschillende bostypen. De grootheid die 
door dit metamodel berekend wordt noemen we hier verder de 'boseffectterm'. 
Deze term kan op verschillende manieren geïnterpreteerd en gebruikt worden: 
- als een voorspelling van het effect van een bos op de overdracht van weg-
verkeerslawaai, in vergelijking met weiland; 
- als een voorspelling van de niveaudaling ten gevolge van het (denkbeeldige) 
vervangen van een weiland door een bos; 
- als een voorspelling van de niveaustijging ten gevolge van het (minder 
denkbeeldige) vervangen van een bos door een weiland; 
- als een toevoeging aan de term D in de Standaardrekenmethode I; 
·*
 J
 extra deze wordt dan: D ^ =D, ,_.. + D, , + 0 ^ +D. ; 
extra Lucht bodem meteo bos ' 
daarbij wordt dus impliciet aangenomen dat de Standaardrekenmethode I geldi-
ge resultaten levert voor weiland. 
De berekening van de boseffectterm is in het kader op de volgende pagina 
weergegeven. In figuur 9 zijn voor een ontvangerhoogte de waarden van de 
boseffectterm ingetekend, zoals die met het metamodel berekend kunnen worden. 
Het onderscheid tussen de verschillende bostypen wordt maar gedeeltelijk door 
de resultaten ondersteund; het is niettemin ingevoerd omdat er ook theoreti-
sche aanwijzingen voor zijn. 
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Berekening boseffectterm volgens metamodel. 
De boseffectterm is een functie van bostype, afstand, en ontvanger­
hoogte. De waarde ligt tussen 0 en 16 dB(A); een positieve waarde 
duidt dus op niveaudaling. De berekening geschiedt als volgt: 
Dbos = Fbos { 1 - exp [ - P(z) x 3 / 2 ] } dB(A) 
P(z) = 0.0025 exp [ -0.21 ζ ] 
Fbos = factor die de afhankeli-jkheid van het bostype weergeeft 
(= 8, 12 of 16 dB(A), zie onder) 
χ = afstand lijnbron - ontvanger [m] 
ζ = ontvangerhoogte [m]; 
bi] ζ l m moet de waarde voor 1 m genomen worden; 
indien het wegdek boven het maaiveld ligt, moet de 
wegdekhoogte bi] de ontvangerhoogte worden opgeteld. 
P(z) = functie die afhankelijkheid van ontvangerhoogte weergeeft 
1 1 
Bostype Indelingscriteria Fbos dB(A| 
'Normaal" Niet 'Zeer dun' en niet "Zeer dicht" 12 
OF onvoldoende informatie beschikbaar 
"Zeer dun" Geen blad of naalden op zichthoogte 8 
EN diameter maal stamdichtheid .02 /m 
"Zeer dicht" Veel naalddragerde takken op zichthoogte 16 
Discussie 
Een moeilijk punt in studies ret theoretische modellen is de betrouwbaarheid 
van de uitkomsten. In het ideale geval zou men de eindresultaten van de 
modelstudie willen vergelijken met reetresultaten in de werkelijKe situatie. 
Het blijkt evenwel in de praktijk zeer moeilijk om het 'boseffect' experimen­
teel vast te stellen, omdat er veel factoren zijn die de meetresultaten be­
ïnvloeden. Men kan dit op twee manieren ondervangen. Ten eerste kan men 
grote aantallen metingen uitvoeren onder allerlei condities, en de resultaten 
hiervan statistisch verwerken. In feite maakt men dan een beschrijvend model. 
Ten tweede kan men een beperkt aantal zeer goed gecontroleerde metingen uit-
voeren, waarbij ook alle beïnvloedende factoren kwantitatief bepaald worden. 
In het geval van verkeerslawaai zijn dergelijke metingen echter zo gecompli-
ceerd dat ze in de praktijk niet uitgevoerd worden. 
In het kader van deze studie Konden voor geen van deze twee validatiemethoden 
de middelen verkregen worden. Toch betekent dit niet dat de resultaten uit-
sluitend theoretisch van aard zijn. ¡iet name ae frequentie-afhankelijke 
uitspraken betreffende het bodemeffect en de vegetatieabsorptietuncties worden 
ondersteund door meetresultaten die verkregen zijn met een kunstmatige ge-
luidsbron. Pas bij de extrapolatie naar wegverkeersiawaai-immissies ontstaan 
onzekerheden waarvan het moeilijk is om in te schatten hoe groot de fout is 
die ze veroorzaken. 
Zo zijn ae berekende immissiemveaus afhankelijk van het gebruikte emissie-
spectrum van het wegverkeerslawaai (Stap 6 van het model). Dit spectrum 10] 
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verschilt nogal van de spectra die in andere, qua methode vergelijkbare, 
modelstudies gebruikt zijn [1, 5). Op de uiteindelijke boseffectterm (immers 
het verschil tussen twee immissieniveaus ) heeft het spectrum overigens maar 
geringe invloed. 
De grootste onzekerheden betreffen de factoren die in de modellen verwaarloosd 
zijn, zoals mogelijke onregelmatigheid van de bodem en de gradiënten van 
luchttemperatuur en wind. De hierdoor veroorzaakte effecten zijn slechts ten 
dele begrepen, hetgeen opname ervan in een theoretisch model onmogelijk maakt. 
Anderzijds maken deze effecten ook de validatiemetingen zo gecompliceerd, dat 
ze bij gebrek aan middelen óf onvolledig of niet representatief zullen zijn. 
Als gevolg hiervan is vergelijking tussen theoretische resultaten en meetre-
sultaten een hachelijke aangelegenheid. 
In Figuur 10 wordt een vergelijking gemaakt tussen de immissieniveaus boven 
weiland volgens het theoretisch model 'DifLevel' en die volgens het beschrij-
vend model 'Standaardrekenmethode I'. De overeenkomst is bijzonder gering. 
De meest voor de hand liggende oorzaak is de verwaarlozing van de invloed van 
de weersomstandigheden: we vergelijken immers modelresultaten voor neutraal, 
windstil weer net prognoses van het equivalent gemiddelde over alle weersom-
standigheden. Laatstgenoemde niveaus zijn voornamelijk bepaald door de 'gun-
stige' geluiduitbreiding die onder nacht- of meewindcondities optreedt. 
Daarmee is net begrijpelijk dat de niveaus volgens de Standaardrekenmethode 
hoger uitvallen dan die volgens het theoretisch model. 
Figuur J0. Vergelijking theo-
retisch model 'DifLevel' met 
Standaardrekenmethode I. 
Vrn veld en wei : zie fig. 7. 
SRM I: Immissiemveau volgens 
Standaardrekenmethode I met 
Emissiegetal = 80 dBA en alle 
C-termen = 0. Dit is identiek 
aan: 80 dBA -D ,
 ь a
„ , -D . 
a i s l a r a i j c h t 
D,_ . - D 
b o d e i r " p t e o 
Bij de berekening van het boseffect is aangenomen dat de invloed van het weer 
op de geluidoverdacht boven weiland gelijk is aan die in een bos, en dat 
daarom gerekend kan worden alsof er helemaal geen weersinvloed is. Deze 
aanname kan niet experimenteel worden onderbouwd omdat de weersinvloed op de 
geluidoverdracht in bossen over grote afstanden nooit gemeten is. Op grond 
van metingen op honderd meter afstand kan echter wel aannemelijk worden ge­
maakt dat de 'gunstige' geluiduitbreiding die boven weiland optreedt bij 
temperatuunnversie en meewind, m een bos geringer zal zijn [7]. Dit zou 
betekenen dat het bos onder deze oirstandigheden een sterker effect heeft dan 
in de 'boseffectterm' is omschreven. 
Tenslotte nog iets over de grootte van de boseffectterm. De betrouwbaarheid 
hiervan neemt af naarmate de omstandigheden minder lijken op de modelsituatie 
en minder op de situatie waarin de metingen zijn uitgevoerd. De meeste metin­
gen zijn uitgevoerd over honderd meter onder neutrale condities boven vlakke 
bodem. Zelfs onder deze omstandigheden zijn er nog grote verschillen tussen 
meetresultaten in verschillende bossen. Daarom zullen in werkelijkheid afwij­
kingen in de ordegrootte van 5 dB(A) tussen verschillende bossen voorkomen. 
Op grote afstanden komt hier nog het probleem van de weersinvloeden bij. 
Voorgesteld wordt on de ooseffectterm op afstanden groter dan 300 meter bij 
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HET BOS ALS GELUIDSCHERM 
Effect op lawaai 
We komen nu terug op de vraag wat er gebeurt met geluid dat door een bos gaat. 
Voor een goed begrip bespreken we hier de diverse effecten samen met de conse­
quenties die ze hebben voor de lawaaisituatie. 
Uit de berekeningen blijkt, dat een strook bos van honderd meter breed al een 
serieus effect op wegverkeerslawaai heeft. Minder brede stroken hebben ook 
wel effect maar toch niet dusdanig dat ze als 'geluidscherm' gepresenteerd 
kunnen worden. Bi] andere bronnen dan wegverkeer moet een restrictie niet uit 
het oog verloren worden: het geluid moet zich min of meer horizontaal voort­
planten. De zeer zachte bosbodem heeft immers vooral een verzwakkende werking 
als het geluid van een lage bron naar een lage ontvanger gaat. Ook de hoog­
frequente absorptie door de planten kan alleen iets betekenen als het geluid 
over een langere afstand voldoende biomassa 'tegenkomt'. 
De term 'absorptie' suggereert misschien dat er geen reflectie tegen de plan-
tedelen optreedt. Die is er wel degelijk, anders zou er immers geen galm m 
een bos zijn. Men kan de twee verschi-jnselen niet los van elkaar zien. Zo 
berust het geluidverzwakkende effect van de stammen op de combinatie van meer­
voudige reflectie en absorptie. Naarmate de plantedelen kleiner worden ver­
schuift dit effect naar hogere frequenties. 
Over reflectie van geluid tegen planten bestaan veel misverstanden. Het is 
maar zelden van belang voor het immissieniveau. In uitzonderlijke situaties 
kan men het gereflecteerde geluid horen omdat het gescheiden wordt van het 
veel sterkere rechtstreekse geluid. De reflectie tegen de stammen van een bos 
hoort men als een echo door in een nabijgelegen open veld in de handen te 
klappen. Reflectie tegen bladeren hoort men als een hoge ruis wanneer men in 
een auto met open dak onder een boom aoor rijdt. In meer gangbare lawaai-
situaties zonder extra afscherming vallen deze reflecties altijd in het niet 
bij het rechtstreekse geluid. 
Lawaai-immissies worden doorgaans alleen gekwantificeerd als totaalniveaus in 
dB(A). Indien ook gelet wordt op de spectrale samenstelling van de immissie, 
komt de invloed van de vegetatie tot uiting аіь een klankverandering. In nor­
male gevallen is dit een vermindering van het aandeel van de hoge tonen, dus 
een doffer worden van de klank; mogelijk wordt dit, zelfs bij gelijkblijvend 
totaalniveau, als minder hinderlijk ervaren. In het geval van boomkruinen die 
boven een scherm uitsteken treedt ongetwijfeld een versterking van de hoge 
frequenties op als gevolg van de reflectie tegen de bladeren. Of deze ver­
sterking bij woonhuizen achter het scherm nog significant is zal van de situa­
tie afhangen. 
Op grote afstanden wordt breking van het geluid door temperatuur- en winagra-
dienten een belangrijke factor. De hoogste ^mmissieniveaus komen voor bij 
meewind en bij een Lemperatuunnversie in de onderste luchtlagen. Zo'n inver­
sie ontstaat 's avonds bij heldere hemel doordat de bodem dan sneller afkoelt 
dan de erboven liggende lucht, en ze blijft in stand totdat de volgende och­
tend de zon de bodem weer opwarmt of totdat een wolkendek de afkoeling tegen­
gaat. De windgradient ontstaat altijd als er wind is doordat de wind door de 
bodem wordt afgerema. Als er op de bodem een begroeiing aanwezig is worden 
deze gradiënten verzwakt doordat ze als het ware over de hoogte van deze 
begroeiing worden uitgerekt. 
De invloed van meewind en temperatuunnversie is dat geluld naar de bodem toe 
wordt afgebogen. Op deze manier kan het over obstakels heenkomen die het 
rechtstreexse zicnt wel belemmeren. De reflectie van geluid tegen ae bodem 
worat vergroot doordat het geluid onder een grotere hoek invalt. Hoe dit 
alles nj uitpakt OD de vergelijking tassen bos er weiland over bijvoorbee±d 
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een kilometer afstand valt niet te overzien. Enerzijds kan het geluid over 
het bos heenbuigen en toch bi] de ontvanger terechtkomen; daarbij zou dus een 
deel van het bos onwerkzaam blijven. Anderzijds zijn de gradiënten zwakker 
waardoor het brekingseffect dat in het open veld voor verhoogde niveaus zorgt 
in het bos sterk verminderd is. 
Het geluidwerend bos 
Nu komen we toe aan de vraag hoe een bos er uit zou moeten zien om een maxima-
le reductie van wegverkeerslawaai teweeg te brengen. Een dergelijk bos be-
staat tenminste gedeeltelijk uit naaldhout. Uit de analyses blijkt dat naald-
bosbodems akoestisch het zachtst zijn, en ook dat naalddragende takken, mits 
ze zich in het geluidpad bevinden, het best geluid absorberen. Een extra 
voordeel boven loofbomen is dat de meeste naaldbomen 's winters hun naalden 
behouden. De sterke absorptie in de hoge frequenties wordt verkregen wanneer 
de naalddragende takken tot op de bodem reiken. Om dit te bewerkstelligen zal 
het plantpatroon beduidend minder dicht en regelmatig moeten zijn dan in een 
traditioneel productiebos. Dit biedt wellicht mogelijkheden voor een meer 
parkachtige aanleg. Van belang is wel dat er geen gaten in de beplanting zijn 
waardoor men de weg zou kunnen zien; het hoogfrequente geluid gedraagt zich 
ongeveer als licht en aldus zou het klankveranderende effect gedeeltelijk 
teniet worden gedaan. Iets dergelijks kan ook verwacht worden bij rechte 
lanen die van de bron naar de ontvanger leiden; daarbij komen dan nog het 
effect van de plaatselijk hardere bodem en wellicht zelfs reflecties tussen de 
planten langs de laan. 
Men -loet zich niet al te zeer aan deze beschrijving vastklampen. Ook een 
'saai' productiebos kan een aanzienlijk effect hebben. De figuren 1 tm 8 zijn 
gebaseerd cp iretinger. in een 12 meter hoog dennenbos zonder takken op zicht-
hoogte. Van ait bos kon aannemelijk gemaaiit worden dat de geluidoverdracht in 
de middenfreqjenties bepaald wordt door de reflectie en absorptie aan de stam-
men [ 7 ] . 
Van hoog opgaande loofbossen met een dicht kronendak zou men op grond van deze 
overwegingen niet veel effect hoeven te verwachten. Onder een dicht bladerdek 
kan geen ondergroei van betekenis ontstaan, de boomkruinen bevinden zich ver 
boven het geluidpad, en mogelijk versterken reflecties tegen de bladeren zelfs 
de overdracht in de hoge frequenties. Helaas ontbreken meetresultaten die dit 
gebrek aan effect bevestigen; men zou hiervoor metingen in oude, donkere beu-
kenbossen moeten verrichten. De loofbossen in tabel 1 bestaan voornamelijk 
uit eiken, die met hun open kronen een dichte ondergroei mogelijk maken. Ze 
hebben een duidelijke invloed op verkeerslawaai. 
CONCLUSIES 
Door meetresultaten en modelberekeningen te combineren kan het effect van bos 
op de overdracht van lawaai beter worden vastgesteld dan met metingen of 
modellen afzonderlijk. 
Bosbodems zijn akoestisch beduidend zachter dan weiland. Het hierdoor veroor-
zaaKte verschil in geluidoverdracht is zo groot dat dit in prognosevoorschrif-
ten niet verwaarloosd mag worden. Vanaf 1000 Hz veroorzaakt de vegetatie zelf 
een verzwakking die sterk toeneemt met de frequentie. 
Extrapolatie van meetresultaten geeft aan dat een strook bos van 100 tot 300 
meter langs een weg resulteert m een extra verlaging van het immissieniveau 
van tussen de 4 en de 16 dB(A). 
Alle onderzochte officiële prognosemethoaen geven het effect van bos op incor-




Deze studie is uitgevoerd binnen het kader van een onderzoeksopdracht van de 
Dienst Weg- en Waterbouwkunde van Rijkswaterstaat aan het Rijksinstituut voor 
Natuurbeheer. Doel van dat onderzoek is het ontwikkelen van een methode voor 
het voorspellen van het effect van verkeer op de dichtheid van broedvogels. 
Voor het kwantificeren van de verkeersmvloed wordt vooral uitgegaan van de 
geluidbelasting, berekend volgens de Standaardrekenmethode I van het Reken- en 
Meetvoorschrift voor Wegverkeerslawaai. Omdat in deze methode geen rekening 
wordt gehouden met door bossen veroorzaakte extra afname van verkeerslawaai 
werd een aanvulling dienaangaande wenselijk geacht. 
Een groot deel van de metingen van de geluidoverdracht is verricht in de bos-
wachterij Roggebotzand van Staatsbosbeheer. Wij danken het Hoofd Terreinbe­
heer Flevoland voor de toestemming om deze metingen te verrichten, en de bos-
opzichter A.J.C. Overgaag voor zijn onmisbare ondersteuning bij het veldwerk. 
Dit artikel kon alleen geschreven worden dankzij de enthousiaste inzet van de 
tientallen studenten die in de loop der jaren aan dit onderzoek hebben ge­
werkt, de technische ondersteuning door de heer J. van Huet en vele andere 
leden van de technische dienst, en de prettige en inspirerende leiding van de 
werkgroep door dr. M. Martens. Drs. F. Corten wordt hartelijk bedankt voor 
zijn opmerkingen over het manuscript. 
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Noot bij Hoofdstuk 12 
1
 Juist voor het ter perse gaan van dit artikel werd nog de in dit opzicht 
interessante publicatie aangetroffen: 
Mitscherlich, G., & D. Scholzke, 1977. Scftalldammung durch Wald. 
Allgemeine Forst- und Jagdzeitung, 148. Jg. Heft 7, 125-143. 
Gerapporteerd wordt over uitgebreide metingen van de overdracht van geluid 
in allerlei bossen en boven akker- en hooiland. Er werd zowel met kunstma-
tige bronnen gewerkt als met snelwegen. De gegevens zijn statistisch ver-
werkt, o.a. in een vorm die overeenkomt met het hier besproken 'boseffect'. 
Helaas vertoont ook deze publicatie de in Hoofdstuk 11 genoemde problemen 
die veroorzaakt worden door het niet onderkennen van het bodemeffect. 
Hierdoor zi]n de genormaliseerde geluidniveaus veelal niet goed te inter-
preteren. De gemeten immissieniveaus van wegverkeerslawaai bieden echter 
wel aanknopingspunten bij de overwegingen uit de discussie. 
Het blijkt, dat de gemeten A-gewogen immissieniveaus beduidend minder sterk 
afnemen dan het theoretisch model voorspelt (Fig. 10, 'wei'). Het gemeten 
'boseffect' komt echter wel redelijk overeen met de modelresultaten: de 
auteurs geven een gemiddeld verschil van 8 dB(A) tussen niveaus boven hooi-
land en niveaus in diverse bossen, over afstanden van 100 tot 300 meter, 
bij een ontvangerhoogte van 3.20m; voor dezelfde omstandigheden heeft de 
boseffectterm volgens het metamodel (p. 12-10) oplopende waarden van 8.7 
tot 12.0 dB(A). De wat geringere waarde van het door Mitscherlich & 
Scholzke gevonden boseffect kan gedeeltelijk worden verklaard uit het feit 
dat zij het akoestisch zachtere hooiland als referentie genomen hebben, 
terwijl het hier gepresenteerde boseffect het verschil met weiland geeft. 
Daarnaast kunnen de gemeten waarden beïnvloed zijn door het weer, dat door 
de auteurs onvoldoende duidelijk beschreven is. Afgezien van deze kleinere 
verschillen ondersteunen deze meetresultaten volledig de conclusie dat de 






Bi] het al dan niet binnenskamers bestuderen van de voortplanting van geluid 
buitenshuis kan men het bestaan van temperatuur- en windgradienten, vegetatie, 
en akoestisch zachte bodems niet veronachtzamen noch als een bijkomstigheid 
beschouwen. De drie genoemde factoren beïnvloeden elkaar, beïnvloeden de 
geluidsvoortplantmg, en beïnvloeden bovendien eikaars invloed. Naast de 
begrijpelijke interesse die de mens heeft voor de overdracht van akoestische 
signalen, heeft hl] een verantwoordelijkheid om de door hem teweeggebrachte 
vervuiling van het akoestisch milieu van mens en dier onder ogen te zien en te 
beheersen. 
Het onderzoek heeft zich voltrokken volgens twee strategieën. Enerzijds werd 
het gedrag onderzocht van gedeeltelijk nieuw ontwikkelde theoretische model-
len; anderzijds werd de overdracht van geluid gemeten te zamen met de factoren 
die deze overdracht kunnen beïnvloeden. Een volledige validatie van de model-
len aan de hand van de metingen is niet mogelijk gebleken. Wel konden de 
meeste uitspraken die voortvloeiden uit de modelstudies aannemelijk worden 
gemaakt met behulp van meetresultaten. Evenzo leidde de analyse van de meet-
resultaten op zichzelf niet tot eenduidige conclusies omtrent de effecten van 
de afzonderlijke factoren, maar konden deze effecten wel redelijk worden 
onderscheiden door modelberekeningen in de analyses te betrekken. 
Geluidsvoortplantmg in een dennebos 
De verhoogde ligging van het thermodynamisch actieve oppervlak in een vegeta-
tie leidt tot temperatuur- en windgradienten die systematisch verschillen van 
die boven een open veld. Bij weinig wind komt zowel overdag als 's nachts in 
de vegetatie een temperatuurinversie voor, die vooral overdag bijzonder steil 
kan zijn. Bij sterkere wind wordt deze temperatuurgradient afgebroken en 
ontstaat er een windgradient die de grootste waarde heeft in de bovenlaag van 
de vegetatie. 
Bij metingen in een vrijwel gesloten Oostenrijksedennenbos bleken de effecten 
van deze gradiënten op de over tien minuten gemiddelde geluidoverdracht over 
honderd meter afstand veel geringer dan op basis van berekeningen met een 
straalbrekingsmodel kon worden verwacht. Als verklaring hiervoor wordt aange-
voerd dat in de hoge en middenfrequenties de buigende invloed van de takken en 
stammen het brekende effect van de gradiënten dusdanig overschaduwt, dat het 
straalbrekingsmodel niet geldig is voor geluidoverdracht in bossen. In de lage 
frequenties is de geldigheid van het straalbrekingsmodel beperkt tot situaties 
op veel grotere schaal dan waarvan hier sprake is. 
Buiging van geluid rond de boomstammen werd onderzocht aan de hand van een 
theoretisch model waarin 'geluidsdeeltjes' weerkaatsen tegen cilinders met 
aanpasbare eigenschappen. iMet dit model kon de in het bos gemeten galm worden 
verklaard, indien de effectieve doorsnee van de cilinders werd verkleind bij 
toenemende golflengte, en hun effectieve reflectiefactor op 0.1 werd gesteld. 
in deze laatste grootheid is impliciet het effect verdisconteerd van afwijkin-
gen in plaatsing en vorm van de bomen ten opzichte van de in het model gedefi-
nieerde ideale cilinders. 
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De overdracht van laagfrequent geluid in het bos bleek goed te worden beschre-
ven door een traditioneel model voor het effect van een lokaal reagerende 
bodem, met de impedantie volgens een eenvoudig tweeparametermodel, waarbi] de 
effectieve waarden van deze parameters uit de gemeten geluidoverdracht werden 
afgeleid. Uit metingen in de hoge frequenties bleek evenwel dat de normale 
interferentie tussen rechtstreeks en bodemgereflecteerd geluld geheel ver-
stoord was door een tweede interferentiepatroon dat aan de buigende invloed 
van de stammen wordt toegeschreven. Om deze reden werd aan het bodemeffect-
model een deelmodel toegevoegd voor verticaal coherentieverlies, waardoor een 
geleidelijke overgang van geheel coherente geluidoverdracht in de lage fre-
quenties naar geheel incoherente overdracht m de hoge frequenties werd be-
werkstelligd. Bi] gebrek aan een kwantitatieve fundering voor het coherentie-
verliesmodel moesten de benodigde parameterwaarden empirisch worden bepaald. 
De gemeten geluidoverdracht werd uiteindelijk grotendeels verklaard door een 
samengesteld model van bodemreflectie, coherentieverlies en stambuiging, 
gecalibreerd met de empirisch gevonden parameterwaarden. Een met door het 
model beschreven extra demping in de hoge en zeer hoge frequenties wordt 
toegeschreven aan de absorptie aan de naalden. De hoogte-afhankelijkheid van 
de gemeten overdracht wordt onvoldoende door het model omschreven. Dit duidt 
erop dat de interactie van de diverse factoren ingewikkelder is dan in het 
samengestelde model wordt aangenomen. 
Stralenpatroonanalyse 
In een theoretische studie werd de invloed onderzocht die realistische ge-
luidssnelheidsprofleien uitoefenen op de geluidsvoortplanting boven een vlak-
ke, al dan niet begroeide, bodem. Hierbij werd in eerste instantie uitgegaan 
van de toepasbaarheid van de geometrische akoestiek, volgens welke een ge-
luidsveld als een bundel van geluidsstralen beschreven kan worden. 
Als 'realistisch' werden de temperatuur- en windprofielen beschouwd die be-
schreven worden door de similariteitstheone van Monin-Obukhov. Hieraan werd 
de invloed van een vegetatie toegevoegd door een nulvlaksverhoging in te voe-
ren in combinatie met semi-empinsche proflelvergelijkingen voor de luchtlaag 
onder het nulvlak. De verdere stralenanalyse heeft evenwel betrekking op een 
beperkt deel van deze profielen, namelijk alleen die waarin de eruit resulte-
rende geluidssnelheidsgradient positief is en bovendien boven de bronhoogte 
niet toeneemt met de hoogte. In de praktijk betreft dit de temperatuunnver-
sies en windprofielen die 's nachts optreden bij weinig wind of bij wind in de 
richting van bron naar ontvanger, en daarnaast de profielen overdag waarvan de 
meewindcomponent voldoende sterk is om het effect van de negatieve tempera-
tuurgradient teniet te doen. Daarbij dient de bron zich boven een eventueel 
aanwezige vegetatie te bevinden. Rechtstreekse invloed van de vegetatie op de 
geluidoverdracht wordt in deze modelstudie verwaarloosd. 
Wanneer binnen de genoemde beperkingen een groot aantal stralen onder ver-
schillende hoeken van de bron worden weggezonden, vormen deze een patroon dat 
kwalitatief onafhankelijk is van alle voor de straalbaan zelf relevante para-
meters. Daardoor valt dit patroon te analyseren in algemene termen, zoals de 
ligging en volgorde van de brandvlakken die gevormd worden door elkaar sche-
rend snijdende stralen. De toestand van het geluidsveld op een bepaalde 
afstand van de bron wordt nagenoeg volledig beschreven door een 'toestands-
ruimte' gevormc* door de ifstraalhoek, de aankomsthoogte en de aankomsttijd van 
de stralen. Hieruit kunnen voor iedere straal de intensiteit, het aantal 
meegemaakte reflecties en het aantal geschoren brandvlakken worden afgeleid. 
Ook kunnen voor elke ontvangerhoogte de eigenstraien systematisch worden 
geïdentificeerd; analoog hieraan kunnen de stralengroepen worden afgebakend 
die ononderbroken gedeelten van het golffront vormen. Uit deze analyse van 
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het stralenpatroon blijkt, dat in realistische neerwaartsbrekende geluidssnel-
heidsgradienten de partiele geluidsvelden later aankomen en een hogere inten-
siteit hebben, naarmate ze meer bodemreflecties ondergaan hebben; bi^ het 
optreden van tweevoudige reflectie heeft het ongereflecteerde geluidsveld al 
vrijwel geen betekenis meer. 
Teneinde de invloed van bodemabsorptie op de aldus gemodelleerde geluidsvoort-
planting te onderzoeken, werd het stralenmodel in tweede instantie uitgebreid 
door aan de stralen een amplitude en een fase toe te kennen. Hierdoor werd 
'-.et mogelijk om de bodemreflectie frequentie-afhankelijk te beschrijven door 
middel van de bolgolfreflectiecoefficient. De geluidsdruk werd als functie 
van ontvangerhoogte en frequentie berekend door de intensiteiten van de par-
tiele geluidsvelden al dan met coherent te sommeren over een vertikaal ont-
vangeroppervlak van golflengte-afhankelijke grootte. 
Getoond wordt dat reflectie van geluid tegen een akoestisch zeer zachte bodem 
zoals een zandig hooiland onder de gegeven omstandigheden leidt tot hogere 
geluidsdrukniveaus dan reflectie tegen een wat hardere bodem zoals weiland. 
De zuiver geometrisch bepaalde convergentie van de gereflecteerde stralen 
heeft boven de zeer zachte bodem tot gevolg dat de geluidsdruk van het gere-
flecteerde geluld noger is dan die van het recntstreekse geluid. Boven een 
matig zachte oodem wordt dit effect door de daar sterkere absorptie teniet 
gedaan, maar boven een harde bodem overheerst het convergentie-effect opnieuw. 
Omdat de relevante effecten elkaar tot op zekere hoogte opheffen, wordt in het 
algemeen slechts een beperkte verhoging van de geluidsdruk verwacht in verge-
lijking tot die bij neutrale windstille omstandigheden. Niettemin kunnen in 
de middenfrequenties aanzienlijke niveauverhogingen verwacht worden, omdat de 
'bodemdip' die onder neutrale omstandigheden in de overdrachtsfunctie op-
treedt, sterk wordt teruggeoracht als gevolg van de samendrukking van het 
interferentiepatroon in het frequentiedomein. In de lage frequenties voor-
spelt het model slechts zeer geringe gradienteffecten; het straalbrekings-
model is voor deze frequenties echter maar zeer beperkt geldig. Gesuggereerd 
wordt deze problemen a priori op te heffen door de gradiënten waardoor de 
stralen vervolgd worden vertikaal te middelen op een schaal die gekoppeld is 
aan de golflengte. 
Het model blijkt in staat om kwalitatief zowel de amplitude als de fase van 
een pulsantwoord te verklaren dat gemeten werd onder omstandigheden waarin 
meervoudige reflectie optrad. 
Toepassing 
In een studie naar de betekenis van de nu beschikbare inzichten voor de ge-
luidhinderproblematiek werd een analyse gemaakt van een groot aantal geluid-
overdrachtmetingen over afstanden tot honderd meter. Daarbij werd gebruik 
gemaakt van een theoretisch model voor bodemeffect met daaraan toegevoegd een 
beschrijving van het vegetatie-effect m de vorm van een empirisch te bepalen 
frequentie-afhankelijke absorptie. 
De analyseresultaten werden vergeleken met die van enkele officiële frequen-
tie-afhankelijke prognosemethoden. Daaruit bleek dat het gelijktrekken van 
bosbodems met andere 'zachte' bodems, zoals in deze methoden gebeurt, tot 
systematische fouten in de lage en middenfrequenties leidt, die meestal een 
onderschatting van het effect van het bos tot gevolg hebben. Het effect van 
de planten zelf is een hoogfrequente absorptie, waarvan de grootte door alle 
onderzochte prognosemethoden wordt onderschat. 
Vervolgens werden deze analyseresultaten met een uitgebreide versie van het 
model geëxtrapoleerd om te komen tot prognoses van het effect van bos op de 
immissiemveaus van wegverkeerslawaai. Daaruit bleek, dat het effect van bos 
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op de A-gewogen immissieniveaus van wegverkeerslawaai op korte afstanden zeer 
gering is, maar toeneemt bi] grotere afstanden totdat op 100 tot 300 meter een 
maximum van 8-16 dBA wordt bereikt; een representatieve waarde is 10 dB(A) op 
100 meter in een normaal bos bij een ontvangerhoogte van 1.50 m. Over de in-
vloed van bos op grotere afstanden kon geen kwantitatieve uitspraak worden 
gedaan daar te weinig bekend is omtrent meteorologische effecten op de geluid-
overdracht in bossen. 
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" Geluidwerendgroen is 
bouwen met de natuur " 
Mostert + de Winter Geluidwerendgroen b.v. realiseerde "groene" geluid-
beperkende voorzieningen langs 75 autowegen in binnen- en buitenland. Door het gebruik 
van beplanting in combinatie met natuurlijke materialen ontstaat een fraaie vormgeving, die 
optimaal past in het omringende landschap. Hierdoor is de acceptatie van het publiek hoog. 
• Het Geluidwerend Groeischerm® 
Een geluidreflecterendeCortenstalen kern of geluidabsorberendecassette metaan weerszijden 
opgaande boombeplanting. 
• De MW- Groeiwand 
Een geluidabsorberende kooiconstructie, gevuld met speciaal ontwikkeld grondsubstraat. 
Hierin worden planten als klimop, wingerd, braam, roos, stekelnoot en boskamperfoelie 
aangebracht. 
• DeSemiramis-wal 
Een geluidabsorberend stapelsysteem, bestaande uit stalen schaaldelen met daarbinnen een 
grondlichaam. Het toegepaste plantsortiment wordt nauw afgestemd op de vegetatie in de 
omgeving. 
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